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ABSTRACT
Facilitating the Transition
from External Direction in
Learning to Greater Self-
Direction in Learning in
Educational Institutions: A
Case Study in Individualized
Open System Postsecondary
Education
April 1978
Mark I. Cheren
B.A., University of Massachusetts
Ed. D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. Sheryl Riechmann
There have been a number of attempts in recent years to give
learners increased power and flexibility; however, many such efforts
have been unsuccessful for students. The study represented an attempt
to improve our understanding of how it is possible to help students
take more control of their learning successfully.
The major research problem was posited as the question: Is there
something called a "Transitional Dynamic" (TD) associated with this
process? If so, what is it? How does it work? What supports its
effective operation. The Transitional Dynamic was defined as
movement from a condition of learner Dependence, where externally
directed or guided learning is greater than self-directed learning for
V
an individual learner, to a condition of self-direction, where self-
directed learning is greater than externally-directed or guided
learning for an individual learner.
The study took as its focus whether people involved in practice
believed there was such a thing as the Transitional Dynamic, and if
so, to assess with them the nature of this dynamic. Results of
interviews with 38 practitioners fulfilling a variety of roles and
performing a wide variety of functions at a Case institution, Campus-
Free College, supported the notion that a Transitional Dynamic exists
and needs to be taken seriously into account, particularly in
facilitative practice in higher education.
Particular skills along which this dynamic occurs are suggested.
These include everything from learning project planning and redesign to
the identification of learning blocks and the development of strategies
for dealing with such blocks; and from self-assessment to the capacity
to delimit college level learning.
In addition, the utility and characteristics of a variety of
enabling "Transitional Structures" (TS) that assist learner progression
along the Transitional Dyanmic continuum with respect to such skills
are explored. Findings also point to a perspective that this
transition occurs both at this micro or skill level and at a macro
or whole person level. A theory for both understanding these findings
and interpreting future research and findings is suggested. A number
of potential uses for the methodology employed including interinstitution-
al comparisons are also suggested.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Chapter Overview
The purposes of this chapter are to: (a) describe the historical
and practical context of the problem, (b) introduce the theoretical
framework within which research was undertaken, (c) present the
research problem, (d) discuss the need for this research in relation
to past research, (e) indicate the general orientation of the present
study, and (f) provide an overview of the organization and contents
of subsequent chapters of this paper.
The Context of the Problem
A slow but profound shift in emphasis is underway in the profes-
sion of education, involving new roles for students and teachers
alike. Particularly during the last ten years, a focus on teaching
as content transmission and student learning as receptive content
mastery has begun to give way to a focus on teaching as the facilita-
tion of learning and to a more assertive and responsible student role.
Among the most articulate leaders in this realm have been Carl Rogers
(1967, 1969), Malcolm Knowles (1970, 1975), Alan Tough (1971), Michael
Rossman (1972), Ralph Ojemann (1966, 1971, 1972, 1973), Jean Piaget
(1973) and Paulo Freire (1973). Related efforts include contributions
by R. Buckminster Fuller (1962), Ron Gross (1977), Ivan Illich (1970) ,
1
2Dan Jordan (1973), and Arlen Etling (1975). With the title of her
recent book, Accent on Learning (1977)
,
Pat Cross underlines this
trend
.
Though this list is far from exhaustive, it is of sufficient
length to suggest the impressive strength of this trend within the
educational community. Those working to encourage individualized
education, competency-based learning. Integrated Day, open class-
rooms, open programs, and open systems of education have also made
contributions in this direction.
Thus, in practical terms, a significant proportion of the edu-
cation profession has come to appreciate the shift in focus from
the question, "What are some of the most effective ways to teach
specific content?" to the question, "What are some of the most
effective ways to facilitate learning?" Facilitation, here, is de-
fined primarily as learning process support, that is, support related
to the procedural aspects of learning (Knowles, 1975).
To better understand this role it might help to look at some of
its historical antecedents. The role of facilitator in education
has as one of its closest analogues the tutor who predates modern
colleges and universities, indeed all modern schools. And the origins
of this tutorial role may go at least as far back as the dialogical
practices used by the venerable Rabbis of the Sanhedrin (the rabbin-
ical court of ancient Israel) in training apprentice Rabbis. And
Torrence (1966) has reminded us of the obvious relationship between
3guided learning and the dialogical methods of Socrates.
More recently, Montaigne provided a description of the role of
tutor in his essay "On the Education of Children" (1580) . The follow-
ing passage conveys the flavor of the approach he advocates toward
the learner.
Let him not be asked for an account merely of the words of his
lesson, but of its sense and substance, and let him judge the
profit he has made not by the testimony of his memory, but of
his life. Let him be made to show what he has just learned in
a hundred aspects, and apply it to as many different subjects,
to see if he has yet thoroughly grasped it and made it his own,
taking stock of his progress by the pedagogical method of Plato.
It is a sign of crudeness and indigestion to disgorge food just
as we swallowed it. The stomach has not done its work if it
has not changed the condition and form of what has been given
it to cook [1580/1943, p. 12].
While early accounts such as this were integrally tied to the
transmission of content, there was also a clear sense of developing
process competence, competence that can be shown "in a hundred dif-
ferent aspects," and applied "to as many different subjects." But
these models describe experiences of the elite, not the rote learning
traditionally meted out to the masses. Not until the time of Dewey
was the line clearly drawn in defense of the majority of those on the
receiving end of systems of education, nor was the integral role of
personal experience in education for all so firmly advocated. Here,
at last, support of the learning process began to find more forceful
articulation. And what made Dewey so singular was the balance in
his
approach to learning process support.
Because the older education imposed the knowledge, methods
and
the rule of conduct of the mature person upon the young,
it does
4not follow, except upon the basis of the extreme Either-Or phi-
losophy
,
that the knowledge and skill of the mature person has
no directive value for the experience of the immature. On the
contrary
,
basing education upon personal experience may mean
more multiplied and more intimate contacts between the mature
and the immature than ever existed in the traditional school,
and consequently more, rather than less, guidance by others.
The problem, then is; how these contacts can be established
without violating the principle of learning through personal
experience. The solution of this problem requires a well thought-
out philosophy of the social factors that operate in the consti-
tution of individual experience [Dewey, 1938/63, p.21].
and
The trouble with traditional education was not that it emphasiz-
ed the external conditions that enter into the control of the
experience but that it paid so little attention to the internal
factors which also decide what kind of experience is had. . .
namely, the powers and purposes of those taught [ibid, pp. 42 &
45].
Rogers, Rossman, Freire, Knowles, and Ojemann, among contemporary
theoreticians, have made this process orientation even more explicit.
Equally important is the emphasis they place on their fundamentally
positive assumptions about human nature, assumptions which underlie
this genre of pedagogy.
One listing of these assumptions, taken from Rogers (1969, pp.
103 ff.), follows:
1) Human beings have a natural potentiality for learning.
2) Significant learning takes place when the subject matter is
perceived by the student as having relevance for his own
purposes
.
3) Learning which involves a change in self-organization
in the perception of oneself — is threatening and tends
to be resisted.
4) Those learnings which are threatening to the
self are more
easily perceived and assimilated when external threats
are
5at a minimum.
5) When threat to the self is low, experience can be perceived
in differentiated fashion and learning can proceed.
6) Much significant learning is acquired through doing.
7) Learning is facilitated when the student participates res-
ponsibly in the learning process.
8) Self-initiated learning which invokes the whole person of
the learner — feelings as well as intellect — is the most
lasting and pervasive.
9) Independence, creativity, and self-reliance are all facili-
tated when self-criticism and self-evaluation are basic and
evaluation by others is of secondary importance.
10)
The most socially useful learning in the modern world is the
learning of the process of learning, a continuing openness
to experience and incorporation into oneself of the process
of change.
The current wave of this approach to education, while perhaps
more at home in its historical context than the progressive movement
in which Dewey participated, is far from being the reigning perspec-
tive in established education. Still, inroads in early childhood,
elementary, and secondary education have been made.
However, within higher education, philosophical acceptance and
practical application of this perspective has been slow in coming.
This is so for at least three reasons, each of which is presented
briefly below. The third serves as the subject of the present study.
1 . Despite more than three quarters of a century of theorizing
and empirical research on the topic of "learning," clarity about
implications of laboratory findings is missing . The utility of
6existing laboratory research for facilitative practice is severely
limited. And reports on applied research within facilitative higher
education are only beginning to appear. Ojemann (1966), among others,
has commented on this state of affairs:
The problem of application of the findings of learning studies
to the classroom situation has been a difficult one. It appears
that the basic nature of the teacher's work is that of a guide
for learning. The vast majority of studies in American psy-
chology have been concerned with condition, trial and error
discrimination learning, and rote learning. Would more concern
with guided learning produce more powerful knowledge of learning
[p. 4].
Such speculation notwithstanding there has yet to be adequate research
evidence to support large scale adoption of the facilitative approach
to education.
2. Facilitative practice is more difficult, in general, than
teaching practice and has been associated, at least historically,
with undesirable consequences from the perspective of the status quo.
E. Paul Torrence (1966) made these points well:
One way of explaining why the concept of guided learning has not
prevailed and been more fully developed is that it is more com-
plex, requires more intellectual and emotional energy to imple-
ment, and calls for teachers with more training, skills, and
imagination than do the two extreme approaches. The human mind
seems to crave oversimplification and tends to cope with stress
and pressures to change with less expensive energies. Aside
from man's nature, there have also been throughout history
strong cultural and political forces inimical to the concept of
guided learning [p. 6].
An appropriately generous investment of resources will need to
be made, both by individuals and institutions, if the means for
facilitation are to be developed adequately.
7Justification for the heavy investment required for this more
expensive way of doing things, and for a different political analysis,
has been offered by many authors from Rogers (1967) to Postman and
Weingartner (1969). They argue that nothing less than the survival
of the human race is at stake in this period of rapid and sometimes
alarming change. We must keep pace, they claim, by designing new
and creative approaches to learning. Rogers put it this way:
Teaching and imparting knowledge make sense in an unchanging
environment. This is why it has been an unquestioned function
for centuries. But if there is one truth about modern man, it
is that he lives in an environment which is continually changing
.
The one thing I can be sure of is that the physics which is
taught to the present day student will be outdated in a decade...
We are in my view, faced with an entirely new situation in
education where the goal of education, if we are to survive, is
the facilitation of changes and learning
. The only man who is
educated is the man who has learned how to learn; the man who
has learned how to adapt and change; the man who realized that
no knowledge is secure, that only the process of seeking know-
ledge gives a basis for security. Changingness, a reliance on
process rather than upon static knowledge, is the only thing
that makes any sense as a goal for education in the modern world
[p. 2].
3. The transitional nature of the process of change from focus
on teaching to focus on learning as it affects and is experienced by
individual learners has not been adequately taken into account in
either conceptual or practical terms . This has resulted in disillu-
sionment with many early attempts to facilitate learning within high-
er education.
A primary dynamic of this shift is the flow from external direc-
tion in learning to greater self-direction in learning. This disser-
tation focuses on the necessarily transitional nature of the shift
toward greater self-direction in learning in individuals. The signi-
ficance of an analysis of this "transitional dynamic" lies in its po-
tential for helping educators place the numerous efforts to develop
facilitation cited above and below in more appropriate perspective.
9Theoretical Framework
The thesis of this dissertation is that far too many early efforts
associated with the shift to learning facilitation have been charac-
terized exclusively by their removal of a particular kind of external
structure, external structure that arbitrarily limited learners.
While this is an essential first step, unless liberating transitional
structure is substituted for the original limiting structure, students
and teachers can find themselves in a "structureless” sink or swim
situation. It is in this way that the changeover to facilitative
practice has, at times, been irresponsible and mystifying . In the
view of this investigator, it seemed possible to at the same time both
demystify and enable this transformation by tailoring its pace to
the individual and by differentiating the process, that is, by iden-
tifying, and attacking one at a time, as many of the multiple aspects
involved in such a transition as possible.
This thesis led to the development of some working assumptions:
first, that self-directed learning could be broken down into a number
of discrete skills in which the learner needed to develop competence.
Knowles (1975) has defined self-directed learning as; " . . .a pro-
cess in which individuals take the initiative, with or without the
help of others, in diagnosing their learning needs, formulating learn-
ing goals, identifying human and material resources for learning,
choosing and Implementing appropriate learning strategies and
evalu-
ating learning outcomes [p. 18]." This represents one group
of skills
10
The items listed in this definition, plus a number of other items
added by the investigator on the basis of his experience with a
facilitative institution in higher education (to be described in
greater detail in Chapter III)
,
were combined in a working checklist
of functions (see Table 20, p. 218 ). This assumption can be repre-
sented as Theory A.
Theory A:
Self-Directed Learning in facilitative higher education requires
the use of a number of learning process skills (functions) which
can be listed. The working framework of skills enumerated for
purposes of this study is referred to as List X, where:
X = (a) Knowles ' list
(b) additional items added by the present investigator
(b*) two general categories, also added by the present
investigator, but not broken down to the same level
of detail of specific skills
To summarize:
X = a + b + b'
This particular list was developed because no systematic list
existed. An educated first approximation and a process for testing
this and subsequent approximations were necessary in the development
of a viable list. It was assumed that theory testing and evolution
would continue, and, in that context, List X was synthesized.
At the same time, if facilitation (the new faculty role) and
self-directed learning (the new student rol^ require of learners a
gradual development of new skills which are adequate^ to replac
e
ditional externally provided skills and structure, it seemed
reason
able to postulate two additional related assumptions.
These were:
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that a "Transitional Dynamic" (TD) exists and can be defined as the
process of moving from the old dependent student role (a situation
of learner Dependence (D) characterized predominantly by externally
directed or guided learning (GL) ) to the new self-directing student
role ( a situation of learner Self-Direction (SD) characterized pre-
dominantly by self-directed learning); and that structures can be
designed which will provide explicit support in movement across this
continuum. These assumptions can be represented as Theories B and
B’, respectively.
Theory B:
Self-Directed Learning in facilitative higher education is
characterized by a transitional dynamic. The "Transitional
Dynamic" is referred to as the TD, where:
TD = Movement from Condition D to Condition SD
and
:
Condition D (Dependence) = GL is greater than SDL
Condition SD (Self-Direction) = SDL is greater than GL
Where:
GL = Externally Directed or Guided Learning
SDL = Self-Directed Learning
Theory B’
:
It is possible to design and implement support structures,
"Transitional Structure" that ease (provide an enabling effect
with respect to) the Transitional Dynamic, that is, movement
from
Condition D to Condition SD, where:
TS = the widest possible assortment of structures,
techni-
ques, methodologies, and processes that assist
learn-
ers in the development of one or more of the
several
12
specific skills that can be associated with greater
self-direction in learning.
and
:
Condition D (Dependence) = GL is greater than SDL
Condition SD (Self-Direction) = SDL is greater than GL
Where
:
GL = Externally Directed or Guided Learning
SDL = Self-Directed Learning
A fourth working assumption was that a relationship existed be-
tween Theory A and Theory B. It was assumed that the transition to
greater self-direction in learning consists of a number of smaller
transitions, transitions to competence in each of the many skills
now in the process of being identified. This fourth working assump-
tion can be represented as Theory C.
Theory C:
The Transitional Dynamic (TD) can be broken down into a number
of smaller transitions. These smaller transitions occur (or at
least have the potential for occurring) for a given individual
in relation to each of the large number of specific skills which
we are now in the process of identifying. Rates of transition
may and do vary considerably across different skills for a given
individual
.
To summarize:
™ 1
+
"''skill 2
•
In summary, the theories or working assumptions of this research
+ td
,
. , , )
skill n
were:
A. self-directed learning requires use of the items on List X, a
list of learning process skills, when undertaken within the
confines of facilitative higher education;
13
B. self-directed learning is characterized by a Transitional
Dynamic (TD)
,
the movement from a condition of dependence,
in which guided learning is greater than self-directed
learning, to a condition of self-direction, in which self-
directed learning is greater than guided learning;
B' . it is possible to design and implement a variety of structures
to support this transition;
C. the Transitional Dynamic is actually an aggregate of a number
of smaller Transitional Dynamics (tds)
,
each associated with
a specific learning process skill.
14
The Problem
There were really two focal "problems" addressed by the present
study. First, there was the problem faced by practitioners in faci-
litative higher education. Generally, little structural support of
any kind for a more gradual process of transition to greater self-
direction in learning had been provided to those involved in early
efforts of the current wave of the facilitative movement. This prob-
lem resulted from a lack of clarity about the kinds of support needed
by and possible for both educators and the learners they serve in the
new roles established within facilitative higher education. As
suggested earlier, this is largely because the process still needs
considerable theoretical and practical articulation.
The second problem was the research problem addressed by the
present study. This was the task presented by the need to begin to
test a set of working assumptions generated in response to the needs
of practitioners. Theories A, B, B*, and C. This testing was con-
ducted at a case institution, namely Campus-Free College, through a
series of structured interviews augmented by participant observation.
Individual practitioners in all major institutional roles were inter-
viewed. The four working assumptions (theories) were reduced to
testable hypotheses relating specifically to the case institution.
These hypotheses are presented in Chapter 2, "Hypothetical
Proposi-
tions." The interview questions used to test these
propositions are
presented in Chapter 3, "Methodology."
15
Need for this Research in Relation to Past Research
Taxonomic survey
. The problem of developing a comprehensive list of
learning process skills appropriate to facilitative higher education
has not as yet been addressed in a formal research effort. Early de-
finitions of facilitation by Rogers (1967, 1969) and Knowles (1970,
1975) focused primarily on establishing the differences between
teaching and facilitation. A number of differences in both assumption
and process were well summarized by Knowles (1975) (See Figure 1).
The one related systematic effort (Etling, 1975) focused on a
specialized definition of facilitator in the context of rural, non-
formal education generated primarily on the basis of experience in a
project in rural Ecuador. With a delphi methodology, a panel of
experts helped to identify important skills and attitudes appropriate
for community development-oriented "facilitators." Skills suited to
learners in a non-formal rural education setting were not addressed.
An informal effort aimed at identifying learning process skills
used by learners in facilitative higher education was coordinated
by Delyte Frost in 1976. In a workshop she conducted for the Union
of Experimenting Colleges and Universities, competency lists were de-
veloped for Learners, Core Faculty (facilitators), and Adjunct Faculty
(community based resource people with whom University Without Walls
Learners work in relation to specific learning projects)
.
These unpublished listings could well be described as useful
transitional support mechanisms according to the definition suggested
LEARNING RESOORCS A
A COMPARISON OF ASSDHPTIOMS AND PROCESSES OP TEACHER-DIRECTED (PEDAGOGICAL) LEARNING AND SZU-DIRECTEO
(ANDRAGOGXCAL) LEARNING
(Please read as poles on a spectrum, not as black-and-white differences)
ASSUMPTIONS
About Teacher-
directed
learning..
Self-directed
learnii^
Concept of the
learner
Dependent
personality
Increasingly
self-directed
organism
Role of learn-
er's exper-
ience
To be built on
more than used
A rich resource
for learning
Readiness to
learn
Varies with
levels of
maturation
Develops from
life tasks and
problems
Orientation to
learning
Subject-
centered
Task- or prob-
lem-centered
Motivation
External re-
wards and
punishments
Internal incen-
tives, curios-
ity
The body of theory and practice on which
teacher-directed learning is based is often given
the label ''pedagogy,'* from the Greek words paid
(meaning "child") and agogus (meaning "guide")—
thus being defined as the art and science of
teaching children.
The body of theory and practice on which
self-directed learning is based is coming to be
labeled "andragogy," from the Greek word aner
(meaning "adult") —thus being defined as the art
and science of helping adults (or even better^
maturing human beings) learn.
PROCESS ELEMENTS
Elements Teacher-
directed
learning
Self-directed
learning
Cllmata
Formal
Authority-
oriented
Competitive
Judgmental
Informal
Mutually respectful
Consensual
Collaborative
Supportive
Planning Primarily by
teacher
By participative
decision-making
Diagnosis
of needs
Primarily by
teacher
By mutual assassment
getting
goals
Primarily by
teacher
By mutual negotiation
Designing
a learn-
ing plan
Content units
Course sylla-
bus
Logical se-
quence
Learning projects
Learning contracts
Sequenced in terms
of readiness
Learning
activi-
ties
Transmittal
techniques
Assigned
readings
Inquiry projects
Independent study
Experiential tech-
niques
Evaluaeloti Primarily by
teacher
By mutual assessment
of self-collected
evidence
Figure 1 (Knowles, 1975)
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in this study. On the other hand, they suffer somewhat for lack of
clarity about the functions that structure can perform within the
context of facilitation. There is ambiguity with regard to different
kinds of structure, the varied sources of structure, and possible in-
terrelationships among these functions, kinds and sources of structure.
Such ambiguity is typical in the working conversations of people
involved in facilitative and particularly open-system programs in
higher education. The lists generated by Frost et. al.
,
and short very
general competency lists for learners developed at such facilitative
institutions as Empire State College and Washington International
College, while not formal research efforts, have done much to pave
the way for the present study. However, it should be clear that a
more deliberate effort is needed.
Dynamics of facilitation . Theory building of a more dynamic variety
with respect to facilitative practice in higher education has fared
slightly better. Two efforts, one by Reisser and one by Chickering
will be discussed.
Reisser (1973), building her conceptual framework largely on
recent investigations into the operation of the brain, particularly
neurological and sensory perceptual research, developed a "facilita-
tion'' process specifically for hleping students develop individual
learning projects in an organic manner. It listed seven practical
steps (a "Blueprinting Process") for designing and implementing a
learning project. These are listed as follows.
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1) select an area of interest;
2) clarify it through differentiating it from other areas,
and/or specifying its relevant sub-parts;
3) organize the parts into meaningful patterns;
4) translate the patterns into "engagers" (questions, issues,
tasks, etc.) goal—oriented statements that clearly imply
a beginning point, a sense of direction, and an ending point;
5) synthesize a goal statement;
6) plan activities which aim at accomplishing goals;
7) plan ways to evaluate progress.
It is an example both of another kind of Transitional Structure use-
ful to practitioners and of a group of component skills that contri-
bute to only one of the "specific" skills /functions on learning
process List X, "Project Planning and Redesign (skills development)."
While her conceptual framework and methodology were excellent, the
study's focus was too limited - dealing as it did primarily with
facilitation of one semester "independent study" projects being
developed and implemented by students in an otherwise traditional
setting - to easily convey much sense of the operation of the transi-
tional dynamic.
In contrast, Chickering (1976) surveyed major theories of adult
development and trends in the life cycle and speculated about the
implications of these perspectives for educational programming and
institutional development. Progression in stages of ego development
from self-protective opportunistic, to conformist, to conscientious,
to autonomous was correlated with movement through stages of
intellec
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^^3.1 devslopmsnt
,
motives for education, notions of where knowledge
comes from, institutional functions, teaching practices, student-
teacher relationships, and evaluation strategies. This represents
a clear analogue to the Transitional Dynamic (Theory B)
. Chickering's
conceptual framework was more detailed in its stages of progression,
yet the degree of differentiation of skills, capacities, approaches
etc. is very general in comparison to that associated with the TD.
Progression toward autonomy was tied to a whole person assessment
system through this kind of correlation to broad stages of adult de-
velopment. And this appeared to be at variance with the working as-
sumption of the present study that progressions of this kind vary a
great deal across different skills.
In summary, differentiated assessment of skills in relation to
the movement to greater self-direction is not discussed in the lit-
erature. But Chickering's comprehensive framework seems to come
closest to doing so and should be kept in mind because it points to
a wider developmental perspective and the need to reconcile the ques-
tions and findings of efforts. such as this investigation with that
perspective.
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Orientation of the Present Study
This study was intended to begin to describe how people playing
major roles in a given facilitative educational institution at the
post-secondary level work together to support the assumed transition
from external direction in learning to greater self-direction in
learning for the institution’s students. A clearer definition of
learning within a facilitative context in higher education was
sought, one that would include identification of the major tasks that
needed to be addressed by the learner. The range of functions per-
formed which enabled the accomplishment of these tasks was also ex-
plored. In addition, clues were sought for the kind(s) of support
helpful to learners and educators involved in promoting greater self-
direction in learning within the context of open system, individual-
ized higher education. In this manner, many of the transitional and
institutional aspects of the facilitative approach to education
were examined
.
Support for such a descriptive approach comes from a paper by
Malcolm Knowles, entitled "Sequential Research Needs in Evolving Dis-
ciplines of Social Practice, A Speculative Theory" (1973). Knowles
postulated different phases that appear to be observable in the devel-
opment of new fields of social practice, and the kinds of research he
felt are most appropriate to each phase.
Knowles labels the first phase "Definition of the Field":
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first organic need of a field of social practice, I specu-
i® f°r a definition of itself. As the pioneers of a new
kind of social practice start becoming aware of the fact that
they are doing something different (such as teaching adults
ra-ther than children) and start bumping into others who are
doing much the same thing, they begin to get a sense of identi-
fication with one another
. And then they start asking such
questions ast Who else is doing this kind of thing? How many
are there? Where are they located? What types of institutions
are they in? What, exactly, are they doing and how? What are
their objectives? Who are their clients? What terminology are
they using to describe themselves and their work? Under what
conditions are they working? What are their resources? What are
their problems and concerns? What are their characteristics?
In what directions are they moving?
Accordingly, during this phase the great need is for des-
criptive research — descriptive surveys, census studies, case
reports, demographic studies, and the like [p. 2].
Practitioners of a more open style of education "facilitation
of learning," are still largely in this phase. The present study
sought to further refine current definitions. Specifically, "facili-
tating the transition from external direction to greater self-direc-
tion in learning" was proposed as further refinement of the notion
of substituting "facilitating" or the more current phrase, "facilitat-
ing self-directed learning," for "teaching."
If we accept the view that the facilitation of learning is
sufficiently different from teaching to constitute a new field of
social practice which is still in the throws of self-definition,
there would be justification for limiting ourselves to the posing of
problems and the description of relevant parameters. Such a view is
intrinsic to the present study.
Summarizing then, a major question that this study attempted to
answer was. How do the major role players of one facilitative educa-
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^onal institution within higher education work, individually and
with each other to ease the transition from external direction in
learning to greater self-direction in learning ? In answer, key tasks,
i^olss
,
functions, and skills required of people in facilitative and
learning roles, and relevant characteristics of institutional struc-
ture and process were identified, described, and
,
where appropriate,
defined.
A simple but important distinction should be made at this point.
Those working in the field as facilitators are concerned with the
development of learning skills and the processes by which this is
accomplished. When we ask. What is the content of the field of
learning facilitation within higher education? we are primarily asking.
What processes are involved? Though we can therefore become involv-
ed in a complex discussion of process in general and of a number of
specific processes in particular, basically we are dealing with a
taxonomic question i.e., classification or categorization. By contrast,
when we ask questions about the dynamics of facilitating the develop-
ment of process skills, we are talking about a process superordinate
to a number of discrete processes (what might be called "meta-process)
.
It is hoped that through the pursuit of questions of this kind, that
is, by looking for trends common to a number of different processes,
we will prepare the way for including a new level of process under-
standing in facilitative instructional theory. Because of their close
back and forth between theseconnection, it will be necessary to move
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two kinds of questions in the following pages and chapters. The read-
er is asked to bear this distinction in mind.
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Llinltatlons of ths Study
First, as will be shown, a considerable number of functions are
performed by practitioners in facilitative higher education. Self-
Assessment, Career Research and Planning, and Academic Program
Planning and Implementation are only three of the larger categories.
The examination of many areas is, of necessity, brief, though not
superficial. Because this study was viewed as the first of a parti-
cular series of studies in the field, it was deemed wisest to con-
centrate on providing a context for future work.
Second, it should be noted that the functions to be discussed
are apportioned among different roles at various facilitative insti-
tutions. Consequently, it will be necessary to build from this study
toward functional generalization rather than role generalization.
For example, while the actual award of credit is performed by an
academic council at Campus-Free College, the institution described
in this study, the awarding of credit is considered to be part of
the role of "Facilitators" at most University Without Walls Programs
and "Mentors" at Empire State College. Thus, future studies might
reasonably test whether or not "transitional elements" of the credit-
ing function are constant across facilitative institutions regardless
of who performs that function.
Third, neither those playing the role of "Learning Resource
Person" nor those in the role of "Evaluator" have been interviewed
directly in the present study, though their roles are described and
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to a limited extent discussed. There appeared to be no acceptable
method for adequate control of the extreme variation in the popula-
tions and the functions they performed without enlarging the respon-
dent population well beyond the resource limitations of this effort.
Fourth, the sample size is small. It was assumed from the be-
ginning that findings would be, more than anything else, suggestive
of appropriate directions for larger, more empirically oriented
studies
.
Fifth, at least two kinds of biases were unavoidably introduced
in this study. These included bias resulting from prior relation-
ships between the investigator and a number of respondents, and the
pro-Transitional Dynamic orientation of a number of items on the
interview schedule utilized.
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Summary
The context of the problem has been described as a general trend
or movement in education from focus on content transmission to focus
on the facilitation of learning. Within this trend, higher education
seems to be moving comparatively slowly. Three reasons for this have
been discussed. A theoretical framework was generated in response to
the last of these; that the transitional nature of the shift from
teaching to facilitation of learning had not been taken into account
in a number of early attempts to introduce facilitative practice to
higher education. It included four theoretical propositions. These
were to be tested through appropriate hypotheses ^hich are presented
in the following chapter). Next the research problem was posed.
Then the need for this research in relation to past research was
discussed. Finally, the general orientation of the study was outlined.
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Overview of Subsequent Chapters
Chapter II is a succinct presentation of the four hypothetical
propositions tested in the present study. Chapter III describes the
methodology, procedures, and analysis of data used; and Chapter IV
presents and analyzes the major findings of the study. In Chapter V,
a summary and conclusions are drawn from the discussion in Chapter IV
and possible practical implications and future research needs suggest
ed by the present effort are considered.
CHAPTER II
HYPOTHETICAL PROPOSITIONS
Chapter Overview
This chapter briefly recapitulates each tested theoretical for-
mulation and presents the implementing hypothesis associated with
each.
Hypotheses
With respect to Theory A, which involved the listing of functions,
skills and general categories required for self-directed learning,
it was desired that the accuracy of the given list. List X, be test-
ed against the reports of a select list of practitioners at the
case institution.
Theory A :
Self-Directed Learning in facilitative higher education
requires utilization of a NUMBER OF LEARNING PROCESS SKILLS
(functions) which can be listed. A working framework of
skills, List X, is assumed.
Hypothesis A :
The items on List X represent skills used and/or functions
performed by a significant number of practitioners judged
effective in their practice.
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Regarding Theory B, which involved the assumed presence of a
"Transitional Dynamic", it was desired that the usefulness of the
Dynamic (TD) as a conceptual tool be assessed by
practitioners in a sample composed of effective practitioners at
the case institution.
Theory B :
Self-Directed Learning in facilitative higher education is
characterized by a transitional dynamic.
Hypothesis B :
A select group of practitioners at Campus-Free College
will generally report that the Transitional Dynamic is
"somewhat useful" to "very useful" as a conceptual tool
in their practice, i.e., that it is an aid in decision-
making in their practice.
With respect to Theory B', involving the assumed potential
for developing and implementing a supportive transitional structure,
the usefulness of transitional structure as provided at both the
individual practitioner and institutional levels needed to be tested.
Theory B* ;
It is possible to design and implement support structures,
"Transitional Structures" (TS) , that ease (provide an
enabling effect with respect to) the Transitional Dynamic,
that is, movement from a condition of dependence to a
condition of self-direction.
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Hypothesis B* ;
A select group of practitioners at Campus-Free College will
generally report that they consider Transitional Structure
(TS) to be "somewhat useful" to "very useful" both at the
individual practitioner and at the institutional levels.
With reference to Theory C, involving the assumed differentia-
tion of rates of transition across different skills and functions,
it was desired to determine if reports of transition would vary
considerably across different skills for given individuals.
Theory C ;
The Transitional Dynamic (TD) is something that can be
broken down into a number of smaller transitions. These
smaller transitions occur (or at least have the potential
for occurring) for a given individual in relation to each
of the large number of specific skills which we are now
in the process of identifying. Rates of transition may
and do vary considerably across different skills for a
given individual.
Hypothesis C ;
A select group of practitioners in Campus-Free College will
report differentiated increases in student control with
respect to the skills on List X.
CHAPTER III
METHOD
Chapter Overview
The purposes of this chapter are to: (a) present an overview
of the research design employed in this study and the rationale for
its use, (b) present information concerning the sample interviewed,
and (c) describe procedures, instrumentation, and how the data
were analyzed.
Overview of Design
Summary of the design . A case study methodology was used in this
research. The case, a facilitative learning context in higher ed-
ucation, was Campus-Free College. Techniques employed for data
collection included participant observation and respondent inter-
viewing (N=38) . In respondent interviewing, those interviewed were
asked to report on their own activities and reflections. Also, some
respondents were asked to act as informants, that is, they were
asked to report their observations of the activities, performance,
and responses of others within the institution (n=8 of the 38
respondents)
.
All interviews were conducted in person by the author save one
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which was administered by a Student^ member of the College's Academic
Council. Average interview time was just under two hours (1.95 hrs./
interview). All interviews were taped, and in all but one instance
extensive notes were taken by hand.
Interviews were structured using both fixed-alternative and
open-end items. Open-end items predominated in funneling combina-
tions, that is, they moved from the general to the specific. The
interview contained questions relating to three broad areas:
functions performed by respondents in relation to their work with
the college, attitudes and experiences relating to self-directed
learning, and organizing principles or metaphors people used to deal
with their experience in the college. The last focussed primarily
on the "transitional factor," but also attempted to discover what
other metaphors people were using in their practice.
Rationale . As indicated previously (p. 21 ) , the rationale for or-
ganizing the study as a case follows from the descriptive orientation
of the study. That is, the study attempts to discover and describe
relevant variables, i.e., theory-building. Following is a discussion
of the pros and cons of interviewing and participant observation.
^ The convention of capitalizing "Student" and "Students" is
adopted to signify the special, paraprofessional character of this
role within facilitative institutions. This usage is extant in some
Campus-Free College publications.
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the methods of data collection used.
Since the information sought was fairly straightforward, an
interview combined with participant observation seemed adequate for
generating the data required. It was expected that there would be
a significant positive bias with respect to the Transitional Dynamic
(TD) brought about by the structure of the interview instrument used
in the study. This was expected because the instrument tacitly
assumed the presence of the TD in the wording of many questions.
However, a large enough pattern of support was expected to surface
in relation to the TD to suggest that a shift to Student control of
a number of functions performed did indeed occur.
At the same time it is often the case with depth interviews
that, even with a schedule, the data produced can be projective,
but this was considered an advantage here since divergent expression
was sought. The schedule used was highly structured, but the inter-
viewing style employed was extremely flexible and receptive in
order to encourage this divergence. The interviewer tended to be
directive only when the main thrust of a question had not been
answered or when clarification was required. If persistence to
"get the answer" seemed particularly disconcerting to the respondent’s
train of thought or produced signs of irritation, the interviewer
did not persist. For this reason, there are a number of
questions
were recorded. This is particularly true ofto which no responses
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the third question. This choice to "follov the flow" of the conver-
sation was deemed consistent with the exploratory nature of the
study.
On the negative side, it is possible that long-standing rela-
tionships with approximately 3/ 4 of the sample might have influenced
the responses, particularly because the investigator's commitment
to a transitional approach was well known. It might be argued that,
given such a history, the number of people trying to please would
be equal to the number attempting to disprove. This line of reason-
ing was not considered adequate. Responses to closed— items carried
a bias in the direction of "pleasing" or "impressing" the inter-
viewer in a number of cases. As a counter-balance, only very strong
trends were taken seriously in the analysis of data, and dissenting
opinions were examined with particular care. On the other hand,
long-standing relationships were found to be an advantage in the
study because they encouraged greater candor, especially in response
to open-ended questions. On balance, since this is not an empirical,
but a descriptive study which is primarily concerned with develop-
ing appropriate and useful categories, the negative aspects of
long-standing relationships did not appear to outweigh the advantages
of projective richness of response.
Finally, it was considered a distinct advantage that the inter-
viewer's familiarity with the situation made interpretation of nuance
in responses easier. A research assistant, Ms* Kathy Ann Kates, a
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CFG MA graduate in Early Childhood Education, with a particular inter-
est in learning process, also played a major role in the analysis of
data as a perception check and provided assistance in tabulating the
data produced.
Focal institution
.
Case selection . Campus—Free College was selected as the focal
institution for three reasons. First, the design of the institution
is particularly functional, in that roles tend to be separated more
by function than by hierarchical positioning. Further, the individual
function or set of functions assigned to each role tends to be of a
discrete character. For example, learning process guidance and
training comes from the Student's Program Advisor, instruction comes
from Learning Resource People with whom the Student contracts to work,
evaluation is similarly contracted on an ad hoc basis with Evaluators,
and Monitors oversee and periodically assess Student progress. This
arrangement affords the Student an unusual degree of flexibility, and
it allows and encourages educators to play only those roles that they
perform most effectively. Lastly, it provides considerable clarity
in the dynamics of each role and its attendant functions.
A second reason for choosing Campus-Free College as the focal
institution was the high quality of its individualized higher educa-
tion as compared with institutions and programs of its kind. In the
author's experience, there is an unusually high percentage of Program
Advisors, Council Members, and Staff who implicitly understand the
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"transitional factor" inherent in learning facilitation. This skill
has been employed with unusual care to create an entire academic pro-
cess that is particularly appropriate to individualized, open—system,
postsecondary, facilitative education.
The overriding concern during the process of institutional devel-
opment was to combine, as far as possible, the best of traditional
practice with the best of current innovative practice. This judgment
on the quality of CFC's academic process has been echoed in reports
resulting from four full dress academic audits of the institution
2during the two year period immediately prior to the present study.
Finally, Campus-Free was accessible to this investigator because
of his involvement with the institution. That involvement initially
came about because of the considerable degree of receptivity to the
pursuit of a better understanding of the "transitional factor" in
learning facilitation on the part of the Administrative Staff, the
Academic Council, and many Program Advisors and Students in the Col-
lege's extended network.
Reports issued by: The Visiting Assessment Team, Massachusetts
Board of Higher Education re: licensure as a foreign corporation in
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, October 20, 1975 visit; Internal
Auditing Team commissioned by the School's Board of Trustees, October
24, 1975 visit; Candidacy Assessment Team, Middle States Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools Commission on Higher Education,
November 5, 1975 visit; Visiting Evaluating Team, District of Columbia
licensure authority re: relicensure, October 4, 1976 visit. The Oct-
ober 15, 1976 report prepared by the team sent by the District of
Columbia expressed the point of view that, "IThile this aggregation is
not unique in what it is doing, it seems to be doing it better, more
seriously, and with greater commitment and singularity of interest
than any other group of whom either of our team has heard in the
past
[p. 3]."
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Case description
. Campus—Free College was conceived by Larry
Lenunel, former president of Franconia College, and Frank Sweetser, an
undergraduate at Franconia. They sought to design an institution
that was sufficiently flexible in its organizational structure and
staffing patterns to enable it to "keep growing" along with its
Students. Campus-Free College (CFC) was founded in 1971, making it
six years old at the time of the study. With 157 students, it is a
small liberal arts college, with headquarters in Washington, D.C..
Campus-Free College is one of the new family of facilitative insti-
tutions and special programs within larger institutions which are
often labeled "non-traditional" in character. Similar institutions
and programs include Empire State College, Washington International
College, The Union Graduate School, the many University Without Walls
Programs, and the Goddard College Adult Degree and External MA pro-
grams. CFC is one of the relatively small number of such institutions
and programs that are nationwide in scope as well as entirely indivi-
dualized in Student programming and open-system in the use of learn-
ing resources.
Campus-Free is licensed to grant A. A., B.A.
,
and M.A. Degrees
both domestically in the District of Columbia and as a foreign cor-
poration in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The College achieved
Candidate for Accreditation Status with the Middle States Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools, the relevant accrediting body,
in
June of 1976, and received full financial aid authority from
the U.S.
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Office of Education the following fall. The College has been grant-
ed permission to enroll bona fide foreign students by the Department
of Immigration and Naturalization. It has not yet received authori-
zation to enroll Veterans eligible to receive VA educational benefits
because of discriminatory clauses in Veterans Administration regula-
tions concerning a rather arbitrary definition of facilitative insti-
tutions and programs and exclusion of independent study.
The design of the College is deceptively simple. Available to
work directly with Students on a one-to-one basis is a nationwide
network of 173 "Program Advisors". Approximately 80% of these pro-
fessionals hold full time appointments at other academic institutions
throughout the country and relate to CFC in a part time, consultancy
capacity. On the same basis, 20% are recruited from the ranks of
community-based professionals with an interest in facilitative high-
er education and with the skills adequate to its demands . Of the
total network, approximately 50% were involved in a contractual rela-
tionship with one or more CFC Students at the time of the study.
At any given time, the total network of CFC Advisors can be di-
vided into three groups: those who are "active" - Advisors in good
standing with the institution who remain available to take on Students;
those who are "active and working" - Program Advisors currently con-
tracted and working with one or more CFC Students; and those who are
"inactive" - Advisors on leave or permanently separated from the
institution. It is the first of these categories which totaled 173
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at the time of this study.
While the background and skills of Program Advisors vary a great
deal, minimal competence in "learning process support" is required of
all. That is. Program Advisors, or "PAs" as they are called, must
possess the background and skills needed to provide direct help to
Students or to make competent initial assessments of need and refer-
rals in each of the following broad areas;
1) Self-Assessment
2) Career Research and Planning
3) Academic Program Planning and Implementation
As a group. Advisors tend to be much stronger in the last of
these than in the first two. An individualized, peer-assisted faculty
development program had been partially implemented at the time of
this study.
With the close support of his or her Program Advisor provided
during one to two hour weekly meetings, each Student begins an ongoing,
individualized process of self-assessment, career research and plan-
ning and academic program planning and implementation. Methods and
timing in self-assessment and career research and planning vary a
great deal, but academic program planning and implementation had been
standardized in the following well defined, but flexible, academic
process
;
1) Each Student develops plans for a completely individual pro-
gram of study including an overall plan, complete with ration-
ale, called the "Curriculum Plan", and, over time, a detailed
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description of its components, organized as a number of dis-
tinct, but interrelated, learning projects. Plans for learn-
ing projects are called "Project Descriptions";
2) The Student seeks out the most appropriate "learning resources"
and "Evaluators" (Evaluators are one category of Learning Re-
source Person) available in that geographic area from among
neighboring academic institutions and community-based sources;
3) The Student negotiates an appropriate, mutually beneficial
relationship with these learning resources and Learning Re-
source People;
4) The Student engages in learning activities as planned and
negotiated, modifying initial plans and renegotiating as
necessary;
5) The Student evaluates his or her own learning and then secures
a competent and detailed evaluation by an expert in the field,
both in conformance with the guidelines and questions on CFC’s
"Project Evaluation" form;
6) The Student submits these two evaluations together with a
"Credit Request", co-signed by the Student’s PA, to the other
end of the CFG academic team, CFC’s centralized "Academic
Council". Project Descriptions are also sent in at this time,
if they have not been submitted previously.
CFC’s 13-member Academic Council includes ten professionals and
three Students. The professional members are recruited largely from
among those who possess experience not only in academia but elsewhere
in the community as well. Council Members do their work at monthly,
day-long meetings, convened alternately in Eastern and Western Mass
achusetts. In addition, each of the professional members of the
Council "monitors” the progress of a caseload of Students. "Monitors
offer feedback on drafts of preliminary and final Curriculum Plans
and are charged with writing a detailed report to the Student
every
six months of his/her active registration (two academic quarters).
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This report reviews the Student’s progress in relation to the goals
he or she set as well as from the perspective of both the College's
and professional standards. Occasionally, a suitable Monitor in the
Student's chosen field of concentration cannot be found from among
the Council membership, so an outside expert will be asked to perform
this role.
7) At Council meetings, subcommittees of the Council review
Project Descriptions, Evaluations and Credit Requests (some-
times accompanied by documentation of the learning itself -
papers, exams, slides, tapes, and the like) to make indivi-
dual credit determinations for each project submitted. In
addition, subcommittee members frequently give substantive
feedback to Students about their work beyond that offered
by their Project Evaluators, Program Advisors, and Monitors;
8) Early in Student programs, "Preliminary" and "Final" Curricu-
lum Plans are also submitted to the full Council for review
and feedback, and, when of sufficient quality, for approval.
The process of dialogue between the Academic Council and Students is
considerable. Fully one third of all work submitted to the Council
in the form of Learning Projects and Curriculum Plans is returned
with suggestions for revision before credit determinations are made
or plans approved.
9) Once a Student has successfully completed the course of study
described in his or her approved Curriculum Plan, a "Gradua-
tion Request", including summative reports from the Student,
Program Advisor, and Monitor is submitted to the full Council
for its recommendation;
10)
The Council's recommendation, together with a digested report,
is passed on to the Board of Trustees for final action through
balloting.
There was a small administrative staff supporting this operation
(3 full time, 2 part time) based in D.C. and a small academic
staff
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(1 full time, 5 part time) based in Boston, at the time of the study.
^spondent interviewing . A number of Students, Program Advisors, Aca-
demic Council Members, Administrative Staff Members, and Trustees
were interviewed as respondents. That is, they were asked to report
on their own activities and reflections (N=38)
. These roles were
chosen to cover all those played by people directly related to the
institution, because it was desired to begin to learn about who, in
sn institution such as this, gets involved with each of the functions
listed in List X.
Several of these 38 individuals were playing more than one role
in Campus-Free College at the time of the study or had played other
roles before taking on their present role. Given the exploratory
nature of this study, respondents experienced with more that one CFC
role, though encouraged to focus on their "designated role" (the role
that determined their selection for the study)
,
were asked to comment
3
on all their roles in their responses to questions in the interview.
It would have been simpler to limit multiple role respondents to
answers pertaining solely to their designated roles. However, it was
felt that this would severely limit or distort the descriptive im-
pression. In order to suggest trends in practice by role during a
^On those few occasions when respondents desired to override the
instruction in respect to emphasis on designated role, the rationale
offered in all cases was relevant to the focus of the study. This was
considered compelling and thus was allowed. Respondents were regroup-
ed accordingly.
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limited time period, August-October
,
1977, summative statistics offer-
ed in table form have been reported for designated roles only. A pre-
cise breakdown of multiple roles is given in Table 1, p. 47 . The
specific questions asked during these interviews are listed under
Procedure and Instrumentation," page 49, Sample interview segments
can be found in Appendix D., p. 154.
As a check on perception and as a low level control against bias,
8 respondents were also interviewed as informants (N=8) . That is,
they were asked to report their observations of the activities, per-
formance, and responses of others in the institution. These included
3 Program Advisors, 2 Academic Council Members, 2 Administrative Staff
Members and 1 Trustee. Three others made brief comments in response
to one of the informant questions. This was a considerably smaller
number than the 23 that had been originally intended and resulted from
the small number of respondents who felt themselves adequately inform-
ed about how others played their roles and thereby qualified to act
as informants. In their capacity as informants, these subjects were
asked to describe both what they had observed about how various parts
of the institution facilitated the transition from external direction
to greater self-direction in learning and to express what they knew
of other people’s perceptions and methods.
Observation. The author participated actively in Campus-Free College
during the four year period immediately prior to the study. During
that time, he directly observed and performed most major functions
performed by the staff of the institution. His formal job titles
during this period included: Program Advisor, Member of the Program
Advisor Training Task Force, Area Coordinator (Connecticut Valley
Region), Coordinator for Program Advisor Affairs, and Administrative
Coordinator (chief administrative officer within a team approach to
administration
.
)
The question posed by this study has been one of the primary
organizing principles employed in the analysis of experience and ob-
servation undertaken by the investigator throughout the period of his
participation. Where it was felt that these perceptions would add
clarity to the findings or serve as a basis for organization of the
data, they have been included and/or utilized.
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Sample
Selection of respondents
. Selection of respondents was done in con-
sultation with the Academic Administrator and other members of the
Academic Council of Campus-Free College. The process was guided by
the author s judgment of and desire to include those who appeared to
be among the best practitioners in the College at the time of the
study. Ten Students, 11 Program Advisors, 9 Academic Council Members
(including 1 Student member), 4 Administrative Staff Members, and 2
Trustees were interviewed as respondents. Similarly, selection of
informants was guided by the author’s judgment, after consultation,
of those who were most likely to make reliable, informed and incite-
ful observations.
The design of Campus-Free College gave this small group, the
Academic Council and its Administrator, and in the case of the author,
the Coordinator of Program Advisor Affairs, a good perspective on who
the best practitioners were since all learning projects and curricula
were reviewed by the Council. These submissions gave a direct and
clear indication of the quality of work being performed by Students
and their Program Advisors in the field. This information was sup-
plemented by "Quarterly Reports" issued by Program Advisor-Student
teams every three working months. Since this group was particularly
well informed, all, save the investigator and one member of the Aca-
demic Council (unavailable for interviewing due to schedule) , were
interviewed
.
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The attempt here was to assemble a known-group capable of gene-
rating data that could describe the learning processes associated with
the institution s functioning. It should be noted that, with specific
variations in methodology, the effort cited above under "Past Research"
by Etling and two studies out of Empire State College (Palola and
Bradley, 1973; Clark, 1975) also used a descriptive, known-group
approach. It remains for later studies to test the assumed relation-
ship among credit-worthy learning projects, approval-worthy Curricu-
lum Plans, and acceptable Degree Requests, on the one hand, and the
variables of practice described by this and other such studies, on
the other.
Demography . Table 1 indicates a breakdown of the study's 38 subjects
in terms of geographical location, years affiliated with the college
(and, for students, quarters enrolled), educational background/level
of program, and multiple roles performed. It should be noted that
the sample included Mr. Larry Lemmel, M.M. , the college's founder and
present Academic Administrator. Table 2 gives a numerical breakdown
of Students' fields of concentration.
TABLE 1 SAMPLE DEMOCRAPHTCS
STUDENTS
(sample: 12)
PROGRAM
ADVISORS
(sample: 11)
ACADEMIC
COUNCIL
MEMBERS
(sample: 9)
ADMINI-
STRATIVE
STAFF
(sample: 4)
BOARD OF
TRUSTEE
MEMBERS
(sample : 2)
GEOGRAPHIC
LOCATION
Mass
. ... 5
Md
. . . . 2
N.Y. ... 1
Penn.
. . .1
R.I. ... 1
Vt
. . . . 1
Wash. DC. .
1
Cal. ... 1
Conn
. ... 1
Mass
. ... 7
N.Y. ... 1
Wash. DC. . .1
Mass
. ... 8
Vt. ... 1
Mass
. ... 2
Wash. DC. . .2
Mass
. ... 1
Vt. ... 1
BA cand
. .
5
BA . .
. 1
BA ... 4 BA plus ... 2 BA plus ... 1 BA . .
. 1
EDUCATIONAL MA cand ... 2 MA cand . .
1
LEVEL MA . .
. 3 MA . .
. 3 MA ... 1
PhD abd
. .1 PhD abd...l
PhD
. . . 3 PhD . . . 8 PhD . . . 1
Years
:
0-1 .. . 1 1-2 yrs. . .3 1-2 yrs . .
2
1-2 yrs . . .3
EXTENT OF 1-2 .. . 4 2-3 yrs...
5
2-3 yrs..l 1
ASSOCIATION 2-3 ... 6 3-4 yrs. . .1 3-4 yrs . .
WITH CFC 3-4 .. . 1 over 4 ... 2 over 4 . . over 4 . . .
1
over 4 . .
2
Quarters
:
1-3 .. . 5
3-6 .. . 5
6-9 .. . 2
Situ. ... 1
PA . . . 1 PA ... 2
ADDITIONAL AC . . . 2
ROLES Mon ... 1 Mon ... 6
PLAYED Stf ... 2 Stf ... 4
AC, Stf
,
I PA, Stf
,
AC, Mon, AC, Mon,
(Monitor :Mon) Mon ... 1 Mon . . . PA . . . 1 PA... 1
Stf ,Stu. . .2 PA,Tru,
Mon. . . 1
TABLE 2
STUDENT FIELDS OF CONCENTRATION (N=12)
Concentration Frequency
Applied Behavioral Sciences 6
Humanities 2
Nursing 1
Science 1
Science / Applied Behavioral Science 1
Social Science 1
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Procedures, Instrumentation and Analysis of Data
The steps in the procedure adopted were as follows:^
Literature search, both prior to undertaking this study and
continued throughout as directed by interview suggestions
and data;
- Interviewing;
- Analysis of data;
- Writing up.
Subjects were interviewed in person rather than asked to respond
to a written questionnaire. This was done so that answers could be
probed and richer responses obtained as well as to insure a high
response rate. Interviews were conducted over a three month period,
with sessions ranging from one to four hours. The interviewer took
notes as close to verbatim as possible, and all sessions were taped.
Analysis of data came from the interviewer's field notes with the
audio tapes serving a back up function. Tapes were also employed
selectively when needed to recapture specific, omitted, contextual,
or dif ficult-to-interpret items.
Interviews opened with introductory comments as follows:
I appreciate your willingness to participate in this interview.
Before we begin, I would like to make two things clear.
First, this interview may strike you as repetitive in places
since it is designed to use a variety of approaches to draw
from your experience and your thought with respect to the subject
of the study. When a question seems redundant, simply say so.
^Xhe investigator began the study with a background of 5 years
association with the College prior to beginning the study more than
three of which were in administrative capacity.
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and we can move on. At the same time, please feel free to men-
tion any new thoughts that a different way of asking a question
brings to mind, however slight the difference from what you have
already shared.
Second, the focus of the study, as I explained [when asking
subjects to participate in the study], is ’facilitating the tran-
sition from external direction in learning to greater self-dir-
ection in learning,' that is, greater Student control in learn-
ing, in educational institutions. Campus-Free College is to be
used as a case study. For purposes of this study, then, the
degree of learner self-direction is defined as the extent to
which the learner is able to make ultimate decisions regarding:
1) What is to be learned;
2) How this is to be learned;
3) How what is learned is to be shared;
4) How what is learned is to be evaluated or assessed etc.
Then respondents were asked the following, open-ended questions:
1) How would you define the process of facilitating the transi-
tion from external ^irection in learning to greater self-dir-
ection in learning?
2) How do you personally facilitate the transition from external
direction in learning to greater self-direction in learning
in the context of Campus-Free College and your role(s) therein?
3) How, if at all, does this vary in relation to the following
functions? And how, if at all, are you involved in bringing
about greater learner self-direction (control) in the process?
[A checklist, primarily compiled of learning process functions
was utilized, see Table 20, p.218. ]
^Here and with questions //2-#ll respondent and informant content
validity may be greater in the Campus-Free College population than
would generally be the case by virtue of the fact that this inves-
tigator has posed the primary question of this study to the entire
Campus-Free College community in a number of ways over the last four
years. For example, the question: "How do you personally facilitate
the transition from external direction in learning to greater self-
direction in learning?" has been incorporated into the format (in-
cluded on printed interview forms) of interviews of candidates for
the role of Program Advisor over the last three years. Thus, those
interviewed from Campus-Free College are apt to be at least somewhat
familiar with thinking in these terms.
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The list of functions was employed as a checklist. For each
function, the interviewer attempted to ascertain: a) if it was per-
formed by Subject: (S.); a') what S. did relative to that function,
if anything; b) if S. handled the function "transitionally", that is,
in a way that provided for the transitional factor with some kind of
implicit or explicit transitional structure or mechanism(s)
; and b')
if handled transitionally, how. The "Checklist of Functions" is
identical with "List X".
4) What were some of the more important things that help you get
clarity on the approach and techniques you use in your work
with clients in this institutional setting? ^in the case
of Students, "...people you work with...")
5) I’Jhat sticks out in your mind as some of the key ways that
that transition (to greater self-direction in learning) has
been occuring (or has occured) and been facilitated for you
,
personally ? (to the extent that this is different than your
response to the preceding question.)
Those respondents also asked to play the role of informants
were then asked two additional questions:
6) How do you see the transition from external direction in
learning to greater self-direction in learning being facil-
itated by others in the College (from your observation and/
or their expressed perceptions of what they do?) Ditto, with
other parts of the College, as contrasted with people:
processes, rules, systems, guidelines, structure, forms, etc.?
7) How, if at all, does facilitation of the transition to greater
self-direction in learning vary in these situations?
a. The Program Advisor-Student Relationship
b. The Program Advisor-Student-Academic Council Relationship
c. The Program Advisor-Student-Learning Resource Person Rela-
tionship
d. The Program Advisor-Student-Evaluator Relationship
e. The Program Advisor-Student-Monitor Relationship
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f. The Program Advisor-Student-Administrative Staff Relation-
ship
g. The Program Advisor-Student-Area Coordinator Relationship
Ths Program Advisor—Student—Institutional Governance Re-
lationship
At the conclusion of all interviews, the following questions were
asked:
8) How would you rate the utility of this "transitional factor"
as a working conceptual tool to help you analyze and make de-
cisions about your work with Students? (in the case of Students,
"...others in the College?")
(1) Very Helpful (2) Somewhat Helpful
(3) Not Very Helpful (4) Not At All Helpful
9) How would you rate the utility of employing transitional me-
chanisms and/or structure in deliberate, explicit ways;
that is, of consciously and deliberately utilizing techniques
that recognize and attempt to ease the transition from exter-
nal direction to Student direction in learning, in your work
with Students? (in the case of Students, "...in your work
with others in the College?")
(A) Has Been (B) Would Be
(1) Very Helpful (2) Somewhat Helpful
(3) Not Very Helpful (4) Not At All Helpful
Ditto, in the institution's work with Students?
(A) Has Been (B) Would Be
(1) Very Helpful (2) Somewhat Helpful
(3) Not Very Helpful (4) Not At All Helpful
11) Do you think some additional structure of this kind would be
helpful for you and/or the institution? If yes, please spe-
cify what kind you would suggest or like to see.
12) Is there another way of generalizing about what you feel
you
and we are doing that you feel might be as or more useful as
a working conceptual tool and that you would like to propose?
13) Are there things you do that fall under that
heading that you
haven’t mentioned above?
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Two changes in the interview were made in the course of inter-
viewing. After the fourth interview question ".01" was added:
.01) How do you feel about your participation in Campus-Free
College?
This was added as a warm-up question, to help establish rapport
and to help determine something of the interviewee’s orientation to-
ward the institution and its academic process early in the interview.
During the twelfth interview (5th Student interview) function
".oa" was added to the "Checklist of Functions" in question "3":
.oa) Learning (Could you generalize about what you have learned
in your role?)
Function ".oa" was added when it dawned on a rather embarrassed
investigator that this central activity, particularly from the Student’s
standpoint had not been directly addressed.
The data generated by each of the preceding questions were sub-
jected to one or more of the following operations:
1) abbreviated summaries of points made were extracted,
2) summaries were sorted into other questions,
3) summaries were sorted into broad categories in a search for
major trends and emphases,
4) raw data were coded, and/or
5) raw data or data forthcoming from one or more of the preced-
ing operations were tabulated.
The data from most questions were presented in tabular form.
Seven-
teen of the tables generated can be found in Appendix E, pps.
to
These will be referred to, as appropriate, in the presentation
5A
and discussion of findings (Chapter IV). However, Table 2 (pps 55-57)
has been prepared to indicate the precise nature of the relationship
between certain questions and the study’s four hypotheses, to specify
the operations performed on related questions, and to indicate which
tables summarize the results of each operation.
At this point, some additional discussion concerning the compo-
sition of the working list of learning process skills. List X, asso-
ciated with Hypothesis A of this study, is necessary. The list is
composed almost exclusively of Academic Program Planning and Imple-
^nfiiibation xtems, with Assessment and Career Research and Planning
expressed only as major headings, as mentioned earlier. This was
done for three reasons. First, the full range of Academic Program
Planning and Implementation functions and skills has not, to date,
been treated in the literature of facilitative higher education. A
thorough survey of this area which is at the heart of current prac-
tice is needed before going into great detail in other areas. Second,
facilitative practice in higher education is not yet quite far enough
along in its sophistication in Assessment and Career Research and
Planning to stand up to an equivalent level of differentiated investi-
gation in the field. Third, it was difficult enough to complete the
list used as well as the study's other questions in a two hour inter-
view.
Assessment of student history, interests, accomplishments, skills,
strengths, learning style, potential, values, present life plans.
STRATEGY
AND
DATA
ANALYSIS
PERFORMED
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career goals, learning needs, and learning blocks was not em-
phasized for other reasons as well. So much research has already
been done in this area in other contexts, though it has not as yet
been widely or systematically disseminated or practiced as a com-
prehensive aggregate within facilitative higher education. It is
doubtful that most practitioners in facilitative higher education
have control over the large array of methodologies implied by the
above list. The outstanding exception to the general pattern of neg-
lect within the filed, A Guide to Resources for Life /Career /Educa-
tional Planning for Adults by Steltenpohl and Shipton (1976)
,
is an
excellent resource for those practitioners with some familiarity in
this area, but because of its pithiness it can be a bit overwhelming
to the novice. Nevertheless, it is hoped that its availability
through Empire State College's Center for Individualized Education
represents the first of a flood of such efforts. (Cheren-[in press]
provides what is perhaps an easier entry into this area for the novice
practitioner.)
Similarly, there were other reasons for not emphasizing Career
Research and Planning, the final main category. An effort is being
made by Bowles (1972) , Picarelli (1978) and others to bring lifework
and career planning into higher education. Still, it is the opinion
of this investigator that little is understood about what is
needed
for the practitioner in facilitative higher education to
support an
extended investigation in this area by learners in
functional terms.
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That is to say that Career Research and Planning is not yet done
sufficiently well within facilitative higher deucation to be empha-
sized in a study of this sort. However, the little-known efforts by
John Picarelli at Washington International College and the National
Institute of Education-supported Experience-Based Career Education
Programs at the high school level (NIE, 1976), are clearly the best
to date. (See also Cheren, in press, on this subject).
In the present study. Career Research and Planning was tenta-
tively separated as a discrete category from assessment, because of
its importance and because it appears to be easier for practitioners
(including Students) to think of it in this way. Several authors
(Dewey, 1938; Ojemann, 1972; Torbert, unpublished; Chickering, 1976;
Liu, 1978; and Cassara, 1970 among them) have emphasized the importance
of student purposefulness, and Cassara's study at Goddard has estab-
lished it as a major predictor of success in Goddard's facilitative-
style Adult Degree Program. All of this suggests that while the terms
"purpose" and "career research and planning" are not strictly inter-
changeable, they are closely connected within the context of facili-
tative higher education.
To sum up, there are a number of reasons why the working check-
list of learning process skills and functions. Table ZQ , p. 218,
was limited primarily to skills and functions related to Academic
Program Planning and Implementation. It is hoped that discussion of
comparative scores of participation in activities related to the
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three broad category areas to be found in Chapter IV will have more
meaning in light of the preceding discussion.
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Sunnnary
The present chapter has provided an overview of the research
design, information concerning the sample, and the details of pro-
cedure, instrumentation, and data analysis.
CHAPTER I V
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
Chapter Overview
The purposes of this chapter are to: (a) present the study’s
fin.dings in relation to each of the major hypotheses, (b) answer the
two additional questions posed, and (c) consider revision of the
initial theoretical framework in light of these findings.
Hypothesis A
The items on List X, the working list of process skills and
functions, represent skills used and functions performed by
a significant number of the practitioners in the sample from
Campus-Free College who participated in this study.
Result: Hypothesis A was accepted with no deletions from List X.
The data indicated that all items on the list were reported as
being performed by more than 25% of those responding. The actual
range reported, of participation in relation to specific functions,
extended from a low of 27% to a high of 90%. The median was 67%.
The low item, the single item in the 25-29% range was "Monitor-
ing, Recommendations (to the Council)," one of the few items narrowly
restricted by College role definition. The high item, the only one
falling in the 90-99% range was the general category of "Academic
Program Planning and Implementation." Admittedly, asking respondents
whether or not they performed this activity was a bit like asking a
group of Americans if they vote. It was included primarily as a
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comparison item for the other two major categories.
Figure 2, on the following page, portrays the frequency distri-
bution that resulted when ranges of performance per item were cross
grouped with the number of skills/ functions on the list falling in
each range. Table 4, p. 173, gives the breakdown for each skill and
function by role, and Table 5, p. 183, gives the breakdown for each
skill and function by sample totals.
Role findings: In addition. Table 6, p. 193, indicates that
Students and Program Advisors participated in most items on the list
at the high level expected. Students as a group reported an overall
76% involvement rate and Program Advisors reported a 70% involvement
rate with the total number of skills on the list. Corresponding
figures for Academic Council Members, Administrative Staff, and
Trustees were considerably lower, as expected, with 58%, 44%, and
25% respectively being reported.
Category breakdowns : Overall performance in the three main cate-
gory areas was 90% for Academic Program Planning and Implementation,
79% for Learner Assessment, and 60% for Career Research and Planning.
Though these figures are staggered as expected, the latter two are
both somewhat higher than expected given the current limited training
and support in these areas within the institution, indicating greater
grass roots generated activity than conjectured in these areas. It
was clear from respondent comments, however, that deep involvement in
these areas is still largely lacking.
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8
No. of
Skills ^
(N=32)
4
2
25-30 - 40 - 50 - 60 - 70 - 80 - 90 - 99
% Performed by Those Responding
FIG. 2. Number of skills/functions per range of reported
performance (%) of those responding. Actual
range reported: 27% - 90%.
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Role by category by amount of participation, results: In re-
lation to the three main categories, Academic Council Members report-
ed high participation in Academic Planning and Implementation, moder-
ate participation in Assessment, and low participation in Career Re-
search and Planning as was expected given their role responsibilities
in relation to Students. Members of the Administrative Staff report-
ed high participation in all areas, which was not expected given
their limited role relationships with Students, as a group, but the
small size of this sub-sample limits the significance of this data.
Trustees were low in all areas. This was expected as items relating
directly to their responsibilities did not appear on the list of
functions
.
Some additional specific skills, skills not on List X, were
mentioned by from one to three practitioners, mostly in response to
Question #2 on the interview schedule. This question asked how res-
pondents personally facilitated the transition to greater self-direc-
tion in learning in their work with the College. New skills suggested
included:
-time planning skills
-critical thinking
-content related skills
-self-organization
-discipline
-curiosity
-imagination
-control of emotions
-self-reflection
-journal keeping
-asking questions in an organized way that leads to
world view
eventual
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These items were identified during data analysis. It is pro-
bable that there were others that were missed. These items will be
referred to as composite "Y" in the revised formula for Theory A
presented in the section on theory review, later in this chapter.
Further tests might well include items from this list. However, it
must be stressed that additional criteria will have to be developed
for delimiting inclusion on such a list, criteria beyond the stipula-
tion utilized in the present study that a given minimum level of
participation be reported by practitioners in the sample. At the
same time, by definition many new items will undoubtedly start off
at a level lower than 25% of reported performance only to increase
with time as practice relative to these items develops. It will be
a continuing source of difficulty to distinguish this sort of low
scoring item from that which scores low for lack of relevance.
Also, two possibilities for new major headings did appear:
Emotional Responsibility for Self and Content Control. Discussion
of their generation and relevance is included in the report of
findings associated with Hypothesis B.
All of this gives additional support to the need to identify who
does what in an institution such as CFC in which so much responsibi-
lity devolves directly on the Student and actual learning resources
are purchased directly in the community and at other institutions.
There is a great danger that major functions will go unattended be-
cause a practitioner in one role thought that a particular
function
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was to be performed by someone in another role, but this was not the
case. It is important also because a continuing effort to achieve
balanced consensus (the confluence of informed opinion at the heart
of higher education) finds many people involved in some fashion with
the same functions.
An accepted Hypothesis A gives a good start at generating a
normative list of skills and functions appropriate to facilitative
P^^^bice within higher education. With it, the following questions
can be asked at a facilitative institution: Who is responsible for
each function being performed? Are all these functions being per-
formed? Where is emphasis being put? What results does such emphasis
appear to achieve? Should one or more functions be moved from one
role to another? How well are students being trained to take control
of theperformance of these skills and functions? And so on...
In addition, this may represent a process for moving systemati-
cally toward consensus in the field around what generally relevant
skills and functions to be performed in facilitative higher education
seem to be. This is possible if this approach is replicated by others
and a continuing effort is made to reconcile differences in nomencla-
ture. In a longetudinal fashion it may also tell us what lower grades
are doing in their education programs, i.e., with time it may be pos-
sible to see students coming in with more of these skills already de-
veloped .
Finally, if such a working list was in the process of field-wide
I
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development, comparative studies across institutions would be possible
despite considerable differences in structure and role titles and in
the functional responsibilities assigned to various roles. It might
be possible, with such a functional approach, to compare non-tradi-
tional and traditional institutions in the same study in a number of
dimensions
.
It can also be seen that Students and Program Advisors perform
the largest number and range of learning process skills and functions
as viewed from the perspective of such a list. It is understandable,
therefore, that these groups strongly recommended additional orienta-
tion and training for members of their own and each other's role groups
(See Tables 16 p. 207, and 17, p. 212). The burden on practitioners
in these two groups is considerable. Apparently, it needs to be,
given the task at hand, which is to help learners develop more control
in as many aspects of the learning process as can be comfortably
managed. The need for considerable support to the efforts of Stu-
dents and Advisors, and the possible nature of that support can be
discussed more realistically in light of this data, particularly
with closer examination of Tables 4 and 5
.
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Hypothesis B
A select group of practitioners at Campus-Free College will
generally report that the Transitional Dynamic is "somewhat
useful to "very useful" as a conceptual tool in their practice.
Result: Hypothesis B was accepted.
As indicated in Table 15, p. 206
,
61% of those responding to
the question rated use of the "Transitional Dynamic" as a conceptual
tool as "very helpful" and 21% rated it as "somewhat helpful", as com-
pared with 9% for "Not very helpful" and 9% for "Not at all helpful."
This gives a total of 82% at the top two levels. Even factoring in
the five individuals of the sample’s total 38 who failed to respond
to this question, the top two items still add up to a total of 71% of
the sample (with 53% at "Very helpful" and 18% at "Somewhat helpful").
This response is sufficiently strong to warrant being taken ser-
iously, despite the positive bias suggested previously. It is inter-
esting to note that the three responses of "Not very helpful" came
from a Student, a Program Advisor, and an Academic Council Member and
that the only responses of "Not at all helpful" came from one Acade-
mic Council Member and from the two Trustees. (See Table 14, p. 205 )
As will be discussed under "Additional Questions," the Student -
Program Advisor Relationship was rated the most significant role re-
lationship in regard to facilitating the transition from external
direction in learning to greater self-direction in learning. Staff
Advisors, and Students in that order, gave the highest ratings rela-
tive to the TD's utility as a conceptual tool. On the basis of this.
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it might be possible to suggest tentatively that those most directly
invested with responsibility for and able to be effective in facili-
tating this transition tended to rate its utility higher than those
less directly responsible and/or potentially effective, given their
role relationship to Students.
Anecdotal evidence within the interviews themselves also suggests
that several Students and Program Advisors and a few Academic Council
Members and Staff felt involved in a conscious and deliberate attempt
to engineer the kind of. symbiotic weaning / assertion process between
non-student and Student practitioners implied by the TD. This repre-
sents additional, if less systematic evidence in support of Hypothesis
B.
The following excerpts from interviews are illustrative of
such comments (Student and non-Student practitioners are alternated)
:
In my first contact with CFG, central office people said,
’You'll have to take the initiative. Its really important
that you be aware of your own needs and seek out what you
need.' It was important that that was part of the orientation.
I wasn't an advocate for myself before. I would be now. It's
easier to be honest with someone when they say that first.
'Polly, buy a calendar; put on it the dates by which things are
due.' That suggestion is indicative of SDL = more control over
learning = more structure. More structure than any other exper-
ience. Structure self-chosen and designed. We should dispel
a popular myth about SDL - its definitely not hang loose. It's
helping a person to gradually get more control over their learn-
ing. My experience is that when given complete control people
flounder. It's a process of finding out how much freedom a
person can control, not just giving freedom and power.
I'm very assertive. It doesn't matter if its a Resource Person,
Council Chairperson, or who, more Students should know that's
their right, and that the College agrees with that.
7L
It s helpful to not expect students to be proficient at this
point in those skills, Having emerged a year and a half ago
from my dissertation, I know how hard it is. I always operate
in a non-articulated assumption [of gradual development of
self-directed learning skills].
The skills I had in doing that were enhanced by the forms and
my PA. The combination made the whole thing click.
I try to do everything in a way that takes into account the
degree of self-direction a student has, and I try to increase
that self-direction... A lot of the work is to keep assessing,
some things can change very rapidly. Both PA and Student have
to become very sensitive to clues that indicate change. It has
ailot to do with how little improvements show. They may show
up positively in doing something faster, etc., or negatively
eg. resistant, fearful, procrastinating. It calls for compara-
tive and analytical ability. Compare and contrast to where you
were last week. I don't think all this analysis has to go on
verbally but both parties need to start here, becoming aware of
where the Student is at.
CFG gives you a whole lot of space for thinking about what you
really want to learn, a lot of attention to that in the first
couple of months. Support for where I already have strengths.
I've changed my attitude about what education is: I see it as
a longer process than just a school setting. I see the value
of becoming self-directed. Owning the education process - I
make the decisions.
Important to devise them [transitional mechanisms and structure]
with the learner., to work out the transition together.
Moving incrementally from a position in which most of your goals
and methods are defined by others to a point where goals and
methods are defined largely by yourself, and you know when to
consult with other people about goals and methods and what sorts
of support to get.
The PA student relationship, on a practitioner client level, is
a political psychological process, helping a person to develop
a just society within themselves. What the PA does is help the
learner to develop the internal mechanisms that help them govern
themselves as a learner. From forecasting needs and states, to
monitoring interactions and states, and skills of interaction
with people, and getting what you want.
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> whole thing was frightening. I'Jhat helped me was pos-
itive feedback: OK Jayne, you can walk, just do. Put one foot
in front of another. Not so much academic counseling as personal
supportiveness. At beginning transition was anxiety provoking.
Later, don't need as much support. It’s really a weaning
process from structure.
Thus, taking into account a possible bias introduced by prior
relationships between the investigator/interviewer and respondents and
a probable bias introduced by the assumption inherent in the interview
schedule, it is still possible to conclude that the Transitional
dynamic is a useful tool for many in the process of making decisions
in their work with Campus-Free College.
At the same time, seven individuals expressed moderate to strong
reservations regarding the concept. Further analysis of notes and
tape segments dealing with these concerns revealed an implicit and
consistent difference in definitions and assumptions. Most of those
expressing the view. that they were not sure it was possible to do
anything to facilitate this transition appeared to focus on what might
be called "whole person transition" rather than transition relative
to specific skills. As a group, they tended not to believe that there
was transference from one level to the other and they tended to be-
lieve that the only real self-direction in learning is that which is
characteristic of the person as a whole.
This level of focus corresponds to the concept of autonomy
(Chickering, 1969). It was from among some of the members of this
group that concern with "emotional responsibility for self" emerged
as a significant area, though this was not a consistent
concern or
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a concern always made explicit. It was felt by some in this latter
group that: nothing, therapy, and/or indirection were likely to be
more to the point in an attempt to help people become more self-direct-
ed than focus on the transition relative to specific skills.
This perspective has its own validity, but does not necessarily
undermine the more differentiated, skill oriented perspective implied
by Hypotheses B’ and C. Rather, it appears to suggest that the
transition to greater self-direction might well be going on at both
levels at once and that the two levels may be found to interact sig—
nificantly
,
each sometimes reinforcing, sometimes blocking movement
to greater self-direction in the other.
Learning process skill development (and o-ther "internal" acti-
vities concerned with organization and access of personal resources,
process, and purpose, not dealt with in the present study) might be
viewed as a continuing process of differentiation and reintegration
within the individual, while the development of autonomy might be
viewed as a continuing process of differentiation and reintegration
at the social level, between the individual and others in his or her
society. Movement in both areas could be seen as contributing to
greater self-direction. This perspective will be discussed further
under discussion of findings for Hypothesis C and then under "Re-
formulation of Theory," later in this Chapter.
Another interesting perspective concerning clarity of career
orientation or purpose became apparent. Several Students in the
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sample described a turning point” phenomenon. They reported a
distinct improvement in the quantity and quality of their self-direc-
tion as learners when they found clarity in what they "really wanted
to do, or what they "really wanted out of this experience." This
agrees with findings by Cassara (1970) concerning the relationship
between clarity of career orientation or purpose and successful com-
pletion of Goddard College’s facilitative-style Adult Degree Program.
It also follows from the importance of a motivating and program orient-
ing "vision" for doctoral candidates at the Union Graduate School
reported by Liu (1978)
.
(See also the discussion of Career Research
and Planning, pp. 58 - 60.) An analysis of Students in the sample, all
of whom were at least moderately successful at Campus-Free College,
indicated that of the 12 the three with less defined career /purpose
orientations were the same three who claimed to have more difficulty
with the program. This further augments the importance of this
variable
.
A popular response to Interview question #1 (asking for a perso-
nal definition of facilitating the transition to greater self-direc-
tion in learning) involved emotional support. This also appeared
high on the list of responses to Interview question #2 which asked
respondents what they actually did to facilitate the transition to
greater self-direction (for Students, or, if Students, for themselves).
In terms tentatively suggested above, it is possible to propose that
respondents usually were referring to emotional support for the whole
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person shift (e,g.
. .help deal with fears and anxieties implied
by a major shift to self-directed learning") and less often to feel-
ings related to specific functions or skills (e.g.
. .help to get
over emotional blocks to evaluation")
. In reports concerning in-
fluences on personal development of greater self-direction (See
Tables 10, p. 199 and 11, p. 202), emotional and/or personal support
are frequently cited. This would suggest that emotional support plays
a significant role in the transitional process.
A small number of Students also discussed an area that might be
described as content control. That is, they felt that they became
increasingly self-directed as they gained competence in and learned
how to navigate in their chosen field of concentration. This includ-
ed everything from "learning the rules of the game" to learning how
to attack a new problem area in the discipline, to learning which
books are essential to read and which are not so necessary to read
in a given field. While the number of Students reporting in this
fashion was low, this area clearly needs to be tested as a general
category given its evident importance.
Finally, it seems particularly significant to close this dis-
cussion by noting that the Students in the sample mentioned a greater
number of critical experiences for facilitating the transition to
greater self-direction in learning as related to their experience with
CFG than all other sources combined (see Table 10, p. 199).
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Hypothesis B *
A select group of practitioners at Campus-Free College will
generally report that they consider "Transitional Structure"
(TS) to be 'somewhat useful" to "very useful" both at the
individual practitioner and at the institutional levels.
Result: Hypothesis B' was accepted.
the utility of TS was rated by the sample population
as 82% (of those responding) "Very helpful," 6% "Somewhat helpful,"
3% "Not very helpful," and 9% "Not at all helpful" in individual
practice.
Corresponding ratings of TS utility at the institutional level
were 78% (of those responding) "Very helpful," 12% "Somewhat helpful,"
0% "Not very helpful," and 9% "Not at all helpful". (See Table 15,
p. 206).
Thus, the aggregate scores for the top two ratings with respect
to TS utility at the individual practitioner and institutional levels
were 88% and 90% respectively (of those responding) . This indicates
that Transitional Structure was found to be more useful than the con-
cept and that TS at the institutional level was considered about as
useful as at the individual practitioner level.
It is important to note that 5 responses to the question of TS
utility at the institutional level included the stipulation, "if
flexibly applied." These respondents were concerned that individual
differences be taken into account when implementing any new structure
of this sort at the institutional level.
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Additional support for Hypothesis B’, beyond that provided by
the two test questions, comes from the finding that, when asked if
they would like to see any additional Transitional Structure, 37 out
of 38 respondents answered "yes." Tables 16, p.207, and 17, p. 212
enumerate their suggestions. These include such items as more mech-
anisms for orienting students to general institutional expectations
and materials/processes to assist in the crediting of experiential
learning.
Finally, it is important to address the question. What is
Transitional Structure? in more detail. It sould be stated at the
outset that this is a question worthy of continuing exploration and
that, in a very real sense, we are only beginning to suspect what the
varieties of structure, process, and technique supportive of the
transition to greater self-direction in learning might involve. It
will take a slow, painstaking effort to achieve even the most rudi-
mentary understanding in this area. At the same time, even with the
necessarily vague definition offered by the interviewer, a significant
portion of the sample did seem to feel they knew what was being re-
ferred to by the term.
Examples of transitional structure at the institutional and
non-institutional levels might help to illustrate what respondents
had in mind. First, at the institutional level, several respondents
mentioned Campus-Free College’s academic forms. When the college be-
gan, no particular format was stipulated for describing or evaluating
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learning projects or for presenting curriculum plans to the Council.
The forms, in fact, represent one of the first pieces of structure
instituted in response to strong requests from Students and Program
Advisors. They are now a brightly colored assortment of pages of
specific questions and guidelines for each of the major steps in the
academic process. They include a "Project Description" form, a
"Project Evaluation" form, a "Credit Request" form, a "Curriculum
Plan" form, a "Quarterly Report" form, and a "Semi Annual Review"
form. These are transitional in the sense that they ask questions
that it is hoped Students will become used to asking of themselves.
The questions are asked in a way designed to help Students do just
that, and to encourage them to want to do so. They structure the
process reasonably, in accordance with efficient, effective, self-
reflexive process standards.
Two other examples of Transitional Structure at the institution-
al level include a description of a Self-Directed Learning Skills
Group Process (See Appendix A) and a training Manual for Program
Advisors
,
now in press. The Learning Skills Group Process descrip-
tion had been circulated to Advisors and to some Students approximate-
ly three times over the three year period immediately prior to the
study. Feedback from the field indicated many found the description
helpful. While local adaption and counterparts to the group process,
itself, have, in a few instances, been offered by local Program
Advisors, the chief value of the process has been its use as an
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institutionally sanctioned guideline for some of the more important
areas to be covered. It presents, in miniature, one approach to
helping Students achieve an integration of Assessment, Career Research
and Planning, and Academic Planning and Implementation. The Manual
for Program Advisors attempts to do essentially the same things in
much greater detail and to set them in the context of an individualiz-
ed faculty development program. Both contribute to transitional
structure in that they provide resources to aid directly or indirect-
ly in the development of Student skills. At the same time, they
provide an approach which sets norms and, in the case of the Manual,
indicates limits, while they encourage dialogue and negotiation a-
round those norms and limits. The pace for this is as fast as
individual Advisors and Students become prepared to engage in that
level of self-direction and collaboration.
The last two examples came to light in the course of this
research. A set of guidelines for ’’Choosing an Evaluator put to-
gether by David Rosen for the Campus-Free College Students with
whom he works (See Appendix B) , is an example of Transitional
Structure developed by a Program Advisor. It is straightforward
and
clear, and again, it asks the kinds of questions the
College hopes
Students will ask themselves when they find out how
much easier such
questions, asked at the right time, make the task of
evaluation.
Perhaps the best example of a Transitional Structure
is the
structure created by Campus-Free College Student,
Geoff Thale,
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(Appendix C) to help him design his own Curriculum Plan. It is an
excellent example of what Students reported doing to generate the
amount and kind of structure they required to meet their own needs
process level
. Its value to Advisors and other Stu-
dents may lie more in its vivid communication of this message than
in its specific help with curriculum planning, though it achieves
this latter purpose. It encourages Students to generate organic
structure that will make it easier to become more self-directed in
their learning instead of inflexible structure that will slow them
down. Most Importantly, it illustrates the kind of thinking that
contributed to one such effort.
From this discussion it is possible to add to our original
definition of Transitional Structure as "the widest possible assort-
ment of structures, techniques, methodologies, and processes that
assist learners in the development of one or more of the several
specific skills that can be associated with greater self-direction
in learning." First, an observation can be made as to the sources
of Trans±ional Structure. Namely, this structure can be generated
by institutions, individual educators, or individual learners, or
collaborative combinations of these.
Second, some characteristics frequently but not necessarily
associated with Transitional Structure can be identified. Namely:
such structures frequently ask key questions instrumental in taking
important steps in the learning process; they frequently tend to
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structure the learning process reasonably, that is, in accordance
with efficient, effective, self-reflexive process standards; they
frequently aid directly or indirectly in the development of Student
learning skills; they frequently set norms and/or limits generally
associated with effective learning while still allowing for individual
differences in learning style and encouraging dialogue and negotia-
tion in relation to such norms and limits; and they frequently convey
to learners the possibility and advisability of generating the amount
and kind of structure they require to meet their own needs at the
learning process level.
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Hypothesis C
A select group of practitioners at Campus-Free College will
report differentiated increases in Student control with res-
pect to the skills on List X of Learning Process Skills.
(See Table 20, p.218)
Result: Hypothesis C was accepted, cautiously.
Evidence clearly indicated differentiated increases in Student
control with respect to different learning process skills. This was
true both from the perspective of Students as individuals and as a
group (See Tables 4, p.l73 and 6, p.l93) and by report of the total
sample (See Tables 5, p.l83 and 7, p. 194). However this set of
questions (those asked under interview Question #3b regarding each
skill/function on List X) had the poorest response rate (55%) of any
question in the study. Still, respondents were able to discriminate
among situations involving prior control of a given skill, transition
to greater Student control, and no control, a finding which seems to
strengthen the argument for Hypothesis C. Aggregate totals were
Prior Control: 15%, Transition to greater control: 62%, No Transition:
12%, and Not Applicable: 11%.
The significance of taking a differentiated approach to the pro-
cess of transition to greater self-direction in learning is perhaps
best illustrated by describing a pattern that emerged in the course
of interviewing. A number of Students, the majority of those in the
sample, took great pains to make the interviewer understand that their
enrollment in a Campus-Free College Program indicated that they were
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"pretty self-directed" to begin with.
They saw themselves as very self-directed in a number of areas,
and some suggested that "learning skills enhancement" might be a more
accurate description than "learning skills training." In other words,
the practitioner invariably short-changes the Student in the process
of assessing Student self-direction if that assessment is limited to
global labeling of learners. There was ample anecdotal evidence that
such global labeling had constricted a number of Students in their
efforts to address areas in which they felt less in control and in
need of further skills development.
This may mean that there is a problem in focusing too much
attention on the development of autonomy and not enough on a more
differentiated approach to assessment and facilitation of Student
transition to greater self-direction in learning. Movement at both
levels must certainly be acknowledged and expressed in some fashion,
but it may well be that of the two it is the whole person level, the
level concerned with the development of autonomy that requires an
indirect rather than a direct approach. As one respondent put it,
"Indirection may be our most potent tool." This does not rule out
other approaches, but suggests something about institutional emphasis
in relation to each of these broad spheres of self-direction.
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Additional Questions
With respect to the variation of impact on Student progression
to greater self-direction in learning, it had been expected that a
number of variables might be identified as distinguishing operation
of this dynamic across different role relationships involving Students.
However, for the small number of respondents acting as informants or
observers of others the variables observed were two: did a role rela-
tionship appear to have anything to do with facilitating this transi-
tion? and, of those relationships which did have a bearing on the
matter, which ones seem to have greater impact than others? (See
Tables 12, p. 203 and 13, p. 204 )
Table 12 is an attempt to reconstruct the data from interview
questions #s 6 and 7 in a manner that expresses these variables. As
a reconstruction, it should be taken as a first indication of pro-
bable trends in this area. An indication that the PA - Student
relationship had the greatest impact on the transition to greater
Student control in learning emerged. Next in strength of impact was
the Student's Monitor (the person responsible for following and
making periodical reports concerning the Student's progress) and
then came members of the Administrative Staff. Ratings for these
last two were far less consistent and lower in strength than that for
the impact of the PA - Student relationship in this area.
In answer to the question of whether or not other conceptual
tools, organizers, or working "metaphors” were being employed by
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practitioners, a number of these were indicated. (See Table 19, p.214
for a list of these and for the associated activities not already on
List X, that is, not previously indicated as performed by respondents).
Adult Development" and similar headings were cited most frequently.
However, Adult Development" itself was used by the interviewer as
an iliistrative example after it was mentioned by an early respondent.
It is unclear how much this may have biased subsequent responses.
Other answers ranged from helping Students to develop internal self-
governance to helping learners to learn all things as if they were
learning to play music (in answer to a different question, and so not
listed in Table 19)
.
In summary, it was reported by a small group of respondents act-
ing as observers of the College's operations, generally, that the PA -
Student relationship appeared to make the greatest contribution to
the progress of individual Students in the movement toward greater
self-direction in learning. In addition, a number of conceptual tools,
organizers, and working metaphors employed by practitioners in their
work were identified.
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Reformulation of Theory
Consideration of theoretical revision will proceed serially,
with Theories A through C.
Theory A . We begin with:
Self-Directed Learning in facilitative higher education requires
the use of a number of learning process skills (functions) which
can be listed. The working framework of skills enumerated for
purposes of this study is referred to as List X, where:
X = (a) Knowles’ list
(b) additional items added by the present investigator
(b') two general categories, also added by the present
investigator, but not broken down to the same level
of detail of specific skills
To summarize:
X = a + b + b’
Operations involved in testing Hypothesis A generated a new
formula
:
X - X’ = Z
Where:
X = the working list for the present study
X’ = any items to be deleted for lack of significant im-
plementation by practitioners at the case institution
Z = a Tested Working List
Because additional items, both specific skills (Y) (e.g., time
planning skills) and major categories (Y') (e.g.. Emotional Responsi-
bility for Self) have now appeared, and because a list
such as this
is likely to undergo a process of continuing
development, the follow-
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ing reformulation of the original Theory A is suggested:
Theory A (Reformulated)
:
Self-Directed Learning in facilitative higher education requires
use of a number of learning process skills (functions) which
can be listed. A formula to express the continuing evolution
of such a list is as follows: Z (existing research in the area)
+ Z (new specific skills and major categories needing to be
tested) = SDL Omega, the current working list at any given time.
Where:
Z = X - X' (Tested)
Z’ = Y + Y’ (To be Tested)
SDL Omega = Z + Z
'
and
:
X = the name given to SDL Omega during research
X' = deletions occuring as a result of research
Y = new specific categories surfacing during research
Y' = new major categories surfacing during research
All of this might seem excessive to express what is basically
a simple set of relations, but it is offered here in an attempt to
suggest the need, and possibly the vehicle, for careful delineation
in this area in the years ahead. It represents the investigator's
attempt to plan for the reconciliation of terminology in this new
field, from the start.
Theory B . We began with:
Self-Directed Learning in facilitative higher education is
characterized by a transitional dynamic. The "Transitional
Dynamic" is referred to as the TD, where:
TD = Movement from Condition D to Condition SD
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and
:
Condition D (Dependence) GL is greater than SDL
Condition SD (Self-Direction) SDL is greater than GL
Where
:
GL “ Externally Directed or Guided Learning
SDL * Self
—Directed Learning
Basically, this theory is supported, and for now, remains un-
changed. It might be argued that the hypothesis used to test the
theory generated evidence that is too indirect to be taken as ade-
quate basis for theory verification, but it was felt that this was a
necessary step toward a more direct test. It is the hope of the
investigator that future efforts will build and expand on the defi-
nitional base constructed here.
Theory B' -. We began with :
It is possible to design and implement support structures,
"Transitional Structure" that ease (provide an enabling effect
with respect to) the Transitional Dynamic, that is, movement from
Condition D to Condition SD, where:
TS “ the widest possible assortment of structures, techni-
ques, methodologies, and processes that assist learn-
ers in the development of one or more of the several
specific skills that can be associated with greater
self-direction in learning.
and
:
Condition D (Dependence) - GL is greater than SDL
Condition SD (Self-Direction) » SDL is greater than GL
Where;
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GL = Externally Directed or Guided Learning
SDL = Self-Directed Learning
There appears to have been support in the findings of the pre-
sent study for this theory. It remains unchanged save for the follow-
ing expansion of the definition of TS
:
TS = the widest possible assortment of structures, techni-
ques, methodologies, and processes that assist learn-
ers in the development of one or more of the several
specific skills that can be associated with greater
self-direction in learning. Such structure can be
generated by institutions, individual educators, or
individual learners, or collaborative combinations of
these.
Future work needs to be done to help us understand the nature
of this structure, when it is most effective, how to put it in place,
etc.. Additional work is also necessary to carefully explore to the
specific skill level and the structural configurations relating
organismic stage development toward autonomy proposed by Chickering.
Theory C . We began with:
The Transitional Dynamic (TD) can be broken down into a number
of smaller transitions. These smaller transitions occur (or at
least have the potential for occurring) for a given individual
ill relation to each of the large number of specific skills which
we are now in the process of identifying. Rates of transition
may and do vary considerably across different skills for a given
individual.
To summarize;
“
^^‘^skill 1 ’^‘^skill 2 '^^skill n^
The present study has introduced the strong possibility of a
dynamic operating in a parallel and as yet undetermined relation to
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the whole person dynamic. This does not replace the whole person
view of the transition to greater self-direction in learning, a view
represented in the literature by the term autonomy, but complements
it. It appears, therefore, that the Transitional Dynamic operates
both at the micro or specific skill level and at the macro or whole
person (organism) level. This suggests the following reformulation
of Theory C:
Theory C (Reformulated)
;
The Transitional Dynamic (TD) operates on both the micro and
macro levels. In regards to the micro-level, it can operate
as a number of smaller transitions. These micro-transitions can
occur for a given individual in relation to each of the large
number of specific skills which we are now in the process of
identifying. Rates of transition may and do vary considerably
across different skills for a given individual. The TD also
operates at the macro level
,
the level of the individual as a
unified organism, in a progression from dependence to autonomy.
The precise relationship of these two levels is so far undeter-
mined .
To summarize:
Otd
Where:
n = the number of specific learning process skills theore-
tically identifiable in Theory A (which must be assumed
as infinite)
(an alternative for practical purposes might be the
number of specific learning process skills currently
identified within Z of SDL Omega)
Otd = the Organismic transitional dynamic
and where:
+(?) is a relationship needing further study
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Summary
This chapter has presented and analyzed the major findings of
the study. All four hypotheses were accepted for the CFC practition-
ers in the sample, though one hypothesis was accepted cautiously.
The hypotheses were: A, concerning the descriptive validity of a
given number of specific learning process skills and functions and
major categories of same; B, concerning the utility of the concept
of the Transitional Dynamic (TD)
;
B*, concerning the utility of
Transitional Structures (TS)
; and Hypothesis C (accepted cautiously
because of a low response rate to the test question), concerning the
report of differentiated increases in control over specific skills
and functions in Students.
Additional questions concerning the comparative efficacy of
different role relationships in the facilitation of the transition
to greater self-direction in learning as reported by a small sub-
sample of practitioners at Campus-Free College, as well as other
organizing metaphors (besides the Transitional Dynamic) employed as
aids to decision-making by these practitioners were discussed.
Finally, reformulations of two and a slight expansion of a
third of the four original theories put forth by the study were pre-
sented in light of the study’s process and findings.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
Chapter Overview
The purposes of this chapter are to: (a) review the findings of
this research effort, (b) respond to some questions of practical
application posed at the study’s conception, (c) summarize methodolo-
gical considerations that limit the generalizability of the study's
findings, and (d) suggest possible directions for future research.
Review of Findings
Within the framework of a case study methodology, -the present
study has attempted to contribute two elements to the development of
instructional theory appropriate to facilitative practice in higher
education. First, a modest taxonomic survey was undertaken in an
effort to begin to enumerate the skills and functions involved in
facilitative higher education. A first, "tested" list was generated.
This was done with a methodology which should prove useful in a num-
ber of respects: it should be adaptable to similar institutions and
prove helpful in analyzing complex role configurations and interrela-
tionships; it can be used in assessing institutional emphasis; and it
may make multi-institutional comparisons possible, both among facili-
tative institutions and between facilitative and traditional institu-
tions and programs.
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In the course of this survey, five major categories of learning
process skills were identified. Three of these were considered as
important at the conception of the study, and two others appeared in
the course of the study. The first group included Learner Assessment
(whole person). Career Research and Planning, and Academic Planning
and Implementation (this last, the group of skills and functions ex-
tensively differentiated in the survey). The second group included
Emotional Responsibility and Control and Content Control.
Second, an important process dynamic in postsecondary facilita-
tive practice, the Transitional Dynamic, has been explored. This
dynamic can best be described as a symbiotic weaning / assertion
process between non-Student practitioners and Student practitioners.
Those involved act to achieve a gradual shift in control in the
direction of the Student. Rates of change are differentiated across
a wide span of learning processes.
With assistance from a select group of practitioners from the
case institution, the utility of the Transitional Dynamic (TD) as a
conceptual tool and of Transitional Structure (TS) - structures, pro-
cesses, methodologies, and techniques to ease the TD was assessed.
The presence of. differentiated rates of transfer of control of
different skills was cautiously judged to have been verified. The
coexistence of a transition to greater self-direction in learning at
both the micro or individual skill and function level and the macro
or whole person level was tentatively suggested. A reformulation of
the theoretical framework in use took this possibility
into account.
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Application of Findings to Practice
In addition to the research applications of the findings and
methodology of this study discussed here some practical questions can
be addressed.
Does the study indicate the need to make the transitional
factor explicit to practitioners? to learners? to those
designing or restructuring facilitative institutions? If
yes to any or all of the above, in what ways might this
best be brought about?
In the opinion of the investigator, the answer to all three
questions is yes. As one Student said it was important because "it
helped me have more patience with myself."
The investigator would also agree with a number of respondents
that flexibility of application is an absolute necessity if such
structure is not to become self-defeating. Training and publications
in this area are called for, particularly those which help practition-
ers, both Student and non-Student, to learn how to generate the
structure they need for themselves.
Does the study suggest certain steps, such as pre-planning of
transitional support mechanisms and/or structure, that are
generic to facilitating a transition to greater self-direction
in learning? Are there any hints about possible variations in
such steps in relation to specific categories of client?
The study cannot be said to have identified generic steps for
facilitating the transition to greater self-direction in learning.
Nor did it identify any possible variations in such steps in relation
to specific categories of client. The one possible exception is the
importance of helping Students who come into the College without clear
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career plans or another compelling purpose to develop a deliberate
strategy for career research and planning soon after the beginning of
their program. Having a purpose or direction seems to make a differ-
ence in the rate of TD.
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Methodological Considerations
As a case, no clear evidence Is available on the potential for
generalization of the study's findings or lack thereof. Bias Intro-
duced by prior relationships between the Investigator and many of
the respondents and by the pro-Transltlonal Dynamic assumptions of
the Interview schedule were probably offset by the strength of
support of the TD and associated Transitional Structure. However,
a low response rate for the test question for Hypothesis C weakens
the acceptance of that Hypothesis. This was an effort In new ter-
ritory and thus the Investigator was forced to develop and further
refine his methodology as he went along.
Finally, the size of the sample was small (N*38) and Campus-Free
College's design, particularly with Its use of an academic council to
credit all learning projects and the functional breakdown of roles
within the Institution, Is somewhat distinctive. These circumstances
of the study also limit the generallzablllty of Its findings.
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Future Research
This area is a fertile one for future research. There is the
need for additional taxonomic surveys to test the viability of such
a functional approach and to create newer working lists of skills.
involving more than one institution, both in respect to such
surveys and to further investigate the Transitional Dynamic would
be valuable. An investigation of the relationship between the
transition to greater self-direction on the micro-level and the
macro-level would also be in order. More precise work in the area
of what might be termed, "factors of control" is needed, that is, an
effort to focus on what the direction in self-direction really means
within the context of a consensual enterprise like facilitative
higher education. Considerable effort is needed to improve our under-
standing of the varieties of transitional structure available to us
and the characteristics that make such structures, processes and
mechanisms most effective. And finally, a search to identify other
useful and significant dynamics associated with facilitative higher
education would be appropriate.
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Summary
This chapter has sought to review the salient findings of the
study, answer some questions which explore application of the study's
findings to practice, discuss methodological considerations which
might have an impact on the generalizability of study findings, and
suggest possibilities for future research.
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SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING SKILLS GROUPS
PREFACE
What follows is a brief description of a simple group process,
The combinations of norms, exercises, and training techniques that
constitutes this group process is designed to facilitate an easy,
step by step transition from the habits instilled by years of
externally directed learning to those habits and skills more
appropriate to self-directed learning. All too often, students and
teachers alike are thrown into - or throw themselves into - the
deep waters of "open" learning experiences with little or no prepara-
tion, let alone transitional support. As they splash around in such
a situation, the clearest choice they are most frequently given is
an implicit: "sink or swim..."
INTRODUCTION
Our whole social fabric indicates to learners strongly and
in a variety of ways, especially through its schools:
-What they should learn,
-How they should learn,
-When and where they should learn,
-How they should shar^ what they learn, and
-How they should evaluate their learning experiences.
Because these parameters of learning are constantly being
decided for most learners by others, most people stop listening
to their intuitions about their learning processes at an early
age.
As they grow older they almost inevitably forget that they
ever had
such intuitions. They find it difficult to make these
kinds of
decisions for themselves, even when limited opportunitxes
for
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greater self-direction in learning do become available to them.
Again, when our social institutions and norms tell people what,
how, and when to learn etc., most people become alienated from their
intuitions about their learning. What this leads to are at least
three important categories of social cost. By emphasizing which parts
of their potential they ought to be developing and demanding that
these be mastered at a schedule and in a manner that is seldom their
own, the social system 1) wastes the human resources inherent in the
non-normative Individual strengths available in most people that are
ignored in favor of more normative but frequently relatively weaker
skills and potentials; 2) fosters inefficiency in the learning process-
es of most of its members by ignoring the strengths of their learning
styles, the ways they learn most easily and effectively, in favor of
the normative elements of style required by industrialized learning
systems and the larger cultural context associated with same; and
3) sacrifices a high degree of effectiveness and considerable energy
by not utilizing the readiness factors associated with individual
learning schedules
.
(See R. Buckminster Fuller’s discussion of our
unique chromosomal ticker-tapes in "Education Automation".)
The reader is invited to speculate independently on the
social cost of not involving people in the process of
establishing criteria with which to evaluate their
learning experiences
.
In addition to these relatively direct social costs, there is a
subtler, more insidious indirect social cost. In trying to learn
what they are urged to learn by the inflexible explicit and implicit
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prods of Industrial culture, most people set many goals they can't
possibly reach, goals both of process and content. So that even If
they do possess many strengths that happen to be on society's current
best seller list of skills and virtues, and all people have at least
some, they can not help but keep falling frequently In such a
situation, because they ate also required to set goals that assume
strengths they don’t have much too much of the time. As a result,
most find themselves focussing disproportionately on the potentials
and derivative strengths they lack. Quite simply, these unachievable
goals become too big a part of what most people are trying to learn
to do and be. Most people in our population have become extraordin-
arily conscious o/ their so called "weaknesses" and "failings", con-
tributing considerably to widespread feelings of insecurity and low
self-esteem.
AN OVERVIEW
Self-directed learning skills groups, on the other hand, are an
attempt to help learners focus on the strengths and potential
strengths they ^ have. With that as a foundation, the process goes
on to help people to take more control of their learning, to structure
it around their needs, interests, skills and personal style.
Another way to put it is:
Learners are encouraged to
-get into their own agenda (what they want)
;
-learn to enjoy their strengths (both in skills and in
style, and both existing and potential); and
-learn to negotiate from that agenda and for the right to
employ those strengths both within themselves (inside their
own heads) and with others, such as learning facilitators
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and employers.
A point to be made here is that the process is focused on the
direct training of learners rather than on the training of teachers
(which happens in this context almost gratuitously). Learners,
rather than teachers, are taught to take the initiative and how to
follow through on the individualization of the learning process.
HOW IT’S DONE
There are two developmental processes that become, to a greater
or lesser degree, interwoven, depending on the group. One comes out
of the human potential movement. It's the Human Potential Seminar
format developed at Kendall College by James McHolland, with the help
of Noel Mclnnis and others; and based in part on the work of Herbert
Otto. The other is built around some of the tools that have been
developed within the education reform movement, tools that empower
learners, sort of a technology of self-directed learning.
The Human Potential process and the Learning Technology process
mirror each other. They address essentially the same things in
different ways. But the difference is important. From our perspec-
tive, when a person only goes through the Human Potential process,
she or he gets a general idea of herself or himself and begins to
develop a sense of context (personal reality) for decision making,
but does not develop a precise enough set of tools to help operation-
alize values, existing strengths, potentials, and aspirations. At
the same time, if a person were just to go through the learning
technology process, she would probably operate out of too static a
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notion of who she is (i.e., with little or no sense of her develop-
ing potentials) and too superficial a knowledge of her basic strengths
and values
.
Putting these together a tie-in is accomplished, particularly
through usage in situations external to the group. The latter is
encouraged in connection with the requirement to set week to week and
long term goals. By the marriage, each part is put in its proper
context. The resulting process seems to be more wholistic in its
treatment of identity, connectedness, and power than either part alone.
Let us emphasize that good one to one counseling includes much
of the gist of both of these group processes. In one to one counsel-
ing, however, such inclusion is usually implicit rather than explicit,
and learners are much less apt to be able to self-administer the
techniques subsequent to the counseling experience. It*s the old
difference between giving someone some fish and helping him learn to
fish. Then too, frequent repetition of the same material to many
counselees is apt to lead to deletions and omissions by the counselor.
It’s much easier to go through much of this once in the context of
a group and then deal with individual differences inside and outside
the group, as is appropriate.
There are at least two other advantages to employing these
techniques within the context of a group. Authority is more apt to
be demystified in a participatory group such as this where many roles
are flexible. And when existing skills are validated and extended
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in a group context, peers are more easily able to learn from each
other what might otherwise appear to be a whole new order of be-
haviors. That is, the skills themselves can be more easily demys-
tified in a group.
Authority gets demystified in two ways. First, there are
frequently two or more facilitators - some or all of whom are students
trained for the role, at the least by participating in planning each
week’s session and at best by having had prior experience in a
similar group. The presence of two or more facilitators in a learn-
ing situation undercuts the aura of infallibility that usually sur-
rounds authority. The differing and at times conflicting points of
view expressed by the various facilitators accomplish this, not to
mention the effect of students playing some or all of the facilitator
roles. At the same time, in the Self-Directed Learning Skills Groups
we have facilitated thus far, fellow students usually express their
points of view and give feedback to each other as frequently as the
facilitators. The individual learner is confronted with so many
different perspectives it becomes obvious that she has to make up her
own mind. And making up your own mind (greater self-direction) after
all, is the overriding objective of the experience.
As 'to the effectiveness of a group of peers in situations that
involve learning new behaviors, this power is also used in two ways.
First, learners are encouraged to share past experiences, frequently
from high school, where they have attempted to change things to fit
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their needs, interests, and/or style. In just about every group
there is at least one person who has done some independent study or
helped get a dress code changed or negotiated for the right to hand
in a paper instead of an exam. By drawing out experiences of this
kind, such behaviors become validated in a group context and it be-
comes clear that taking more control of the learning process is some-
thing the learner and her peers have already done and can do. It's
not simply something that's easy for the learning facilitators to
toss out from the favored position of a more powerful social role.
Second, whenever learners have set goals that involved changing
something in a learning experience external to the group, the simple
process of sharing their strategy planning, the course of negotiations,
problem solving along the way, and outcomes turns out to be a power-
ful stimulus in encouraging other members of such a group to try it
themselves. And too, this is one of the best ways of providing mem-
bers of the group with experience of a wide range of strategies as
well as the wide range of skills useful in such an undertaking.
THE HUMAN POTENTIAL PROCESS
Essentially, this process is designed to pull out different kinds
of information about what people do well and what they value. Hope-
fully we can be more successful in terras that have meaning to us if
we're more deliberate in the use of our strengths and go after the
things we really care about.
One of the most important activities of the Human Potential
Ill
Process is weekly Goal-SettlnR
. Criteria for the kind of goals learn-
ers are encouraged to set each week are that they be: achievable,
believable, conceivable (not vague), measurable (so that there's
no question when it has been accomplished)
,
stated without an alter-
native, not injurious to self or others, and something the person
war^ to do as opposed to something she or he feels she ought to do.
However, people frequently object to the idea of goal setting when
it is first introduced. All too often, in our experience, goals are
something other people set for us rather than something we set for
ourselves. The sound of it can trigger the same feelings of pain
associated with all that homework or practicing, or all those things
the boss asked us to do that we haven't quite finished. It is there-
fore necessary to reemphasize that the goals we set in this situation
are for ourselves, not others.
The other objection frequently raised about goal-setting is
that this kind of goal-setting, according to seven criteria, is
cumbersome, artificial, techniquey. This is a valid concern. For
what's most desired is to move beyond a narrow or mechanical notion
of goal-setting to a general, highly flexible and responsive, con-
tinually evolving context for personal decision making. This
technique for goal-setting is hopefully a step in that direction.
The goal-setting process is particularly good at helping learners
to get in touch with what they want to do as opposed to the things
they feel they ought to do. Over time it becomes possible to put
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these opposites closer together. To begin with, though, it's impor-
tant to watch how people vote with their bodies for what's important
to them. When weekly goals are not met, this is what is looked at.
Goals are set at the end of each time spent together, and group mem-
bers share how things went in a review process each time the group
comes back together.
The weekly Human Potential sequence itself begins with a
Personal Unfoldment experience. People are asked to talk about
themselves for from three to five minutes ending with the happiest
moment in their lives, and bringing in some of what seems important
to who they've become. All of it, however, should be positive
resulting kinds of things.
Achievement Analysis is something most people find difficult or
embarrassing to do. They are asked to list achievements, successes,
and satisfactions for each of the years of their lives (or groups of
years if they've lived a long time). But what's been most difficult
has been trying to analyze these lists looking for patterns. Do
you tend to be intrinsically motivated or extrinsically motivated,
oriented towards people or things etc.? We've yet to find a comfort-
able set of variables. A chart from Kendall is helpful in starting
the conversation.
In Strength Bombardment people are asked to list five of their
strengths and share them with the group. The rest of the group add
to each individual's list. Then the group looks into things that
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seem to be keeping the person from using her or his strengths. Final-
ly, group members share their fantasies of what they see the person
doing in five years if she were to use the potential inherent in her
strengths, and then the person shares her or his own fantasies.
V^lug Clarification people answer a series of value load-
ed questions, such as: "If you had one week left to live, and you
knew it, what would you want to do?" Then they are asked to write
down the value hierarchy they discover in their responses by listing
the top five specific things in their lives they value most. Then
each person reads her responses to the value clarification questions
but doesn't yet indicate her perception of her value hierarchy in-
dicated in the responses. Only then does the person under focus
share her list.
In Conflict Resolution
,
a person’s strengths and values are list-
ed on a board. Then the person is asked to pick a conflict in her
life that she’d like to resolve. Group members then try to help her
set a short term goal based on what her value hierarchy would seem
to suggest would be most important to her. They try to make sure
she’ll be using her strengths in the situation so that she’ll have
the best chance at succeeding. Based on how this first tentative
step feels, successive goals can be set, each time attempting to move
closer to the kind of resolution her values would seem to dictate and
at the same time clarifying her values in the process.
An optional activity is Videotape Feedback . Participants are
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asked to tell the group while on camera about something they really
are excited about. The tape of the short monologue is then replayed
and discussed.
Far more detailed descriptions of these and other Human Potential
techniques are available. Our purpose here has been to give readers
•
some idea of what goes on in that end of things.
THE LEARNING TECHNOLOGY PROCESS
While the Human Potential track can be concentrated into a
period of a few days, the Learning Technology process is more
appropriate to an extended period of weeks or months. It begins
with a General Learning Interview (the "Facilitator" interview
developed by Rick Kean and Phil Werdell) that asks six basic questions:
What are you doing? What would you like to do? What problems are
you having? What would you like to share (teach) this semester
(quarter, summer, month, week, year, etc.)? And what would you like
to learn this semester? Both generally and in this situation? The
idea is to link our learning back up with our lives: What we’re doing,
our problems, what we’d like to be able to do and be. People are
then asked how they intend to learn what they’ve indicated they would
like to learn, and h^ they would hope to share what they learn.
The matter of how people would like to learn what they want to
learn is reconsidered with the help of a Learning Style In terview.
is asked to think about the ways sheIn such an interview, a person
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learns most easily in "slave learning" situations and the ways she
learns most easily in "free learning" situations. Slave learning
we have defined as learning in any situation where someone else tells
her what to learn, when to learn, where to learn, how to learn, and
how to share what she's learned. Free learning is defined as any
situation when she decides each and every one of these variables
herself
.
The interview is a rambling conversation about how she relates
to different ways of learning. It seeks to turn her on to her own
style of learning by providing her with a comfortable situation in
which to think about how she learns. The message implicit and
usually also made explicit by the interviewer is that learning easy
(one of the best tip offs to elements in a person's learning style)
isn't necessarily learning lazy. It's usually learning strong. Over
and over in the course of the conversation, each time she identifies
another strength in her style (another mode of learning that she
prefers, where she feels she learns a lot), she is asked if she has
negotiated for the opportunity to use that element of her style in
place of what is suggested or required in any of the slave learning
situations she has experienced.
For example, if she can share what she's learned very easily in
an oral conversation, she is asked if she ever tried to negotiate for
the right to substitute an oral exam for a written one in a school
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or any other learning context. She is also asked if in a free learn-
ing situation she is in the habit of asking herself what the most
effective learning mode would be before she begins to engage in the
activity, even to the point of adapting techniques that have proven
effective in slave learning contexts, if they have
appeared to be profitably adaptable.
At this point the idea is to go back and look at what she said
she wanted to learn for the semester a second time. Both how she
wants to go about that learning and how she wants to share that
learning may have become things she wants to reconsider in light of
what she’s learned about her learning style. The results of both of
these interviews are then shared with the group.
In the general learning interview above, the question "What do
you want to learn?" is asked broadly, relating to any aspect of a
person’s life she or he cares to go into. In order to create
Semester Learning Contracts for the Learning Skills Groups themselves,
the question is reasked specifically in terms of this experience.
The only criterion for what is suitable as a learning objective (or
objectives) for such a semester learning contract is that it somehow
be self-consciously related to learning either in content or process.
A menu of possibilities is shared at this time to help widen the
scope of alternatives considered. Most people haven’t thought that
much about what they’d like to learn about learning, and such a list
seems to expand rather than limit perceived options.
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HERE’S ONE SUCH LIST;
You could pick something you've always wanted to learn, learn it,bsing particularly introspective about how you learn it, and then
share both what you learn and what you learn about how you learn
it with the rest of us.
- You ^ could create a learning game (or set of games) around an issue
you’d like to learn more about and lead us both through the game
and in a discussion about what we learn from it.
“ could negotiate a substitution in the learning or sharing pro-
cess in one of your other courses / learning experiences and share
with us both the process of negotiating and what happened as a
result of the substitution, if in fact one is made.
- Using the learning style interview as a possible starting place,
you could do an in depth analysis of your learning style.
- Plan and negotiate a learning experience for next semester, for
yourself
.
- Organize a group learning experience for next semester. (This might
include pulling a group of people together who in turn will plan
what they want to do, find a facilitator if one is desired, negotiate
with her or him for a common understanding of what wants to be
learned and how, and discuss reciprocity in that relationship. If
appropriate seek departmental (school) approval.)
- Keep a journal recording learnings in a given experience or
generally during the semester.
- Create a learning portfolio for the semester, assembling an array
of products, fragments, evaluations, learning contracts, program
rationales, and assorted reflection and analysis. Your bag,
figuratively and/or literally.
- "Teach" someone or a group something (facilitate a learning exper-
ience if you will) and share with us what you learn from the ex-
perience .
- Observe the learning of young children and share what you learn
with the group.
- Put together a detailed evaluation of this or any other learning
experience and share it with us.
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Put together an article, audio or video tape commercial, or set oflearning games that could share some of the not ions /ski11s or self-directed learning with other students.
- Set out to learn a new way of learning, sharing the result.
~ Do the learning style interview with a friend or stranger and
share the result.
~ Negotiate your strengths into a work situation and share the process
and results.
- Express your thoughts, feelings about learning through some art form.
- Read something (books, papers, exams, dissertations, articles, port-
folios, journals, faculty evaluations, etc.) recommended or not
recommended but in your opinion related to our interest in learning
and share what you learn with the group.
-ETC .III
The word negotiate keeps cropping up in such a list and else-
where in this description. To some it*s a harsh word to express the
tone of conversations they would like to see among students or between
students and teachers. It's used here to make the point strongly that
there should be two sides, as in the labor management model, to such
a conversation. It's meant to convey to the learner a new sense of
her own power in this kind of situation by virtue of the fact that
she's the best authority on her interests and style and that that has
to matter if the purpose of the situation involves her learning some-
thing. Beyond that, she can bring power with her to such a conver-
sation just because she's got it together about what she wants to
learn, how she wants to learn it, and how she wants to share what
she's learned (and because at best she's thought about how to make
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the relationship reciprocal so that the "teacher" or other learner
doesn't just get ripped off by the extra effort required for indivi-
dualization). When you come on that way in most school or job sit-
uations, you're a rare bird, standing out in sharp contrast against
the current background of general apathy. The silent conspiracy of
apathetic resistance to force-fed education has been spreading for
some time now. It may be the strongest lever at work in conversa-
tions where students seek to share initiative in learning. These days,
if a person has any investment in the teaching/facilitating role at
all> it's pretty hard not to respond positively to someone who actually
wants to learn something.
After people figure out what they would like to learn specifically
in connection with the Learning Skills Group and have considered how
they want to learn it remembering the wide range of possibilities that
emerged in their learning style interviews, they are asked to estab-
lish the criteria by which they would like to evaluate these proposed
learning experiences. These criteria should indicate both if the
learning objectives have been met and how well they have been met.
When members of the group have had an opportunity to develop their
ideas with some precision, they bring drafts of these semester learn-
ing contracts to a negotiating session with the entire group. The
most important objective in such a situation is to improve the uti-
lity of the contract as a medium to facilitate the individual s
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learning and sharing. If there is sufficient time, at least one
person may wish to negotiate her entire program of study for the
semester with the group in similar fashion.
Even as some people are still negotiating their contracts (and
remember the group is also doing human potential exercises during
part of each group meeting), others begin sharing the process of
and then completed items, from their contracts. Some of the most
rewarding things to come out of the learning skills experience have
had to do with these semester learning objectives. Here are two
examples
.
An art student who was learning to take slides shared a recent
batch he had taken with the learning skills group he was in. His
objective had included being selfconscious about how he was learning
to take them, so that when he shared them with the group, he not only
shared the slides themselves and what he learned about taking slides
from doing this particular bunch of slides, but he also shared how
he was learning what he was learning and how he felt about it. In
the process he talked about the kinds of things he was concerned with,
baffled by, excited about, and just plain learning in relation to
slide taking as well as how he felt he might do it differently in the
future, it being both the learning and the doing.
The second example concerns a student who had to make a presen-
tation in one of her other classes. She worried about it for some
time, and had been sharing these worries with the group. Finally,
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she decided to completely discard the details of the assignment as
to her by the instructor. Without even bothering to negotiate
the change, she decided to substitute a presentation based entirely
on what she was most interested in within the general area of the
course and in a style of sharing she felt she would find most comfort-
able.
She had had the same professor twice before, but still felt she
was taking a great risk to do what she was doing. She thought it
was worth taking, however, since she felt the probability was
extremely high that she wouldn't do what was originally assigned be-
cause it had made her so uptight. Something seemed better than
nothing. She shared her decision process with the group involving
everyone in wondering what was going to happen when she actually
gave the presentation.
The next time the group met, she sat down grinning smugly from
ear to ear. Someone asked her, "Well, what happened?" She told us
that it had gone very well, and that afterwards, the professor had
come up to her and said, "I'm impressed, I'm impressed, I'm really
impressed. That's the best thing you ever did in any of my classes."
The Learning Technology track resolves itself around Evaluation .
Each person evaluates herself relative to the semester learning objec-
tives she set and the evaluation criteria she established as well as
her general participation. The others add feedback from their perspec
tive. Portfolios are assembled and shared, suggestions and response
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offered, and when desired individual or group contributions to an
individual’s record of the experience are requested. Finally, people
evaluate the experience as a whole both in terms of individual con-
tributions to the quality of the group process and the effectiveness
of the various parts of the design.
That sums up the programmatic account of Self-Directed Learning
Skills Groups. As they are usually offered, the two tracks unfold
in parallel sequence across a fifteen week period, dividing the
three hour weekly sessions between them as needed. .And as indicated
earlier, other formats are feasible. In addition to programmatic
content, there is much that people facilitating such groups may want
to infuse in the way of enabling Norms . This description will con-
clude with one such enabling norm as an example of this kind of
support for the transition to greater self-direction in learning.
The example concerns the validation of the seemingly chaotic nature
of the search many if not most of us become involved in as we attempt
to find beliefs and/or work we can become committed to.
In this time of "over choice" and resulting "FUTLTIE SHOCK",
one of the most frequent concerns brought to such groups by learners
of all ages, but especially by the young, has to do with difficulty
in deciding how to relate to work or a career. People frequently see
themselves as having been thrashing about aimlessly for years. They
see themselves as repeatedly starting things but not finishing them;
and have introjected all the negative epithets and questions that
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denigrate such behavior such as: "Jack of all trades, master of none";
you ve got sophraoritis"
; "why can't you finish what you've started?";
when are you going to figure out what you're going to do with your-
self?" ad infinitum.
It has appeared to be very helpful to many to validate the nor-
malcy of the developmental stage such behavior suggests they are most
probably in by looking at it with more perspective, that is, in the
context of the larger developmental process with which it is assoc-
iated. What better way to validate behavior to Americans than to
cite a Harvard study, in this case Perry's "Forms of Intellectual
and Ethical Development in the College Years" (Cambridge, Mass., 1968.).
It seems that people at the Counseling Center at Harvard wanted
to try to figure out if there was a developmental pattern or process
that Harvard undergraduates typically went through. That's "normal"
Harvard undergraduates, not so called "troubled" students. In simple
terras, what they learned by interviewing a large number of undergra-
duates over a period of many years was that there does appear to be
a pattern of development that undergraduates go through, and that
their way of looking at it could be applied fairly universally.
It goes something like this. Most people start off with a
dualistic perspective on the world. Right/wrong, good/bad, we/they.
Then they begin to discover the validity of other points of view.
They begin to look at things from a pluralistic perspective. They
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still feel their way is right or best, but there are other points of
view, and they are at least to be respected.
The next stage is scarrier, more difficult. It's the stage of
relativity. Some people test out the water and in fright jump back
to pluralism or even way back to dualism. Others slide into rela-
s deep waters and begin thrashing around attempting to find
some kind of committment they can become attached to on the opposite
shore, even as they keep one foot in the relative perspective. This
thrashing around process seems to be what so many people are made to
feel so bad about. But it's usually only the normal period of
testing for what feels right.
When it's all relative, finding what feels right may be the
sanest approach to a search for what we can be committed to.
Most people cycle through these stages many times in their lives
and are at different places in the cycle with respect to different
parts of themselves. But the main thing is that that thrashing about,
that alleged dilettantism, is usually a very normal, healthy devel-
opmental stage and one of the most viable ways to find out what you
really want.
Sharing this study in a Learning Skills Group is a way of creat-
ing a positive norm in support of the necessarily difficult search
that many are involved in. Further, in addition to sharing this
study, some of us have explicitly encouraged learners to be even
more deliberate about such testing, to get next to as many of the
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different things they think they might be interested in as they can,
rather than trying to decide abstractly, without the benefit of
direct experience. Whether by films, reading, visits , conversations
,
volunteer work, jobs, or internships, involving themselves in as
much as they can of what they are trying to decide among, letting
serendipity and the feelings that emerge do the rest.
This is obviously heavy handed propaganda, running contrary to
the sentiment of much popular wisdom. The thing about it is that it
does seem to be helpful to people who find themselves hopelessly
overwhelmed by the problem of figuring out what they really want to
do. And for this reason it becomes an example of the kind of norm
that a facilitator might well want to establish in a Self-Directed
Learning Skills Group.
Evaluation
The "Human Potential" end of things has been evaluated and
found to be effective by Kendall College. Open ended student eval-
uations of the twenty or so sections run thus far of Self-Directed
Learning Skills Groups have generally been quite positive. Comments
have frequently included: "Best class this semester" and "Best
course I’ve taken".
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Week Human Potential Learning Technology
(1) -people meet each other.
-share something of them-
selves .
-tell what they heard.
-talk about why people came to
the group; what they hope to learn,
-general learning interview explain-
ed (to be administered during the
week, pyramid fashion, among mem-
bers of the group.)
-discuss goal-setting
criteria.
-set goal for week.
(2) -reinforcement of per-
sonal unfoldment ex-
perience.
-goal review.
-brief discussion of general
learning interviews and ex-
planation of learning style
interviews
.
(admin, during the
week, as above)
-talk about sharing learning,
-discuss semester learning
goals for this experience;
distribute menu of alternative
possibilities.
-peak experience recall.
-set goals.
-questions
.
(3)
-goal review.
-areas of being a human
being.
-consider past achieve-
ments, successes and
satisfactions; begin
analyzing individual
patterns.
-discuss learning style interviews
and discussion of revision of the
"now" section of the General
Learning interviews.
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Wgek Human Potential Learning Technology
-discussion of the development of
individual criteria for evaluating
semester goals.
-goal-setting.
(4-6) -goal review.
-continue achievement
acknowledgement and
analysis
.
-continue negotiations of indivi-
dual semester learning contracts,
-discuss relation of learning
goals to achievements and desires
for future achievement
.
-as individuals become ready
begin to share completed
semester goals.
-goal setting.
(7) -goal review.
-video tape experience
to give feedback &
demonstrate impor-
tance of mental atti-
tude.
-continue sharing completed
major goals.
-goal-setting.
(8) -goal review.
-identification of
personal values,
through questions, un-
cover values & hierarchy
of values, discover
differences between self
& other perceptions of
same.
-set short- terra goals in
relation to values (here
and in 9-16) using top
values.
-talk about learning as one way to
interpret our experience and
-about learning what is important
to us - valuable.
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Week
(9 -12 )
( 13 )
( 14 )
Human Potential Learning Technology
-continue sharing completed major
goals
.
-goal review.
-strength bombardment:
listing & talking about
each person's strengths,
potentials, blocks to use
of strengths & potentials,
fantasies for the future
if strengths & potentials
are used.
-discuss learning that lets us use
our strengths.
-continue sharing completed
major goals.
-goal-setting (use top
values & strengths as
guide.
)
-goal review.
-human potential
bombardment
.
-goal-setting in area of
a potential not recently
tapped
.
-continue sharing major goals,
-begin eval. of individ. learning
contracts in accordance with
previously negotiated criteria.
-goal review.
-finish sharing completed major
goals and
-continue evaluating individual
contracts
.
-conflict resolution
by setting short term
goals vis a vis assumed
values and using
strengths that are
tentative steps in the
direction of resolving
the conflict, readjust
further short term goals
Week Human Potential Learning Technology
on the basis of what we
learn from those initial
test experiences. If
appropriate, readjust
value hierarchy.
-after one or two examples
are done in the group,
goal-setting for everyone
for the purpose of resolv-
ing individual conflicts.
(15) -goal review.
-statement of long range
personal goals, using
strengths & values.
-finish up eval. of semester
learning contracts.
-set short term goals.
(16) -goal review.
-implications of entire experience.
-evaluate entire experience;
individuals
group
facilitator
design
(all in terms of strengths, blocks
and fantasies)
-determine if there is
interest in future
meeting for follow-up.
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Learning Style Interview
Based on an interview technique developed
by Mark Cheren, with significant contributions
from Eva Gibavic, Corinne Goodman, and Herb Koplowitz
The idea is simply to pair off with someone in your discussion
group, sit down with, them sometime between now and next week, and
have a conversation wherein each of you tries to draw out of the
other all the ways you learn most easily and effectively. Make a
readable set of notes for each other in as close to your partner's
words as you can.
A. First pull out the ways the other person learns most easily
and effectively that come to mind immediately, further
provoking these with "anything else" 's. Please do this
before going on. People invariably come up with important
ways of learning that we haven't considered, by following
the conversation where it leads.
B. Second, go through this list of different ways of learning,
asking your partner how each method or medium is for him or
her
:
1. Reading
- Thinking of as many different kinds of reading
matter as you can
- Thinking of as many different ways of reading
that matter as you can
2. Writing
- (same as for Reading...)
3. Watching
4 . Listening
5 . Talking
6. Doing
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Miil you ve finished generating ideas about how you learn from
^e above list, you can check with the more detailed one that follows,
^is list IS by no means complete; it is intended merely as an outlineto suggest some ways of learning that you might have overlooked.
A. Reading
1. Kinds of reading matter
-Books: textbooks, fiction, non-fiction
-Papers: by students, by professionals in the field
-Letters
-Articles in popular magazines
-Articles in scholarly journals
-Pamphlets
-Poetry
-Newspapers
2. Ways of reading
-Front to back
-Back to front
-Slowly, thinking about each idea as you go
-Taking notes as you read
-Fast for comprehension and later for reflection
-Moderate speed
-Skimming
-Dipping around here and there
-Locating topics of interest and reading what relates
to them with the help of the table of contents and the
index or with the help of headings or key words.
-For long periods of time
-For short periods of time
-One book at a time; many; a few
-On a regular schedule
-When the spirit moves
B. Writing
-Journal entries
-Letters
-Papers
-Articles
-Books
-Stories
-Poems
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-Outlines
-Summaries
-Lists of questions
C. Watching
-Television
-Films
-Videotape
-Live theatre, concerts
-Pictures
-Objects: animals; outdoors; indoors
-People; friends; family; children; strangers; workers
-Classrooms
-Group discussions
-Demonstrations
D. Listening
-Radio
-Aud iotape
-Mus ic
-Someone reading out loud
-Someone talking
-Group discussions
-Lectures
E. Talking
-In groups; one to one
-Discussion groups
- Where a teacher has assigned a topic: where
class decides
- Where one person presents a topic for discussion,
where a group does
- After reading has been done; assigned
- Where individual’s experiences are the basis
- Where a recent common experience or exercise is
the basis
-In a meeting, seminar, bull session
-When you're confused; not confused
-To peers; older people; younger people
-Under pressure; casually
-To someone you’re very close to; not close to
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F. Doing
—Something someone once showed you
—Something while someone is showing you how
—Something immediately after someone has shown you how
Something that you ve never done or seen done before
-Showing someone else how to do something; a group
-Internships; apprenticeships
- With someone who knows it a little better; a good
deal better; with a non-professional; with a
professional/ skilled craf tsperson
-Volunteer work
-Other kinds of work experience
-Fixing things, making things
-Arts: sketching, painting, sculpture, etc.
-Crafts; pottery, leathercraf t , etc.
-Theatre, dance, skits
-Workshops, training programs, retreats, conferences
-Encounters, T-groups, support groups
-Learning games; simulations: role playing, computer
simulations, other techniques
-Organizing; political, community, learning experience,
etc
.
-Planning: proposal writing, preparing time lines and
other charts
-Questionaires
,
interview
-Travel
-Facilitating the learning of others; teaching; being
a learning resource person
G . Exams
-Written
- Essay, multiple choice, combination of the two
- Take home, fixed time and place
-Oral
:
- Group of examiners; one to one; talking to a tape
recorder
-Emphasis on getting the "right" answer or emphasizing
assessing what you have learned and where you might
want to move next
-When you create the quest ions /problems to be solved
-Where someone else creates the questions
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-Where learner (s) and facilitator (s) create the
questions together
-Doing/demonstrating
H. Miscellaneous
-Learning projects of short duration; of long duration
-Intensely, leasurely
-One thing at a time, many things
-Compulsory; non-compulsory
-Authority directed
-Collaborative; independent
-Active participatory; observer
-In an institution; in the community
Intermixed above with ways of learning are ways of sharing what we
learn, that other people also learn from. Can you think of any
others? Note: When the sharing of what has been learned from an
experience is "storageable" (audiotaped oral presentation, comic
strip, etc.) it is called "documentation".
I. Negotiations
Looking over the items listed above, have you ever negotiat-
ed with a teacher, learning resource person, or learning group to sub-
stitute a subject matter preference, time period preference, learning
style or sharing style preference, for what was being assigned or
assumed?
As a way of making the interview more comprehensive, we'd
appreciate your handing in to us a list of kinds and ways of learning
you came up with in your responses, that weren't on this form. Also,
we would like to encourage feedback on this form and your experience
with it
.
Thank you
APPENDIX B
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CHOOSING AN EVALUATOR
QUESTIONS TO EVALUATE POSSIBLE EVALUATORS
by David Rosen
1. Describe to the potential evaluator (hereafter referred to as the
PE) the information, skills, and attitudes that an evaluator for this
particular project ought to have. Ask him/her if he/she has them.
2. Describe to the PE the task which the evaluator must perform.
Describe the amount of time that you think it will take; the action
''^bich the evaluator must undertake; and the role of evaluation in
Campus Free College. Ask the PE if he/she is interested in the task.
3. If he/she says yes, ask again, emphasizing the time. Make sure
that he/she will commit the necessary amount of time to the evaluation.
Arrange finances with the evaluator. How much does he/she charge
an hour for this sort of work?
5. Make all arrangements tentative. Explain that you are looking
for the best evaluator among several good possibilities, and that
you need to talk with several other people before you make a decision.
Set a time by which you will call back.
6. Think about your just-finished conversation with the PE. Ask
yourself: Did they say anything I didn’t understand? Do I feel any
reservation about them? Do I have confidence in them? Make sure you
check your feelings and hunches about the PE.
7. If you decide to make this person your evaluator, get back in touch
with him/her. In any case, get in touch. Set a time frame when
you will submit work to the evaluator, when you can expect material
back, etc.
8. Do it.
9. Always check with potential evaluators to see if they can suggest
other people who might be willing or able to evaluate work for you.
APPENDIX C
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PLANNING FOR LEARNING: DESIGNING YOUR OWN CURRICULUM
by Geoff Thale
I wanted to have a clear outline of what I was going to learn
and how I was going to learn it, as a Campus Free College student.
And I wanted the outline to be based on the best decisions I could
make, and to employ the most useful and effective learning programs
for me. The only way I would get such an outline would be by carefully
and systematically planning my learning. And the only way I would
carefully and systematically plan my learning would be by having
and using a process for planning. So my first step was to create a
process for planning. In order to design a detailed and complete
final curriculum plan.
I was familiar with a process used in school evaluation, and
I began by adapting parts of it for my use. As I tried it out, I
revised it, and I kept notes of what I did. I hoped, when I was done,
to be able to describe for others the process I had used, how it
had been useful to me, and how it might be useful to others.
What follows is a description of the planning process that I
used. It describes the steps I followed, and the questions I asked
myself at each step, in order to design my final curriculum plan.
I offer this description tentatively, in the hope that others
will
comment on it, use those parts which seem helpful, and revise
or
replace those parts which don't.
As it stands, I believe this process is most useful
to people
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who already have some idea of what they want to learn, and of how
they plan to learn it. Its utility is in defining goals and priori-
ties clearly, checking them for completeness and reasonableness, and
in creating specific projects to reach them.
*************
STEP ONE I decided on the goals of my planning, and the strategies
I would use in my planning process. I asked myself:
What are my criteria for a final curriculum plan?
What do I need to build into my planning process so that
I will design a plan which meets my criteria?
My thinking really began with this first question. I decided
to use a process for planning in order to design a plan which met
certain criteria. These criteria included things like completeness,
clarity, and effectiveness (as I said in the introduction above)
.
When I actually started to create the planning process, what I tried
to do was describe all the criteria I had, as clearly as possible.
Establishing these criteria was tne most important thing I did,
because the entire planning process was designed so that the plan
which regulated would meet the criteria. The criteria were these:
my final plan had to
1) have a statement of my general learning goals;
2) have a statement of the specific objectives that I would
accomplish in order to reach those goals;
3) have a statement of the current level of my ability,
knowledge, and experience, in relation to those goals
and objectives;
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4) outline the processes I would use to move myself from my
current level of ability to the level described in my
objectives;
5) be the result of decisions based on as much information as
I could obtain;
6) be as clear and specific as possible;
7) be the best use of my time and energy.
To meet these criteria, I built my planning process a particular
way. First of all, I decided that I had to be working on five parts
which would make up the final plan. These parts were to be the
statements of my general goals, my specific objectives, my current
level of ability, and the projects I planned to accomplish my objec-
tives, and a time line based on decisions about my time and energy.
And second, I decided on strategies for obtaining as much information
as possible, and for being as clear and specific as possible.
To gather as much information as possible about goals, objec-
tives, and projects, I decided to always begin by making lists of
possible goals, etc., based on what I knew; and then to fill these
lists out by asking others to give me the same sort of list. In
this way, I would get if I asked enough knowledgeable people
complete lists of possible goals, objectives, or projects, before I
made any decisions about priorities.
To be as clear and specific as possible about my goals, objec-
tives, and projects, I decided to describe everything I could in
terms of performance. I tried to state as concretely as possible
^hat I would be able to do when I had accomplished each objective.
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In this way
,
I felt I would be sure that I was really learning what
I wanted.
So, I did all my planning around those five parts, and using
those two strategies. It wasn’t easy. Even though I began the actual
planning with some ideas about what I wanted to do, it took me two
and a half months to design a plan that met all my criteria. It was
long, and arduous; but when I was done, I felt it was worth it. I
felt I had a plan that satisfied me, that I trusted, that I would
really carry out, and that would result in real and important learn-
ing for me.
STEP TWO I gave my curriculum plan a focus, by deciding on my general
learning goals. I did this by asking myself:
What am I interested in studying;
What kinds of work do I eventually want to do?
What do I want to accomplish personally over the next
year or two?
Given my answers to the above questions, what do I want my
CFG program to enable me to do that I can t do now?
I used these questions to make sure that I had considered all
my possible learning interests, and goals, before I focussed on
one
or two areas. I knew that I wanted to become certified
as a teacher,
and so gain additional teaching skills. I wanted to check
out my
other interests and goals. So I used the questions to
make a list
1A2
of all the areas I could think of that I wanted to learn more about
or improve in, or grow in. (I wanted to learn physics, for instance;
I wanted to learn how to sew; I wanted to do some political work;
I wanted to be part of a men's group.) I tried to make the list
without considering practical questions; I didn't want to exclude
anything at this point. (So I didn't say "Sewing isn't part of a
college program, or, "It would take too long to really learn physics.")
When I felt this list was complete, I read it over, and looked
for things that were connected, or that jumped out at me as strong
and persistent interests.
For me, this clarified my program and priorities pretty rapidly.
Originally, I had been thinking that my highest priority would be
teacher preparation, but that I would have plenty of time to explore
other interests also. When I looked at the length of my list of
interests and goals, I discovered this wasn't so. The list connected
with teaching was long, and the other interests seemed very low on
my list of priorities. Some of them were not appropriate for study
either. (So, I dropped political work from my CFC program because
I didn't want to learn about it, but to do it; and I dropped physics,
because it was an interest I could pursue some other time.)
The outcome of this step for me was to state clearly what I
really wanted to use my CFC program for . Following my strategy
,
I tried to put this in terms of performance, and I ended up with
a final statement of my general learning goals like this: I want to
be certified as a teacher in secondary English and social studies;
I want to be qualified in those subjects; and I want to be able to
teach in two kinds of schools — alternative schools, and urban high
schools.
STEP THREE I described my current level of ability, knowledge, and
experience, in relation to my general learning goals.
To do this, I asked myself;
What skills, experience, kinds of knowledge do I have
that will help me reach my learning goals?
What kinds of academic background, or training, do I
have that will help me?
What kinds of skills, needs, limitations, do I have as
a learner that might make a difference in my learning?
The point of this step was to give me a clear picture of what
I had to build on in order to reach my goals. When I first thought
of it, the step seemed simple. All I had to do was list the courses
I had taken, and the experiences I*d had teaching, in order to get
a picture of my current abilities. But, because one of my strategies
was to try to describe everything in terms of performance, I didn't
just list courses. I tried to describe what I had learned to do as
a result of past work or study, rather than simply name things I had
undergone.
That put my past in a new perspective, and the whole process
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became instructive for me. It took a long time, and I was tempted
to say the hell with it, and put down course titles, on several
occasions. But I went through with it, and finally I produced
twenty-five typed pages on my learning, and on what I could do as
a result of it. Instead of saying that I had taken eight literature
courses, I was able to describe the areas of literature that I was
familiar with, the methods of criticism that I could employ, the
styles of writing that I recognized. Instead of saying that I had
taught literature to high school students, I was able to describe
the kinds of books I had learned to be successful with a particular
population of kids, the teaching styles I had learned to use, and
the kinds of assignments I had learned were valuable.
In doing all this, I remembered or discovered things I was able
to do, as well as things I could not do, and needed to learn.
Describing myself as a learner followed from this. I began to
think about not only what I had learned in the past, but how I had
learned it. CFG has a list of learning skills, on one of its planning
forms. I used that, along with my own reflection, to describe my skills
and strengths as a learner. ( I discovered strengths in myself, and
weaknesses, that were useful to know in designing my plan. For
example, I realized that I was good at organizing my own thinking,
but bad in organizing my work. I had to both change that, and com-
pensate for it, in designing my projects.)
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STEP FOUR I described in detail what I wanted to be able to do
when I completed the program. I described the specific
objectives I wanted to accomplish. To do this, I asked
myself
:
What experiences, skills, kinds of knowledge do I know
that I need in order to reach my learning goals?
What experiences, skills, kinds of knowledge do experts
say that I need in order to reach my learning goals?
What experience, skills, kinds of knowledge do experienced
people in my field of study say are needed in order to
reach my learning goals?
Given all these experiences, skills, kinds of knowledge,
what are the ten or fifteen which I want to acquire
through my CFG program?
Do other people — my program advisor, experienced people,
experts — agree that these ten or fifteen are a reason-
ably complete set of objectives for reaching my learning
goals?
For each of these ten or fifteen, what will I be able to
do as a result of acquiring them, that I can not do now?
At this step, the strategies I had chosen were very important. I
used them to put together a complete set of objectives, ordered by
priority. And I used them to make sure that the objectives meant
something, and would represent real learning, by describing the
objectives in terms of performance.
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Because I had some experience, and because I had thought about
it in the previous step, I was able to write my own list of experi-
ences, skills and kinds of knowledge needed for teachers in English
and social studies, in alternative high schools, and urban public
schools. Then I set out to ask experienced or knowledgeable people.
I wanted to ask other teachers, students, parents, and others who
might be concerned with what they thought a good teacher ought to
be able to do. My object was to compile a thorough list of possible
objectives, before I narrowed it down.
Because I was teaching in an alternative school, and because I
knew other teachers and students, it was not hard to get their
opinions. But public school teachers were another story.
Because I thought this was an original but very useful process
for identifying skills needed for a job, I decided to approach public
school officials about it. It seemed to me eminently reasonable,
and I thought they might see it that way too.
I started by calling the English chairperson of an area high
school. I described what I was doing, explained that I was working
on an experientially based process for educational planning,
and
hoped to speak with experienced teachers. The chairperson did
think
the idea was eminently reasonable (or at least reasonable
enough that
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he offered to spare me five minutes of time.) But, he said, I
needed central office approval. The central office was less impress-
ed with the reasonableness of the idea. The secretary refused to let
me speak with the person in charge of the secondary school programs,
and told me to write them a letter. The superintendent's office
refused to let me speak with, or have an appointment with the super-
intendent, failed to return two follow up calls, and finally told me
to write them a letter. When I wrote the letter, I never got an
answer
.
Finally, I looked at written material on the role of teachers.
I didn't work at this too hard — I already had pages of lists, and
it felt like overkill. But the sources I did use — other teachers,
students, and some written material — were pretty helpful. They
suggested skills and abilities I had not thought of before, and they
helped me to put together much more complete lists of the things which
teachers have to be able to do.
Narrowing down the list, to the ten or fifteen that I really
wanted to acquire through my CFC program, was hard. I eliminated
things I felt I could already do, things I felt I would acquire in
process anyway (like the ability to use audio visual equipment) , or
things that didn't seem like high priority items, given my time. I
checked my decisions with my PA, and to a lesser extent, with the
other people I had consulted.
Finally, I tried to put my final objectives — I had sixteen
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of them — in terms of performance. With some this was easy. I
could be very specific about the skills I wanted to acquire as a
reading teacher, and say, "I want to be able to administer, score,
and interpret a diagnostic reading test." With others, it was harder;
it was difficult to describe what I wanted to be able to do with
American history. But the effort to define these objectives in terms
of performance was worthwhile, because I had to examine closely what
I wanted to learn, and I had some clear idea of how I would evaluate
the learning, and know whether or not I was accomplishing what I
wanted.
STEP FIVE I described several possible ways to accomplish each
objective. I asked myself:
For each of the objectives that I have chosen, what kinds
of learning experiences, activities, studies, etc., do
I think will help me to accomplish the objective?
For each objective, what do others — my program advisor,
experts, experienced people — say will help me in accom-
plishing the objective?
For each objective, am I currently engaged in any experi-
ences, activitities
,
studies, etc., that might help me in
accomplishing the objective (for example, any work activi-
ties, leisure activities, ongoing studies, group experiences.
etc. )
?
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As in other steps, I had some ideas about this already. \Vhat
I wanted to do was have as complete a set of ideas as possible, in
order to make a decision about the best possible project. I also
wanted to see if I could organize some of my learning around work
that I was already doing.
This step was easier than I expected because I had described
my objectives in terms of performance. Since I had some idea of
what I should be able to do when I had accomplished the objective,
I had some guidelines about what I would have to do in the learning
stage of the project. (For instance, one of my objectives said
that I would be able to write a foundation grant proposal. So,
part of the learning had to include practical experience writing
proposals. I could do that by taking a course on proposal writing,
or by actually writing a proposal under the guidance of an exper-
ienced person, or by reading some books on the topic, then writing
a proposal, and having it criticized by experienced people. But
however I did it, I had to do the writing.)
I could have done this step more thoroughly. I did not get as
many ideas as I could have, because my time and energy were limited.
What I did do was helpful, because it kept me from choosing the
immediate and obvious route, without considering other possibilities,
which sometimes turned out to be more fruitful. (I was often tempted
to set up a tutorial, when on reflection it became clear that it would
be more efficient and profitable to join a class, or find some other
people and start a seminar.)
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STEP SIX I described the ways I learned best. I did this by
asking myself
:
What styles of learning are best suited to me?
Under what conditions is learning most rewarding to me?
One of the CFG forms has a number of questions, like those above,
on learning and learning styles. I answered them, and reread what I
had written in the section on my needs, skills, and limitations as
a learner, and I tried to come up with a clearer picture of how I
liked to learn, how I didn’t, and how I learned best. I enjoyed this
step a lot, because I found out things about myself that I had not
known, and that helped to explain how I responded to college classrooms.
I included this as a formal step because the logic of the plan-
ning demands it here. But I found this to be an on-going thing
something I learned as I moved through each stage of my planning.
When I came to this point, I tried to put together my discoveries
about myself into a portrait of myself as a learner.
STEP SEVEN I chose, from ray list of possible activities to help
accomplish my objectives, those which were compatible
with my learning styles.
Again, this is a formal statement of a series of discoveries
and realizations I came to as I did the planning. As I began to de-
sign specific projects to meet my objectives, I learned that there
were activities that would work, and those that would not work for me.
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I came to see that there were structures I needed to build in to keep
up my interest. (I decided that actually writing a proposal for fund-
ing at the place I was working would be the best way for me to learn
P^®P®®3.1 writing, because it would provide some immediacy and pur-
pose, set real deadlines, and give me regular feedback. I decided
that reading books about fundraising would be pointless for me until
I had some first-hand experience of the problems and issues involved.)
STEP EIGHT I listed the resources I would need for each project.
Because I had already defined important parts of my projects
listing resources wasn’t too hard. I knew many of the things,
places, and kinds of people I would need, and because I had made
contact with various people in the process of gathering information
on objectives, I knew how to find some of the resources that I would
need.
This step was especially helpful in giving me a general idea of
how much time and energy would be required to completely arrange
each project. (I knew for instance, that it would take only a
little time to find a person to help me design a reading list in
American history; but it would take several months to set up a
practice teaching situation in a public high school.)
STEP NINE I prepared a time schedule. I asked myself:
How much time can I realistically commit to each project?
How much time can I commit to the whole process?
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I really needed to do this step, because I was inclined to over-
estimate the amount of time I had, and underestimate the amount of
time that each project would take. Doing this forced me to consider
my time more carefully. (Though as I write this, I have had to
revise my time schedule again, because the original one was too
optimistic.
)
STEP TEN I described the criteria for evaluating each project.
I did this by asking myself
:
For each project, how will I know that I am achieving my
objectives?
When I am done with each project, what will I be able to
do that I could not do before?
This step was not too difficult because I had already described
my objectives in terms of performance. But it was important to double
check, to make sure that I was really planning projects that would
accomplish my objectives, and reach my learning aims. (For example,
I had designed a project on curriculum development; when I checked
the evaluation criteria with my program advisor, I discovered that
the project would have helped me learn something about student inter-
ests in learning, but would not have helped me to learn to write
curriculum units. Because I checked the evaluation criteria, I
realized I had to redesign the project.)
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STEP ELEVEN I set the plan aside for a few days, and did not
think about it.
After all the work I had put into the plan, it was an effort to
not think about it. But a pleasure also.
STEP TWELVE I came back to the plan, reviewed it as a whole, and
decided whether or not to submit it to the Academic
Council. I asked myself;
Do I like it?
Does it feel complete to me?
Does it feel comfortable to me?
Do I think I can really do it?
These were very important questions for me. They gave me some
perspective on the whole thing, and I was able to review it and
reassure myself that I had not designed a monstrosity to which I
would be shackled for the next year. My review pleased me. I
liked what I had done, and I sent it to the Academic Council. It
was approved
.
/APPENDIX D
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Interview
:
Date:
Location:
Larry Lemmel, Program Advisor and Academic
Administrator
August 10, 1977
Boston Office, Campus—Free College
Mark Cheren : How do you feel about your participation in Campus-Free?
Larry Lemmel : Most of the time I feel good. Sometimes at the center
of some conflicts, between the Academic Council and individual
Learners and their Advisors. Emotions of conflict sometimes come
through me and are directed at me sometimes. Another way I feel is
very responsible. I mean something very specific here: I think people's
ability (all things under Self-Directed Learning) develop very slowly
and at varying rates of speeds in each person. So, the College has
to take some responsibility for matching its feedback to the develop-
mental stage of the Student, and I might add, of the Advisor.
You say things differently to a person who's been at it for two
years than somebody who started yesterday. The Academic Council very
often knows the degree of sophistication or awareness of the Student,
but I sometimes know it in more detail. So the Council always wants
me to write the response in light of this developmental aspect. So
I have to have a lot of judgment about that. If the Council mem-
bers don't; sometimes they do. Sometimes a council member will take
responsibility for drafting a letter in detail, but very often they
will sketch out the broad area points that are to be made and ask
me to reword it for them. The same problems arise in talking with
people on the telephone or in the office.
I feel my job is very important. I feel important, very speci-
fically, in this process of helping people become more self-directed.
A lot of what I do is what I would call a teaching function. I ex-
plain, demonstrate, give examples, refer people to other resources...
in a way that tries to take into consideration the degree of self-
direction a Student has, and I try to increase that ability. I
try to suggest how to develop more self-direction.
Right along with this in everything I say, I'm also writing all
this to the Advisor and also have to take into account what I know
about the Advisor's understanding of self-direction and the ability
to teach it.
.
,
Another feeling I have .. .uncertain, I guess. I think we don t
have predictors for success in Self -Directed Learning yet, and so I
often have the feeling that for any given person, their ability to
become sufficiently self-directed— to succeed in this program— is
risky and unpredictable and is likely to be accompanied by very
strong feelings of frustration, uncertainty, depression, anger as
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a result of those. I often feel the way I understand medical doctors
to feel... when you're with a delicate patient, you don't know what
the outcomes going to be. You don't know whether you're going to
make it or not. You look at all the predictors and there's no... al-
ways a significant element of uncertainty (sometimes).
One thing that strikes me is that people who initially look
quite self-directed, you would say for a beginner that person is quite
®®^^“^i^®cted
. It's possible that that person will never become much
more self-directed than when he began. And other people who look
almost hopelessly un—self—directed
,
you would almost always think
that you shouldn't encourage them to even enter a program like this,
may in the end become much more self-directed than a person who
looked better to start with. So I guess I'm saying I don't think we
understand a person's potential for self-direction. I wish we did.
Then I wish we understood more about how to help them reach that
potential. One of the exciting things in CFG now is we're about to
look at some people who we judge as outstandingly having reached
a very high ability in self-direction, and try to understand how
they got there and what kinds of personality traits and personal
abilities, kinds of relationships, kinds of intervention with the
college they considered important in their development.
So I suppose another feeling I have then, is a feeling of elation
or success when people indicate some breakthrough or possible break-
through in achieving those skills. People often express a great joy -
sometimes akin to a born again phenomena (everything's different now,
they see everything in a new light) because of some new ability to
be self-directed.
Another feeling I have is a feeling of... I guess you would say
a combination of wonder and hope at the possibilities for social
change that might result if we can increase the self-direction of a
number of people. Now, of course, it's the statistically insignifi-
cant number of people at this point - if you're looking at CFG - but
I think, and I hope, there's a ripple effect because of the people
our Students will come in contact with. Many of them are parents and
almost all of them are involved in significant relationships with
fellow workers, friends... so I think there may be a possibility that
we can be influential beyond a very small number of people we deal
with first hand.. There's a history of that in institutions so I
think it's possible.
Well, I think this process consists of a number of aspects. The
first one — I guess in importance it's first, and maybe chronologically
it's first — is assessment. The Student assesses himself, the Ad-
visor assesses himself, the student assesses the Advisor, the Advisor
assesses everybody, and every assesses everybody else. Everyone needs
to know where they're at - what their present skills are, since you re
defining this in terms of abilities. That's no easy task either,
because a person is not necessarily aware of their abilities. These
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are not abilities that the culture rewards or too much punishes. So
they may not be known. I don't apply this... you do all the assess-
ment before you do anything else. But for me I start there. If
I'm an advisor I need to know something about where that Student
thinks he is in his ability to make decisions on what he's going
to learn, how, how to share it, how to evaluate it. I think that
assessment goes on continually and I think a lot of the work is to
keep assessing - to keep finding where you're at today, because where
you're at often changes very rapidly. You're not where you were a
week ago. At other times you're still where you were six months ago.
Both people have to become very sensitized to clues that indicate
change, that indicate that I can do something now that I couldn't
do then. Or that I have some new abilities, or new ways of behaving,
or new insights or whatever it is.
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Interview: Kathy Kates, CFG Student — M.A. graduate
Date: September 4, 1977
Location: Promenade, Washington, D.C.
Mark Cheren : How do you feel about your participation in CFG?
Kathy Kates : Really good. I feel it*s the best experience I've had
in formal learning with an institution. Its the first time I'm proud
of my degree. It's up on my wall. (Went to Glark & U. of Ghicago
as an undergraduate.)
Parts of the [GFG] experience were lonely, even physically lone-
ly. I was all alone trying to write a major paper as the last part
of my program. This faced me with so many things about myself —
how to proceed organically; being really frustrated with myself;
feeling really pleased with myself. I feel now that I use that
self-knowledge in my work and living. I feel more comfortable with
me.
Dealing with the loneliness .. .There were hard aspects too.
Learning isn't just a pleasure trip. Gould be I could have been
helped more. I was away from my PA a lot. There were positive
aspects of that too. But the loneliness was broken down when we
were together.
Always coming back to me: what do I want; how is it that I
learn; am I really doing what I want, and if not, why not? That
part was invaluable, and maybe the strongest part I take out of my
CFG experience. I- came out of the last major thing I wrote with ex-
uberance. "I did it'. I came out the other side. And I know that
I can do that. It was like going through a tunnel, with all kinds
of experiences, lots of them really hard, and coming out to embrace
myself on the other end."
M.C. : Now I'd like to ask how you personally would define the
transition from external direction in learning to greater Self-
Directed Learning?
K.K. : I talked to a friend, who is thinking about CFG, who is in the
"don't know where to begin" stage, (excited but incredibly anxious
about it). She said, "I don't want to go to a school where all the
discipline is done for me and where all the planning is done for me,
but I don't know where to begin to do my own disciplining and my own
planning" and I listened for a long while and started thinking about
what was the process that a person goes through? I think it s a
clearing out process, a sorting through the shit process trying to
sort through the layers of what do people expect you to know or
want
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you to know, and then what do you really want, and then trying to
pin point it more and more, a refining. CFC in lots of ways help-
ed me to do the refining, and some of it was just being alone, (like
I talked about before), that helps with the refining. Lot's of it
was experimenting and starting on wrong paths and being helped to
stop and think about it. So it's evaluating what's happening as it
happens, and after it happens. A key for me, in getting more self-
directed, was a talk that you (Mark) and I had around my kitchen
table in Worcester about planning and evaluating. About "starting
out" because I so much wanted it to be my own kind of learning and
because I wanted it to be learning that built it's own momentum and
grew out of itself like extended branches in a spontaneous way that
just took off from where it was. I really hadn't found a mode, or
felt a need at that time that I could recognize for a mode of plan-
ning that would support that kind of learning rather than stiffle it
and I was afraid of planning. Afraid to say what I was going to do,
in case it would stiffle the spontaneity. I felt that once you said
what you were going to do, you had limited yourself and that you
had cut off all kinds of options for growth, and I struggled a lot
with issues of how do you strike that balance between setting ex-
pectations and goals for yourself and letting things go. And so I
had to do a lot of exploring with that process but I also had needed
help for specific methods for working on that process and you really
helped me with that. That was a key thing for me. A key to the
key was realistic expectations. That part of not planning, or
not planning enough, was that I never asked in the beginning of a
project "what do I really expect of myself," and so I always set my
expectations too high, too amorphous, and so I never felt quite
good at the end because I had never set what it was that I was going
to do. I would just end up there and I would say, 'O.K.' It's a
great relief to say, "Yah, I'm going to read three books and then
do that." What I did, was that I would say I would read three books
and then when I learned that in this project it wasn't books I want-
ed read, but writing that I wanted to do, I would just change it*
And when I made that very clear to Margie (PA) and Larry (Ac. Admin.)
and everyone, over and over, that I'm going to change it if I need
to and you all said, 'fine' (laughter) that helped a lot. And I
did, I changed some things, but I didn't need to as much as I
needed
to assert the right to.
M.C. ; Thats a good line, I didn't need to as much as I
needed to be
assured that I could.
K.K. : Going and approaching other people for help
was some the
^ess of becoming self directed for me. Learning to get up the
guts to do it and that people would respond.
And for a number of the people who worked with
me it was a mutual
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thing. And that helped me do it again. I felt that carry over
since as I think about this coming year of working, it's a lot the
same as last year and I see lots of room for growth in this given
situation, but I think I need to provide some more stimulation for
myself and it’s been natural to start doing that for myself.
Some of the critical evaluation I got was really helpful. My
monitor and Larry Lemmel and you all at one point pointed out some
real similar misgivings you were all having about my work that
took someone with more of an overview to see — took people more
distant from it than my Program Advisor was or than I was. And
yet also took people who had looked through a bunch of my work, who
knew it personally and saw it in some context, — "overview" is the
right word - to see how it all fit together. The critical evalua-
tions I got, really helped me make some decisive leaps or turns in
direction and helped me feel good about accepting critical feedback
and good about understanding the need for it and seeking it out
.
O.K.
,
one thing that was an important part of the process for
me: at one point, several things came together that helped me learn
that there really is an organic flow in my learning, there really is
something that makes sense about how it happens or where to go next;
that there is a flow to it. And that was so beautiful when I under-
stood that. And that really facilitated the whole process for me.
Because it gave me a whole belief in it. It made me believe in
what was happening with my learning and I knew that I would take
turns that weren't right for that moment and set expectations that
I shouldn't have or make mistakes, maybe big mistakes. But some
direction that made sense did exist and that I could find it. Maybe
it's like believing in a God instead of feeling existentially afloat.
That was really important for me. And then the issue of self-disci-
pline was part of that whole process of becoming more self-directed.
The first part of that issue was that I had to learn that self discip-
line was a problem for me. And the only way you learn that is when
it’s really up to you to do it. And not up to coercion, no matter
how middle class the form, like grades (Mama and Papa) . And I learn-
ed it was a problem for me as things went on and on, and on, and I
got more and more frustrated with 'Why can't I write that paper?'
That’s part of what I was talking about before; being asked to con-
front myself all the time... lots of the time.
M.C.: Do you have any sense of what helped you to get through that?
K.K.: Yah. First thing that comes to mind. For the final paper I
wrote, I’d set a limit. (a month) It dragged on for month after month.
May was one of the last deadlines I set. I had set others, but May
was the one I was really hanging on to. And then May went by and June
went by and there was the beginning of August and I got a job and I
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knew that I couldn't write that paper and begin that job at the same
time, cuz I just knew me. It would just get lost. The way I had
been writing that paper was to really get into writing it and then
to allow myself to get diverted by going on a trip, or by friends
coming to stay for a while, or doing something, and I'd lose the
momentum and I'd have trouble getting back into it. I decided that
the deadline had to be before starting the job, and I finished the
paper. I finished typing it a couple of days before starting the
job and it was a final coming to grips with the fact that I need to
set those final deadlines and I need to hold them and I can't say,...
"well, if I'm really going to be self-guiding, in my learning, then
I don't need those kind of deadlines that teachers set for a week
from Thursday. But I learned I do, and I need to do it myself and
hold myself to them. Another thing was just that I had already
written one major paper that had been hard with self-discipline to
work through and so I had some faith in myself because I had done it.
And the more of those kind of experiences I have, the more faith
I have for the next one. My Program Advisor's just plain belief in
me helped. She would send letters at critical points saying, 'don't
give up'. I know you can do it.' and that was really important.
Some of it was just coming to terms: that it's hard work. That
it's something that I choose to do and that I felt good about doing
it and happy about it, but there are lots of times when I'm not
happy about it, when it is hard work, and accepting that. But I
don't feel that self-discipline is something I've... I feel it might
be a long process for me, but that I came a long way in the year
and a half in CFG.
M.C. ; Sounds like it.
K.K. I (laughter)
M.C. : No, really, that's beautiful.
K.K. : That's all for that one.
M.C.: O.K., fine... Now the next question is how do you personally
facilitate the transition from externally directed learning to great-
er Self-Directed Learning in the context of CFG and your roles there-
in. Now as a Student that means what are the things that you did
to get more control of any part of the process, in your work with
your Program Advisor or Learning Resource People, or the academic
process. Evaluators, Academic Council, or Monitors. Its asking
from
your end for your tricks of the trade as learner, for
facilitating
greater Self-Directed Learning for you, the Learner .. .We're
gonna go
into detail, so what are some of the first things that
come to mind.
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• First, was really trying to use the forms in the ways that
would be most helpful to me. Trying to really make them my own,
make what I wrote for them not to be things that would just com-
municate with people in the central office about what I was doing,
but to be helpful to me,
. And sometimes that was a struggle.
Because sometimes, even though the forms were, meant to be helpful
to the students, sometimes I'd be in the midst of being really
submerged in the content of the work and 'oops, it's quarterly report
time, and I don't want to be diverted from this, but it's due, and
in fact it's two weeks overdue and so how can I use it to communi-
cate better with my Program Advisor?
Another thing was the ongoing relationship with my Program
Advisor
. To try to make it something that was really satisfactory
to both of us and to try to really watch it as it progressed, as it
became what it was to be.
M.C. ; Could you specify what you did to improve that?
K.K. : One of the things was to give critical feedback. For example,
one of the things that I became aware of was that sometimes Margie
put pressure on me that I felt came out of her own compulsiveness
and it wasn't really related to my learning. And not what she
wanted to relate to my learning and what I wanted her to...
She's in some ways really a perfectionist and really demands a
lot of herself and is really conscientious and I have similar tend-
encies and I have a really large struggle with those and I felt I had
to watch for the area where it was no longer what was in the best
interest of our process together and of my learning, but was me
picking up on her own super conscientiousness. So that I'd work and
rework and rework something partly out of the pressure I felt from
her and not out of what my needs were and so it was not only becoming
aware that that was happening and doing something. . .and then resisting
that pressure, but sharing that with her. It took a long time for
me to share that with her. But when I did, I felt like that was
taking more control. So that's an example.
I think I took... I can remember one really angry phone call I
had with Larry (Academic Admin.) when I thought I took control.
People in the Central Office had been neglecting some real needs I
had. The College had been in financial trouble and had a lot of
pressures on it. And I had had a little glimpse of that; but people
hadn't responded to things I had written for a long time, hadn t got-
ten me a monitor for months after I had started, I think the issue
was, and I had called Larry a couple of times and he hadn't responded
and when I finally got him I was ready to... really, poor Larry...
Larry said, 'Well, I'm really glad you can express your anger.' I
said. Damn right! (shared laughter) But that felt like taking control.
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M.C. ; Sure, sure.
K^K_j_: And later, you know, I was able to give Larry a lot of positive
feedback on parts, roles he was able to play with my program, with
workshops I went through of his. So that I felt that that wasn't
the only thing in the relationship which made that angry moment feel
good in itself, too. Cuz it was constructive in that context.
I feel like I didn't really come to grips with the whole
Monitor issue in a way that would have taken more control and more
self direction...! felt like one critical issue my Monitor raised
was really important for me and critical in my learning; but on the
whole she gave me very little feedback compared to what I would have
liked and to what I had been lead to expect of a Monitor.
I sort of just accepted that she was really busy, as she had
explained she was, and that I wasn't going to have these expectations
of her. And I have mixed feelings about having just accepted that,
without having really explored it a lot more with her or having
asked for a new Monitor. So that's about what came to mind.
M.C. : O.K. Now, this is really going back but in a more detailed
way on that. How, if at all, are you involved in the performance
of the following specific functions, and how, if at all, are you
involved in bringing about greater Learner self-direction in the
process of performing these functions. O.K., now, they're in
different categories; Facilitation, Provision of Learning Resources,
Evaluation, Crediting, Monitoring, Program Approval, Delimiting Col-
lege Level Learning Material Support — now the question is. Have you
done it? If you've done it what do you do, and is there any kind of
transitional dynamic that you did to get more control of that or
how it was done for you? First, what about Learner Assessment?
K.K. ; Prelim. Currie. Plan was the first place for CFC of doing such
a self assessment and in classes for Elm Park Center I did a lot of
thinking about each class and projects, other projects.
The first prelim, curric. plan I wrote, I wrote several, was
this hazy, amorphous, huge thing; it was fat. Because it was one of
the first times I had been asked to set down that kind of thing, to
look at myself in more than... in a sort of life plan — not all my
life “ but looking over my life to plan for the coming couple of years
in the context of what I was doing this for. And I really felt that
first attempt was important for me to do. I refined it somewhat in
what I finally handed in. If I did it again it would be pretty
different, I'm sure.
M.C. : Was there a sense of being able to take more control of that
process. That you were able to do better and better assessments of
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yourself as you went on? Get a better sense of what your strengths
were or values were or were you able to figure out how you learn
more from a situation.
K.K. ; Yeah.
M. C
.
: What do you think went on to help you get more control of
that - what was done by anybody else, and what was done by you?
K.K. ; Part of it was practice. And having to write it down and to
commit myself to it. That was one of the values for me of the CFG
forms: that I have to commit myself. And the Prelim. Currie, Plan is
the first time that I was asked to do that kind of assessment. And
it was flabby, like I said. I think it was practice.
Part of it, I don’t know if this falls under the category of
learner assessment or not, was your help in forming a framework,
in thinking about what do I want to learn and how do I want to
learn, what are my realistic expectations of myself... a list of
specific questions. Another thing that helped was the content of
my learning. I was learning about educating young children and
learner assessment was a lot of that: record keeping and observation
and trying to diagnose what children have learned, where they were
in their learning and what their needs were. That really helped me
to do that for myself too. It helped me to pin-point questions, of
what to watch for, and to feel more comfortable with that process.
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Interview: Polly Kornblith, CFG Student
Date: September 16, 1977
Location: Student Union, Boston University
Mark Cheren : How do you feel about your participation in CFG?
Polly Kornblith : I feel good about it. I'm going to be a Student
in it. I've gone... about a month ago I really considered leaving
the school because I didn't think that it was ever going to pull
together, and maybe with what I wanted to study that I belonged in a
traditional setting. I'm studying nutrition and counseling. But
in terms of the nutrition part, things were getting hectic because
resource people were leaving right and left. At this point I feel
really good about being a Student, and like I'm finally beginning
to use the Gollege the way it's supposed to be used. By taking
different courses different places, doing experiential learning
at the same time and really having full responsibility for the rest
of my life, which is what I really wanted and why I got out of
residential school. As far as being a counsel, it's really excellent
for me to be on a council because it's one of the things that's
kept me going when I started to feel like this wasn't all worth
it. And to look at it and think. . .well, the Gouncil's making mis-
takes in some ways... but that people are really thinking and it's a
different way to be educated. It made me feel excited. It makes
me feel tied into the way my education gets... the policy around the
process is decided... and it's been a real good outlet for me to
continue with my own interest in education. I think that's real
important—helping me to feel connected to the Gollege. I don't
think I would feel as good about GFG if I weren't in Boston. My
sense is that if I were in some other area where I was the one... if
I couldn't really be connected to a college the way I am now I'm
not sure I would be able to survive it as well.
There have been times when I've wondered what GFG was doing for
me. I haven't really used the Gouncil that much, even though...!
mean I mostly use the Program Advisor. There have been times when
I've wondered why I bother. My PA was David Rosen until last week,
the new one is Sally Dean who isn't approved yet. When that happen-
ed...when I was really starting to feel like GFG isn't providing
very much for me... also when I was thinking it just wasn't worth it
because things weren't going very well... I did remember that
the
original reason I was attracted to GFG was mostly to have somebody
else help advise me in a very total way in how I was going
to educate
myself. Almost everything I'm doing in my life I see as part
of that
massive scheme. The one thing I was appreciating, at least,
even i
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I had left CFC last month that I would have still gotten what I
needed—in some ways. That's exactly what I came to the College
for— to have a process I did have.
^ would like to ask how you would define the process of facil-
the transition from external directional learning to self-
direction in learning. In other words, what do those words put to-
S®ther in a phrase mean to you? In your terms.
me,... I don't know if I can put into terms... but that's more
like I see the difference between how Hampshire handles it and CFC
handles it. Hampshire's supposedly dedicated to producing pretty much
self“directed learners, I think. They would define themselves that
way. They approach it, it seems to me, by saying "sink or swim."
When you get there... it's funny... when I got there it seemed like
faculty were only willing to deal with you if you were already self-
directed. They weren't ready to step back to help you with the
transition, because that might encourage you not to make it. That
was their attitude. Their standards were for you if you were com-
pletely self-directed and that you will adjust to that standard.
I think that's really bad, because a lot of people can't handle that
and it's not very supportive. That was the main thing that was
lacking there for me - the feeling that there was real support for
the transition. There were high expectations. I felt like what got
emphasized for me was the real detrimental part of myself towards
what I was doing. I became very critical of what I was doing because
of all these expectations. But I didn' t . . . that was how I internalized
what happened. I became very critical of what I was doing, rather
than just feeling good about it and having a sense of where I was
trying to go with my development. I-Jhat's interesting about Hampshire
now is that they've become much more... I'd say externally directed
because by the time I left, which was only a year and a half later,
they were making things very easy for students. The independent pro-
jects that Hampshire had... when I got there unless you really pushed
and initiated, etc., no one was going to pull you out to do things.
But now it's very easy. You can take courses and just fulfill those
requirements which I think completely defeats a lot of the structure
of Hampshire. So it seems like there they didn't deal with it very
well and could see the students were self-directed. Instead of chang-
ing the process for the students, they changed the structure to make
it easier for the students. But I don't know if students become as
self-directed the way they changed the structure.
What I think CFC provides .. .First of all, is a whole lot of space
for thinking about what you really want to learn. I mean, because
Hampshire was run on a semester basis, there wasn't really a begin-
ning time (except for three days of orientation) where you really sat
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and thought about that. You were so nervous about what you were
going to take. I wasn’t in a position where I really knew what I
wanted to learn. One of the parts is to really leave a lot of space
for thinking about that and have some structure to the types of ways
you might go about figuring out what you are interested in learning.
There was a lot of attention to that in my first couple of months and
it was really helpful. It’s true that there’s been a lot. . .support
is such a vague word... it’s been like support for where I already
got the strengths and a list of what I need to gain skills in and
a movement towards gaining those types of skills.
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Interview:
Date;
Location
:
Cindy Soule, Program Advisor
September 30, 1977
Her home, Boston, Massachusetts
Mark Cheren : How do you feel about your participation in CFG?
Cindy Soule : I feel strongly positive about it. For one thing,
part of it has come out in the writing of my paper, about the devel-
opment of my work in CFC. I feel that I’ve learned more in terms
of my work with my own educational process in the particular skill
of helping other people with theirs, than I could have in almost any
other work.
I think a lot of that is it’s the first time I was consistently
challenged to clearly state my own directions .. .partly from you
interviewing me early..., also in terms of defining my goals with the
network and how I was going to meet them.
I think the challenges have been real positive, particularly
working with Students and getting quarterly reports from them and
working through the reports. It’s been a really good experience.
In that format they are forced to give me a clear feedback on how
I ’ve worked with them.
M. C
.
; How would you define the process of facilitating the transi-
tion from external direction in learning toward greater self-direc-
tion, and just for yourself how would you sum up what that means to
you?
C.S.: I should share my Program Advisor Candidate interview with
you (laughter) . Just asking for concrete steps of how to challenge
and encourage someone to assess and define their own goals; break
it down into overall objectives and help them evaluate how they can
meet those goals and objectives. I think also of helping them
develop those skills of... classic Malcolm [Knowles ]... self-directed
learning skills. I think a lot of it has involved getting over
emotional blocks about setting themselves up for self-evaluation
and evaluation by others.
One thing that I didn’t do in the beginning, and do now, is
encourage people to set real short-range learning projects to test
out and develop those skills. Then in a short period of time we
can
begin assessments. I find that a lot of my Students have begun by
setting overall life-long goals. I’ve encouraged them to set
some
real short-term and concrete learning goals so that we can
begin
working with things like the difference between learning and
doing
terminology. We can really develop those skills within one
or
several short-range projects so that we can go through the whole
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process of setting goals, finding resources and doing a learningproject and getting it evaluated. Then we can assess all of thatprocess. We can begin with that process and set longer goals later.
C
.
I O.K. Let’s see what comes up.
C.S. ; Yeah.
there... how would you describe what you've been learning
from your work as a Program Advisor? Most of this is going to be in
your role as a PA.
—
• What have I been learning about self-directed learning or
facilitation, or both?
• Anything. What do you think are the most important things
that you have been learning about being a Program Advisor? I'm
assuming you have been learning some things.
• 0^ yss (laughter)
. I think my poor first Students can attest
to that. One of the things that I've been thinking about a lot in
the last few days which seems really significant, is that I've
learned.
. .well, some things about how my own personality ties into
things like that. That is, only of limited help to be just emo-
tionally supportive, which is like being a nice person wasn't
enough, being.
. .giving positive feedback wasn't enough. It made me
take time to think critically about the work that I was doing and
helping Students do so that I could be critically supportive more
than I was. Rather than just providing advocacy, I needed to be one
of the first sounding boards that the students had if things weren't
as sharp as they would need to be for them to go through. I began
by being really supportive and encouraging students to get things to
the Council as soon as possible and then deal with Council feedback
and basically left a lot of that in their lap for evaluation. That
was a longer process than it needed to be. It was a lot easier if
I began with Students by giving some more of my own critical feed-
back so that they began the process of revision before it got to
the Council. They really appreciated that a lot more, because I was
there rather than just getting feedback from the Council. It was a
lot easier to discuss criticism if I was there giving it to them to
begin with. Sometimes they would disagree and send stuff anyway,
which was fine. Then, at least, they had an opportunity to discuss
it as it was happening. It's become easier for me to disagree openly
with people, students and Council members and other staff people.
M.C.: How many Students do you have?
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C.S. ;
lot of
3. I also find myself doing advocacy and support stuff for a
other people's Students. So sometimes it seems like more.
InterviBwi Micliasl Rossinan, Program Advisor
Date: October 14, 1977
Location: His home, Berkeley, California
Mark Cheren : How do you feel about your participation in Campus-Free
College?
Michael Rossman : How do I feel about it? Well, it has three phases.
About my interaction, about my actual interaction with my client, I
feel super. I feel that it’s been a deep and gratifying experience
that has been giving form, been giving more form to a lot of stuff
that I thought about and have been working with for a long time. It's
been very enriching. I've loved it.
A second part is my interaction the (I guess there's about
four levels.) The second part has been the attempt to cohere a local
base of Program Advisors and an organizing core which I have mixed
feelings about because it's going quite slowly and been impeded by
difficulties: internal, i.e., which have to do with us and what we
want and what we're doing and external, i.e., CFC (Campus-Free College)
itself and some of its limitations and inadequacies as a vehicle for
the kind of work we want to do.
The third level has been my relations ... in the "my" there, I
must... a little bit "our" also, to the extent that I've been a teach-
er and Area Coordinator .. .my relations with what I call CFC Central
which is the east coast establishment— the centralized establishment
of CFC. And there the relations have been... (My feelings are quite
mixed.) The relations have been quite mixed, ranging from a lower
level of routine slowness and delay, I would say maybe bureaucratic
slowness and delay to the upper level of the professed willingnesses
of the people there to engage in flexible and perhaps elaborate pro-
cesses of interaction, where I found them generally so far feeling
quite good, quite reasonable. I have surmises of good reasons why
that's so and maybe not so good reasons why that's so, also.
Then there's another level, where I experience this entire en-
counter with CFC as a consequence of and an extension of the work
I've been involved in for a long time. And on this level, on the
whole, I feel rather good. I feel that this whole little limping
marginal enterprise is, if not by itself a fitting crown to the
efforts of a decade, of fifteen years, whatever, then at least a
modest, healthy jewel in that crown's present state. And I've been
a little... I feel that I've helped give birth to a cluster of ideas
that other people can carry on to make really social form in, the
first experimental embodiments of, and that this embodiment that
these people have been interring has opened to become a home for me.
That at least is my wish and fantasy connected with CFC in a formal
capacity (I didn't want to sell my soul there) but, God knows that I
need a base and I’m lonely. To the extent that I’m little known here
and my one Student and the operations that have been engaged... con-
stituted, it has received me as a home. Would that it were more
palatial rather than a one-room hut, but it's OK, I know the timber.
So, those are the four levels I can distinguish off-hand. There's
another level, which is sort of connected to that one which is to say
that, to the extent I can carry on the formal identity as an educator
and (comma) with James Nixon (comma) and be contemplating in the early
process of re-entering to feel actively and socially involved rather
than as some detached theorist.
It is important to me to have bases and identity and in that I've
felt two ways about CFC. One is that it's sure nice to be able to
have it and to be able to...Well, I'm associated with the college
too—I'm on the staff and da-da-da. And, at the same time, because
of the sum of... partly, only partly, but definitely partly, because
of the sum of the difficulties attendant on that third level I mention-
ed, I very definitely don't want to be seen as "CFC's man in the
West." I want to have that be... I don't want that to be the main
institutional capability here. And so, James and I are moving into
being incorporated independently to be known for further effort.
We need an independent identity from CFC; also there are troubles
with the CFC identity. So, that's my first statement. That's a
sketch of the levels . .
.
M.C.: OK. The next question is how would you define the process of
facilitating the transition from external direction in learning to-
ward greater self-direction, and just for yourself how would you sum
up what that means to you?
M.R.: Well, what are you trying to ...process of facilitating the
transition from external. . .Well, you are asking what does it mean to
me to deal with better...how to define it...
M.C. : Well, another way to say it is...
M.R. : Well, it’s got so many dimensions...
M.C.: If someone asked you what the interview is about, you
know^this,
and you say, you use those code words and they say, "What s
that.
What would you say? But go ahead, you were starting to say.
M.R. : Well, I’m bouncing back and forth about such
abstract concepts
I^with the little tangible experience I have, .. .There s two things:
one, that process facilitation demands a multi-valent
which goes from, .. .which goes in its agents from the
personal, that is
the institution and the system of credential aid,
etc., that suppor s
It and enshrouds it as a presence in society .. .right? So, it doesn't
stop with the college either, it has to go to the middle states andto the federal government which funds some students, OK? So the entire
support structure is very complex. So the agents range from theimmediate person to- the largest social ensemble and each of these
agents (right?), at least the PA, works on many levels. It can work in
many ways. Now this is going to vary from person to person. And,
this Learner is going to need more support and more extensive struc-
ture and this other Learner couldn't care jack-shit if the government
approves it or not(right?). So you have to also see this as a very
flexible thing but, large enough to meet anybody's needs but, no one
will need it all. So that's my abstract answer to how I see that
process. That's the dream process I see and the specif ic. . .Looking
just at the interaction of the PA and Learner. The question... is
that what you wanted?
M. C
.
; Well, I just...
M.R. ; Well, in general...
M. C : Well I'm still...Well go ahead and say that. You've said that
the context .. .what you've given is the context in which you see it.
Now, you're talking...
M.R. ; I can talk about the first level. There's at least three,...
there's at least four levels to distinguish. (Look, I'm clarifying
my first statement .. .right? .. .just a little bit.) There's the PA,
there's the local support group which is the local node and the local
Students. There is CPC itself, including the central part of it and
all its operations. Then there's the larger society. And, so, if I
were to talk systematically about the process of facilitating that
transition, I would then make an experiential testament and a theore-
tical analysis for each of those levels starting with the most inti-
mate, which I will now proceed to talk with. How's that?
M. C ; Good.
M.R. : I might change this answer given more thought because I haven't
thought about it in these terms. But, the first response to your
question, of course I'm thinking on the PA (you know, on the practi-
tioner-client level) is that I see it as a process of helping the per-
son. I see it as a political process of helping the person—a poli-
tical/psychological process of helping the person—develop a just
society inside themselves. And the society is not a finished state,
but a process... a process of governance, that mobilizes resources and
answers the needs. It's a classic, right? And in this case, what the
PA does with the client/ the Learner is help the person ultimately,...
is help the person develop the internal mechanisms (if you don t like
mechanisms, values per se, perspectives,
permit them to well-govern themselves as Learners.
The skills I pess range everywhere from forecasting these needs(one s states) being sensitive to one's states, to various devices of
rational planning, and a censusing of internal emotional states and
s 1 s o social Interaction to get what the fuck you want. It's
real complex to make a whole society. It's real complex to govern
a whole society. And, though I believe it's possible to extend this
metaphor that I'm using now really in explicit detail and construct
a picture of an individual's education; educational self-governance
exactly is analogous to the governance of societies. So that there
IS a transportation sector (right?); and there is a nutrition sector;
there is the health... the national purpose, as it were; and the
national pastimes, as it were. All these things are objects of
learning and therefore are to be governed. So I think it's possible
to lay that out in a very complex order and detail so that, after
the fashion, analogous to those rules on self-help governance that
we re talking about. Though I think it's possible to do that, I
think actually the process,... the process of interacting with another
given human being, trying to help them do this, you are not proceeding
from an orderly rule—book that covers the train, but you are pursuing
a social person's psychological art. But what I'm saying is if you
tried to, if you followed this metaphor out (with discipline), and
really made a map of what is involved in this internal self-gover-
nance; the answer is that it would be so complex and unclear that
if you were to program it, the program helping the person, you would
have an intense specialist working on it full time ... right? And no
individual facilitator, no matter how long he's involved, let alone
in a fairly hour or two a week we're talking about pragmatically is
going to be able to cover any significant part of that intentionally.
So, what happens then is a higher alchemy... in which you have to pull
systems interactions between these people inside of whole systems...
more gets translated and transformed than can be measured, described
explicitly, or provided for explicitly. It is perhaps best to think
in terms of... What he's trying to do is to transform. . .oh this is
brilliant ... is to help the person make a shift internally, or to trans-
form their organizing principles, or to make... to grow from themselves
and experience new metaphors which are qualitatively different from
the metaphors which they have chosen—or suffered— themselves to en-
dure, to organize their structuring disposition of their internal
energies. Those three phrasings of metaphor .. .are equivalent.
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TABLE QUALIFICATION CODING
The following qualifications were coded and summed
for each function relative to Questions #3a and 3b:
(a) The function was performed, but only in a small way or not with
most Students the practitioner responding had been working with.
(b) The response recorded reflected a change of mind during the
interview. (For example: "No, we never got involved in that . . .
Now that I think about it, I guess we did quite a lot of that.")
(c) Explicit ambivalence was reflected in the respondent's answer.
(d) Explicit qualification of a stated answer was made.
(e) Implicit contradiction was reflected in a response.
It was also coded and noted if a question was not answered
because it was considered not applicable:
(f) . . . because of the nature of a particular Student's program
(e.g. visiting Student).
(g) . . . because the amount of time that the Student or other
practitioner had been involved with the institution had been
too short to afford an opportunity to become involved with
the function in question.
(h) . . . because of the nature of the respondent's role (formal):
-by their own definition
-by the college's definition
All other cases of no response were simply tabulated as such.
This part of the qualification code was also employed in the tabulation
of questions #7-#ll, inclusive. In depth analysis of these qualifica-
tions was considered beyond the scope of the present study. At the same
time, monitoring for patterns of qualification
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TABLE 4' PERFORMANCE AND CONTROL OF
(BY ROLE)
LEARNING PROCESS FUNCTIONS
FUNCTION RESPONSE
STU
N = 12
freq
PA
N = 11
freq
AC
N = 9
freq
Stf
N = 4
freq
Trs
N = 2
freq
LEARNER Performed 12 10 5 3 0
ASSESS- Not Performed 0 1 3 1 1
MENT Not Applicable 0 0 1 0 1
No Response 0 0 0 0 0
Prior Control 2 0 0 0 0
Transition to
greater control 10 6 5 3 0
No Transition 0 2 0 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
No Response 0 3 4 1 2
CAREER Performed 9 7 3 3 0
RESEARCH Not Performed 3 3 5 1 1
AND Not Applicable 0 0 1 0 1
PLANNING No Response 0 1 0 0 0
Prior Control 4 1 1 0 0
Transition to
greater control 5 4 2 3 0
No Transition 0 2 0
.
0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
No Response 3 4 6 1 2
ACADEMIC Performed 12 10 8 2 1
PROGRAM Not Performed 0 0 0 2 0
PLANNING Not Applicable 0 0 1 0 1
AND IMPLE- No Response 0 1 0 0 0
MENTATION
Prior Control 3 0 1 0 0
Transition to
greater control 8 9 3 2 0
No Transition 0 0 0 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
No Response 1 2 5 2 2
Key;
STU STUDENTS
PA PROGRAM ADVISORS
AC ACADEMIC COUNCIL ME14BERS
Stf ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Trs TRUSTEES
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FUNCTION RESPONSE
STU
N = 12
freq
PA
N - 11
freq
AC
N » 9
freq
Stf
N - 4
freq
Trs
N - 2
freq
SELF Performed 11 8 5 3 1
ASSESS- Not Performed 1 3 2 1 0
llENT * Not Applicable 0 0 2 0 1
No Response 0 0 0 0 0
GOAL Performed 11 10 6 2 1
SETTING * Not Performed 1 1 2 2 0
Not Applicable 0 0 1 0 1
No Response 0 0 0 0 0
PROJECT Performed 9 11 6 1 1
PLANNING & Not Performed 3 0 2 3 0
REDESIGN * Not Applicable 0 0 1 0 1
No Response 0 0 0 0 0
LEARNING Performed 11 10 5 3 1
RESOURCES Not Performed 1 1 3 1 0
IDENTIFI- Not Applicable 0 0 1 0 1
CATION & No Response 0 0 0 0 0
ASSESS-
MENT *
NEGO- Performed 11 9 5 3 1
TIATING Not Performed 1 2 3 1 0
SKILLS * Not Applicable 0 0 1 0 1
No Response 0 0 0 0 0
CONSUMER Performed 9 6 3 4 1
PROTEC- Not Performed 2 5 6 0 0
TION & Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 1
ADVOCACY No Response 1 0 0 0 0
r OR
STUDENTS Prior Control 4 0 0 0 0
Transition to
greater control 3 4 0 0 0
No Transition 1 1 0 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
No Response 4 6 9 4 2
* SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
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FUNCTION RESPONSE
STU
N = 12
PA
N = 11
AC
N = 9
Stf
N - 4
Trs
N - 2
LEARNING Performed 9 6 7 2 1
PROGRAM Not Performed 1 5 2 2 0
ADVOCACY Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 1
RELATIVE
TO THE
No Response 2 0 0 0 0
ACADEMIC Prior Control 4 0 0 0 0
COUNCIL & Transition to
ADMINISTRA- greater control 4 6 0 2 0
TIVE STAFF No Transition 0 1 1 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
No Response 4 4 8 2 2
ASSESS- Performed 11 8 2 2 0
MENT OF Not Performed 0 3 4 2 1
LEARNING Not Applicable 0 0 2 0 1
BLOCKS &
STRATEGY
DEVELOP-
No Response 1 0 1 0 0
Prior Control 0 0 0 0 0
MENT FOR Transition to
DEALING greater control 9 7 0 1 0
WITH No Transition 1 0 0 0 0
LEAP.NING Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
BLOCKS No Response 2 4 9 3 2
ASSISTANCE Performed 11 7 5 2 1
IN RE- Not Performed 1 4 2 1 0
SEARCHING Not Applicable 0 0 2 0 1
APPROPRI-
ATE
No Response 0 0 0 1 0
Prior Control
Transition to
4 1 0 0 0RESOURCES
greater control 6 7 2 0 0
No Transition 0 0 1 1 0
Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
No Response 2 3 6 3 2
FUNCTION RESPONSE
STU
N = 12
PA
N = 11
AC
N = 9
Stf
N =» 4
Trs
N - 2
PROVIDING Performed 11 10 6 4 1
REFERRALS Not Performed 1 1 1 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 2 0 1
No Response 0 0 0 0 0
Prior Control
Transition to
3 2 0 0 0
greater control 6 7 2 0 0
No Transition 0 0 2 1 0
Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
No Response 3 2 5 3 2
PROVIDING Performed 5 10 4 1 0
INFORMA- Not Performed 7 1 3 3 0
TION, IN- Not Applicable 0 0 2 0 1
STRUCTION
,
No Response 0 0 0 0 1
SUPER-
VISION,
Prior Control
Transition to
2 0 1 0 0
LIBRARY greater control 1 6 1 2 0
FACILITIES
,
No Transition 0 0 0 0 0
PRACTICUM Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
OPPORTUNE- No Response 9 5 7. 2 2
TIES, ETC.
PROVIDING Performed 9 7 1 4 0
SUPPORT Not Performed 3 4 5 0 1
Not Applicable
No Response
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
1
Prior Control 4 2 0 0 0
Transition to
greater control 1 4 0 2 0
0No Transition 1 2 0 1
Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 00
No Response 6 3 9 1 4
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STU PA AC Stf Trs
FUNCTION RESPONSE N = 12 N = 11 N » 9 N - 4 N - 2
IDENTI- Performed 12 11 6 2 0
FICATION Not Performed 0 0 2 0 1
OF APPRO- Not Applicable 0 0 1 2 1
PRIATE
EVALUA-
No Response 0 0 0 0 0
TORS Prior Control
Transition to
4 1 0 0 0
greater control 4 4 3 1 0
No Transition 0 2 1 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
No Response 4 4 5 3 2
EVALUA- Performed 9 9 6 0 0
TION Not Performed 2 2 1 1 1
CRITERIA Not Applicable 0 0 1 2 1
DEVELOP-
MENT
No Response 1 0 1 1 0
Prior Control
Transition to
3 0 0 0 0
greater control 4 5 3 0 0
No Transition 0 1 0 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 1 0 0
No Response 5 5 5 4 2
EVALUA- Performed 11 10 3 0 0
TION Not Performed 0 1 6 1 1
Not Applicable 0 0 0 3 1
No Response 1 0 0 0 0
Prior Control 1 2 0 0 0
Transition to
greater control 8
No Transition 0
Not Applicable 0
No Response 3
0
0
0
4
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FUNCTION RESPONSE
STU
N = 12
PA
N = 11
AC
N = 9
Stf
N = 4
Trs
N - 2
ASSESS- Performed 7 9 9 1 0
WENT Not Performed 1 0 0 0 1
FOR Not Applicable 2 2 0 3 1
CREDIT-
ING
No Response 2 0 0 0 0
Prior Control
Transition to
0 I 2 0 0
greater control 4 4 0 1 0
No Transition 1 2 1 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
No Response 7 4 6 3 2
DIALOGUE Performed 4 8 7 1 0
AROUND Not Performed 4 1 1 0 1
CREDIT- Not Applicable 2 2 0 3 1
ING No Response 2 0 1 0 0
Prior Control
Transition to
0 0 0 0 0
greater control 2 4 1 0 0
No Transition 0 0 1 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
No Response 10 7 7 4 2
MONITOR- Performed 5 7 6 1 1
ING Not Performed 0 0 2 0 0
REVIEW Not Applicable 4 2 1 3 1
No Response 3 2 0 0 0
Prior Control
Transition to
1 0 0 0 0
greater control 4 3 0 1 0
No Tranistion 0 0 0 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 7 0 0
No Response 7 8 2 3 2
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FUNCTION
STU PA AC Stf Trs
RESPONSE N = 12 N - 11 N - 9 N - 4 N - 2
MONITOR- Perfomned 4 6 6 1 0
ING Not Performed 0 0 2 0 1
DIALOGUE Not Applicable 3 2 1 3 1
No Response 5 3 0 0 0
Prior Control
Transition to
1 0 0 0 0
greater control 2 3 2 0 0
No Transition 0 0 0 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
No Response 9 8 7 4 2
MONITOR- Performed 0 1 6 1 1
ING REG- Not Performed 0 2 1 0 0
OMMENDA- Not Applicable 12 4 1 3 1
TIONS
(TO THE
No Response 0 4 1 0 0
Prior Control
Transition to
0 0 0 0 0COUNCIL)
greater control 0 0 0 0 0
No Transition 0 1 0 0 0
Not Applicable 12 0 8 1 0
No Response 0 10 1 3 2
CURRICU- Performed 0 3 8 1 1
LUM PLAN Not Performed 0 0 0 0 0
APPROVAL Not Applicable 12 7 0 3 1
(PRELIMI-
XT A nV c
No Response 0 1 1 0 0
INAKI a
FINAL) Prior Control
Transition to
0 0 0 0 0
greater control 0 1 0 1 0
No Transition 0 0 0 0 0
Not Applicable 12 0 7 0 0
No Response 0 10 2 3 2
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FUNCTION RESPONSE
STU
N = 12
PA
N = 11
AC
N = 9
Stf
N = 4
Trs
N - 2
DIALOGUE Performed 4 1 5 1 1
AROUND Not Performed 1 2 0 0
X
0
1
PROGRAM Not Applicable 1 7 0 3
APPROVAL No P.esponse 6 1 4 0 0
‘
Prior Control
Transition to
2 2 0 0 0
greater control 1 0 1 1 0
No Transition 0 0 0 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
No Response 9 9 8 3 2
PROGRAM Performed 0 1 7 1 1
COMPLE- Not Performed 0 0 0 0 0
TION Not Applicable 9 8 0 3 1
DETERMI-
NATION
No Response 3 2 2 0 0
Prior Control
Transition to
0 0 0 0 0
greater control 0 1 0 0 0
No Transition 0 0 0 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 7 1 0
No Response 12 10 2 3 2
PROVISION Performed 4 8 6 1 0
OF GUIDE- Not Performed 1 2 2 0 1
LINES FOR Not Applicable 0 0 0 3 1
DELIMIT-
ING
No Response 7 1 1 0 0
Prior Control 1 1 0 0 0COLLEGE
LEVEL Transition to
LEARN- greater control 4 3 0 0 0
ING No Transition 0 2 1 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 1 4 0
No Response 7 5 7 0 2
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FUNCTION RESPONSE
STU
N = 12
PA
N = 11
AC
N = 9
Stf
N = 4
Trs
N « 2
DIALOGUE Performed 7 10 4 1 0
AROUND Not Performed 0 0 3 1 1
DELIMIT- Not Applicable 0 0 0 2 1
ING
COLLEGE
No Response 5 1 2 0 0
LEVEL
LEARN-
Prior Control
Transition to
0 0 0 0 0
ING greater control 4 5 2 1 0
No Transition 0 3 0 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
No Response 8 3 7 3 2
FINANCIAL Performed 8 4 0 3 0
AID Not Performed 0 5 0 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 8 1 2
No Response 4 2 1 0 0
Prior Control
Transition to
8 0 0 0 0
greater control 0 1 0 1 0
No Transition 0 1 0 1 0
Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
No Response 4 9 9 2 2
PLACE- Performed 9 2 0 1 0
MENT Not Performed 0 7 0 1 0
Not Applicable 0 0 7 2 2
No Response 3 2 2 0 0
Prior Control
Transition to
9 5 0 0 0
greater control 0 0 0 0 0
No Transition 0 0 0 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
No Response 3 6 9 4 2
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FUNCTION RESPONSE
STU
N = 12
PA
N = 11
AC
N = 9
Stf
N = 4
Trs
N « 2
HEALTH
. Performed 9 2 0 0 0
CARE, Not Performed 0 7 0 1 0
HOUSING, Not Applicable 0 0 9 3 2
ETC. No Response 3 2 0 0 0
Prior Control 9 6 0 0 0
Transition to
greater control 0 0 0 0 0
No Transition 0 0 0 0 0
Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0
No Response 3 5 9 4 2
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TABLE 5 PERFORMANCE AND CONTROL OF LEARNING PROCESS FUNCTIONS
(BY TOTAL POPULATION)
FUNCTION RESPONSE
N = 38
(%)* QUALIFICATION
LEARNER
ASSESS-
MENT
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
No Response
30 (79/79)
6 (16/16)
2 (5/5)
0 (0/-)
2 had explicit qualifications
2 because of person’s definition
of role
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
2 (5/7)
24 (63/86)
2 (5/7)
0 (0/0)
10 (27/-)
1 implicit contradiction
CAREER
RESEARCH
AND
PLANNING
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
No Response
22 (58/60)
13 (34/35)
2 (5/5)
1 (3/-)
5 performed in small way,
1 change of mind
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
6 (16/27)
14 (37/64)
2 (5/9)
0 (0/0)
16 (42/-)
-
ACADEMIC
PROGRAM
PLANNING
AND
IMPLEMEN-
TATION
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
No Response
33 (88/90)
2 (5/5)
2 (5/5)
1 (2/-)
2 performed in small way,
1 explicit qualification
2 explicit qualifications
2 because of person’s definition
of role
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
4 (10/15)
22 (58/85)
0 (0/0)
0 (0/0)
12 (32/-)
1 transitional in small way
* (total sample / those responding)
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FUNCTION RESPONSE
N = 38
1
C%)
1
QUALIFICATION
SELF Performed 28 (74/74)1 3 performed in small way
ASSESS-
MENT *
Not Performed
Not Applicable
No Response
7 (18/18)
3 (3/8)
0 (0/-)
2 explicitly ambivalent
1 implicit contradition
1 causality questioned
GOAL
SETTING
Performed 30 (79/79) 2 performed in small way
1 explicit qualification
* Not Performed 6 (16/16) 1 explicit qualification
Not Applicable
No Response
2 (5/5/)
0 (0/-)
2 because of person's definition
of role
PROJECT
PLANNING
Performed 28 (74/74) 2 explicit qualification
1 performed in small way
AND
REDESIGN
Not Performed 8 (21/21) 2 explicit qualification
1 implicit contradiction
* Not Applicable
No Response
2 (5/5)
0 (0/-)
2 because of person’s definition
of role
PROGRAM
PLANNING
Performed 29 (76/76) 3 performed in small way
1 explicit qualification
* Not Performed 7 (19/19)
Not Applicable 2 (5/19) 1 because of nature of Student’s
program
1 because of person’s definition
of role
No Response 0 (0/-)
LEARNING
RESOURCES
IDENTIFI-
Performed 30 (79/79) 5 performed in small way
1 causality questioned
1 explicit qualification
CATION, Not Performed 6 (16/16) 1 explicit qualification
ASSESS-
MENT, &
Not Applicable 2 (5/5) 2 because of person’s definition
of role
DEVELOP-
MENT *
No Response 0 (0/-)
NEGOTI-
ATING
*
Performed 29 (76/76:>8 performed in small way
1 explicit ambivalence
2 explicit qualification
Not Performed 7 (19/19') 2 explicit ambivalence
Not Applicable
No Response
2 (5/5)
0 (0/-)
2 because. of person’s definition
of role
* SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
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N = 38
FUNCTION RESPONSE C%) QUALIFICATION
CONSUMER Performed 23 (62/63) 6 performed in small way
PROTECTION
AND Not Performed 13 (34/35)
1 explicit qualification
ADVOCACY Not Applicable 1 (2/2) 1 because of person’s definition
FOR
STUDENTS No Response 1 (2/-)
of role
Prior Control
Transition to
4 (11/31)
greater control 7 (18/54)
No Transition 2 (5/15)
Not Applicable 0 (0/0)
No Response 25 (66/-)
LEARNING Performed 25 (67/69) 4 performed in small way
PROGRAM 1 explicit qualification
ADVOCACY Not Performed 10 (26/28) 1 explicit ambivalence
RELATIVE 1 explicit qualification
TO THE Not Applicable 1 (2/3) 1 because of person's definition
ACADEMIC of role
COUNCIL &
ADMINIS-
No Response 2 (5/-)
Prior Control 4 (10/22)TRATIVE
STAFF Transition to
greater control 12 (32/67) 1 explicit ambivalence
No Transition 2 (5/11)
Not Applicable 0 (0/0)
No Response 20 (53/-)
ASSESS- Performed 23 (61/64) 2 performed in small way
MENT OF 1 explicit ambivalence
LEARNING Not Performed 10 (26/28) 2 explicit ambivalence
BLOCKS & 1 explicit qualification
STRATEGY 1 implicit contradiction
DEVELOP- Not Applicable 3 (8/8) 3 because of person’s definition
MENT FOR of role
DEALING 1 because of extent of student’s
WITH
LEARNING No Response 2 (5/-)
progress
JjLOCKb
Prior Control
Transition to
0 (0/0)
greater control 17 (45/94)
No Transition 1 (2/6)
Not Applicable 0 (0/0)
No Response 20 (53/0)
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FUNCTION RESPONSE
N = 33
1
(%) QUALIFICATION
ASSISTANCE
IN
RESEARCHING
APPROPRIATE
LEARNING
RESOURCES
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
No Response
26 (69/70)
8 (21/22)
3 (8/8)
1 (2/-)
3 performed in small way
3 because of person's definition
of role
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
5 (13/23)
15 (40/68)
2 (5/9)
0 (0/0)
16 (42/0)
1 prior control in small way
1 explicit ambivalence
PROVIDING
REFERRALS
TO
LEARNING
RESOURCES
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
No Response
32 (84/84)
3 (8/8)
3 (8/8)
0 (0/-)
4 performed in small way
3 because of person's definition
of role
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
5 (14/22)
15 (39/65)
3 (8/13)
0 (0/0)
15 (39/-)
1 explicit ambivalence
PROVIDING
INFORMA-
TION, IN-
STRUCTION
,
TRAINING
,
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
No Response
20 (53/54)
14 (37/38)
3 (8/8)
1 (2/-)
2 performed in small way
3 because of person's definition
of role
SUPER-
VISION,
LIBRARY &
LABORATORY
FACILITIES
,
PRACTICUM
OPPORTU-
NITIES
,
ETC.
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
3 (8/23)
10 (26/77)
0 (0/0)
0 (0/0)
25 (66/-)
1 transitional in small way
1 explicit ambivalence
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FUNCTION
PROVIDING
SUPPORT
(GROUPS
AND OTHER
SUPPORT
SYSTEMS)
RESPONSE
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
No Response
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
N = 38
(%) QUALIFICATION
21 (56/57)
13 (34/35)
3 (8/8)
1 ( 2 /-)
6 (16/35)
7 (18/41)
4 (11/24)
0 (0 / 0 )
21 (55/-)
performed in small way
implicit contradiction
explicit qualification
3 because of person's definition
of role
1 transitional in small way
IDENTIFI-
CATION OF
APPROPRIATE!
EVALUATORS
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
No Response
31 (81/81)
3 (8/8)
4 (11/11)
0 (0 /-)
4 performed in small way
2 because of person's definition
of role
2 because of college's definition
of role
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
5 (13/25)
12 (32/60)
3 (8/15)
0 (0/0)
18 (47/-)
EVALUATION
CRITERIA
DEVELOP-
MENT
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
No Response
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
24 (63/69)
7 (18/20)
4 (11/11)
3 (8/-)
3 performed in small way
1 explicit qualification
2 because of person's definition
of role
2 because of college's definition
of role
3 (8/18)
12 (32/70)
1 ( 2 / 6 )
1 ( 2 / 6 )
21 (56/-)
2 transitional in small way
1 because of person's definition
of role
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FUNCTION
EVALUATION
RESPONSE
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
No Response
N - 38
C%) QUALIFICATION
24 (63/65)
9 (24/24)
4 (11/11)
1 ( 2 /-)
ASSESS-
MENT
FOR
CREDITING
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
DIALOGUE
AROUND
CREDITING
No Response
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
No Response
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
3 (8/14)
18 (48/82)
1 (2/4)
0 ( 0 / 0 )
16 (42/-)
26 (69/72)
2 (5/6)
8 ( 21 / 22 )
2 (5/-)
3 (8/19)
9 (23/56)
4 (11/25)
0 ( 0 / 0 )
22 (58/-)
20 (53/57)
7 (18/20)
8 (21/23)
1 performed in small way
3 because of college's definition
of role
1 because of person's definition
of role
1 transitional in small way
1 performed in small way
1 explicit qualification
2 because of student's extent
of progress
3 because of person's definition
of role
3 because of college's definition
of role
1 explicit qualification
1 implicit contradiction
1 explicit qualification
3 (8/-)
0 ( 0 / 0 )
7 (19/88)
1 ( 2 / 12 )
0 ( 0 / 0 )
30 (79/-)
3 performed in small way
1 explicit qualification
3 because of college's definition
of role
2 because of person's definition
of role
3 because of extent of student's
progress
1 transitional in small way
1 explicit ambivalence
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FUNCTION RESPONSE
N » 38
(%) QUALIFICATION
MONITORING
REVIEW
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
20 (53/61)
2 (5/6)
11 (29/33)
No Response 5 (13/-)
1 performed in small way
1 explicit ambivalence
1 explicit qualification
5 because of college's definition
of role
1 because of person's definition
of role
3 because of extent of student's
progress
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
1 ( 2 / 6 )
8 (21/50)
0 (0 / 0 )
7 (19/44)
22 (58/-)
MONITORING
DIALOGUE
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
17 (45/57)
3 (8/10)
10 (26/33)
No Response 8 C21/-)
1 explicit qualification
1 performed in small way
1 explicit ambivalence
1 explicit qualification
4 because of college's definition
of role
2 because of person's definition
of role
1 because of extent of student's
progress
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
1 C2/12)
7 (19/88:
0 ( 0 / 0 )
0 ( 0 / 0 )
30 (79/-)
1 transitional in small way
MONITORING
RECOMMENDA'
TIONS TO
THE
COUNCIL
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
9 (24/27
3 (8/9)
21 (55/64
No Response 5 (13/-
1 explicit qualification
1 performed in small way
1 explicit qualification
18 because of college's definition
of role
1 because of person's definition
of role
2 because of extent of student's
progress
FUNCTION
MONITORING
RECOMMENDA-
TIONS TO
THE
COUNCIL
cont.
RESPONSE
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
N - 38
(%)
0 (0 /0 )
0 ( 0 / 0 )
1 (3/5)
21 (55/95)
16 (42/-)
QUALIFICATION
21 because of college's definition
of role
CURRICULUM
PLAN
APPROVAL
(PRELIM-
INARY &
FINAL)
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
13 (34/36)
0 (0 / 0 )
23 (61/64)
No Response 2 (5/-)
1 performed in small way
19 because of college's definition
of role
1 because of person's definition
of role
3 because of extent of student's
progress
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
0 ( 0 / 0 )
2 (5/10)
0 ( 0 / 0 )
19 (50/90)
17 (45/-)
19 because of college's definition
of role
DIALOGUE
AROUND
PROGRAM
APPROVAL
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
12 (32/40)
3 (8/10)
15 (39/50)
No Response 8 ( 21 /-)
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
4 (11/57)
3 (8/43)
0 ( 0 /0 )
0 ( 0 / 0 )
31 (81/-)
3 performed in small way
6 because of college's definition
of role
1 because of person's definition
of role
5 because of extent of student's
progress
N - 38
FUNCTION
1
RESPONSE (%) QUALIFICATION
PROGRAM Performed LO (26/32) 1 performed in small way
COMPLE- Not Performed 0 (0/0)
TION Not Applicable 21 (55/68) 10 because of college's definition
DETER- of role
MINATION 1 because of person's definition
of role
No Response 7 (19/-)
Prior Control
Transition to
0 (0/0)
greater control 1 (3/11)
No Transition 0 (0/0)
Not Applicable 8 (21/89) 8 because of college's definition
of role
No Response 29 (76/-)
PROVISION Performed 19 (50/65) 3 performed in small way
OF GUIDE-
LINES
DELIMIT-
Not Performed 6 (16/21)
1 explicit qualification
1 explicit ambivalence
1 explicit qualification
3 because of college's definitionING Not Applicable 4 (10/14)
COLLEGE of role
LEVEL 1 because of person's definition
LEARNING
No Response 9 (24/-)
of role
Prior Control
Transition to
2 (5/12)
greater control 7 (19/41)
No Transition 3 (8/18) 1 implicit contradiction
Not Applicable 5 (13/29) 1 because of college's definition
of role
No Response 21 (55/-)
DIALOGUE Performed 22 (58/73) 6 performed in small way
AROUND Not Perfoinned 5 (13/17) 1 explicit ambivalence
DELIMIT-
ING Not Applicable 3 (8/10)
2 explicit qualification
2 because of college's definition
COLLEGE of role
LEVEL 1 because of person's definition
LEARNING
No Response 8 (21/-)
of role
Prior Control
Transition to
0 (0/0)
1 1 causality questionedgreater control 12 (32/80'
No Transition 3 (8/20)
Not Applicable 0 (0/0)
No Response 23 (60/-)
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FUNCTION RESPONSE
N - 38
CX) QUALIFICATION
FINANCIAL
AID
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
No Response
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
15 C39/48)
5 (13/16)
11 (29/36)
7 (19/-)
8 (21 / 68 )
2 (5/16)
2 (5/16)
0 (0 /0 )
26 (69/-)
4 performed in small way
10 because of college's definition
of role
PLACE-
MENT
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
No Response
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
12 (32/39)
8 (21/26)
11 (29/35)
7 (18/-)
14 (37/100:
0 (0 /0 )
0 (0 / 0 )
0 (0 /0 )
24 (63/-)
9 because of college's definition
of role
2 because of person's definition
of role
HEALTH
CARE,
HOUSING,
ETC.
Performed
Not Performed
Not Applicable
No Response
Prior Control
Transition to
greater control
No Transition
Not Applicable
No Response
11 (29/33)
8 (21/24)
14 (37/43)
1 performed in small way
13 because of college's definition
of role
5 (13/-) I
15 (39/100^
{
0 (0/0)
j
0 (0 /0 ) 1
0 (0 /0 )
23 (61/-)
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TABLE 6 PERFORMANCE AND CONTROL, TOTALS OF LEARNING PROCESS FUNCTIONS
(BY ROLE)
RESPONSE
Stu
N=17
(%)*
PA
N=ll
(%)
AC
N=9
(%)
Stf
N=4
(%)
Trs
N=2
(%)
Performed 253 (66/76) 231 (66/70) 158 (55/58) 56 (44/44) 16 (25/25)
Not Performed 37 (10/11) 63 (18/19) 64 (22/24) 28 (22/22) 12 (19/19)
Not Applicable 45 (12/13) 35 (10/11) 48 (17/18) 42 (33/33) 35 (55/55)
No Response 49 (12/-) 23 (6/-) 18 (6/-) 2 (1/-) 1 (1/-)
Prior Control 69 (18/27) 24 (7/11) 5 (2/4) 0 (0/0) 0 (0/0)
Transition to
greater control 152 (40/59) 159 (45/75) 65 (22/51) 35 (27/62) 6 (9/50)
No Transition 14 (4/5) 28 (8/13) 21 (7/16) 15 (12/27) 0 (0/0)
Not Applicable 24 (6/9) 1 (0/0) 37 (13/29) 6 (5/11) 6 (9/50)
No Response 125 (32/-) 140 (40/-) 160 (56/-) 72 (56/-) 52 (82/-)
* (total sample / those responding)
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TABLE 7 PERFORMANCE AND CONTROL, TOTALS OF LEARNING PROCESS FUNCTIONS
(BY TOTAL POPULATION)
RESPONSE
TOTAL POPULATION
N = 38
(%)*
Performed 715 (59/64)
Not Performed 204 (17/18)
Not Applicable 208 (17/18)
No Response 89 (7/-)
Prior Control 98 (8/15)
Transition to
greater control 417 (34/62)
No Transition 78 (7/12)
Not Applicable 74 (6/11)
No Response 549 (45/-)
* (total sample / those responding)
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TABLE 9 SOURCES OF APPROACH AND TECHNIQUES FOR WORK WITH
OTHERS IN THE COLLEGE, GENERAL CATEGORY TOTALS
Students
(11 out
of 12)*
Program
Advisors
(10 out
of 11)*
Academic
Council
Members
(8 out
of 9)*
Adminis-
trative
Staff
(4 out
of 4)*
Board
of
Trustees
(2 out
of 2)*
Totals
(35 out
of 38)*
Within
Campus-Free
College 16 21 9 5 3 50
Within Other
Teaching/
Learning
Institutions 3 10 8 4 0 24
Outside of
Formal
Education 10 14 4 5 5 30
* Number of people responding to question.
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TABLE 10 INFLUENCES ON PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT OF GREATER
SELF-DIRECTION IN LEARNING
Program Advisors
.
Administrative Staff
.
Academic Council Members
.
Students (8 out of 12 Trustee Members (24 out of
responding to question) 26 responding to question)
CHARACTER Always was self-directed
TRAITS learner 1
-enhanced by CFC
Always had self-directed
learning interests.
. . . 1
Always was curious, a
question asker 1
Always was independent. . 1
Strong sense of self as
individual 1
Never fit social stereo-
types, had to find new
modes 1
Bright achiever, so
rules disappeared . . . . 1
Too smart for teachers,
made one outside 1
MOTIVATION Deciding to do something
and finish it
Understanding what it is
I really want 1
Poor traditional
education experiences . . 1
The creativity of self
pacing 1
Belief in self-direction
as an attitude toward
life 1
The good feeling of being
alive and learning. . . . 1
The need not to be
confined 1
The need for
organization 1
The need to recreate
myself 1
Helps explore issues of
freedom, conformity,
authority ^
Program Advisors
,
Administrative Staff
.
Academic Council Members
,
Students (8 out of 12 Trustee Members (24 out of
responding to question) 26 responding to question)
SOURCES OF
SUPPORT FOR
SELF-
DIRECTED
LEARNING
Family
Special teachers.
. . .
Feedback from those who
work with
. 1
Family 2
Special teachers. ... 4
Feedback from those who
work with 2
Role models 4
Self 1
Peers, as child .... 1
Friends 1
CRITICAL General General 1
EXPERIENCES Curriculum plan .... . 1
FACILI- People support
. 3
TATING THE Process orientation . . . 1
TRANSITION; Unsuccessful project. . . L
CFC Goal defining
Learning Opportunity for self-
Process directed learning . . . . 1
Defining CFC work
goals 1
CRITICAL Divorce and remarriage. 2
EXPERIENCES Partnership marriage. . 1
FACILI- Adolescence 1
TATING THE Co-counseling 1
TRANSITION: Inner growth 1
Personal Mystical orientation. . 1
Growth Pain and sorrow .... 1
Self assessment, knowing
my limits and talents . 1
Trial and error of
living 1
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Students (8 out of 12
responding to question)
Program Advisors,
Administrative Staff,
Academic Council Members
,
Trustee Members (24 out of
26 responding to question)
CRITICAL Alternative teaching.
. . 1 Alternative teaching.
. . 4
EXPERIENCES Independent study in
FACILI- high school 1
TAXING THE Being advisor to another
TRANSITION: student 1
Other Learning outdoors while
child 1
Other alternative
education institutions. . 1
Directing research. . . . 1
Negative church experi-
ences led to general
institutional questioning 1
Social change work. . . . 2
Political movement. . . . 3
Psychedelic drug
experience 1
Beat movement 1
Reading 2
Renovating houses . . . . 1
TABLE 11 INFLUENCES ON PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT OF GREATER
SELF-DIRECTION IN LEARNING, GENERAL CATEGORY TOTALS
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Students (8 out of 12
responding to question)
Program Advisors,
Administrative Staff,
Academic Council Members,
Trustee Members (24 out of
26 responding to question)
CHARACTER
TRAITS 1 7
MOTIVATION 1 9
SOURCES OF
SUPPORT FOR
SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING 4 15
CRITICAL
EXPERIENCES
FACILITATING
THE
TRANSITION:
CFG Learning
Process 11 2
CRITICAL
EXPERIENCES
FACILITATING
THE
TRANSITION:
Personal
Growth 0 10
CRITICAL
EXPERIENCES
FACILITATING
THE
TRANSITION:
Other 4 17
TABLE
12
RELATIVE
IMPORTANCE
OF
ROLE
RELATIONSHIP
IN
FACILITATING
GREATER
SELF-DIRECTION
IN
LEARNING
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TABLE 13 RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF ROLE RELATIONSHIP IN
FACILITATING GREATER SELF-DIRECTION IN LEARNING
CRANKED IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE)
Program Advisor-Student
Program Advisor-Student-Monitor
Program Advisor-Student-Administrative Staff
Program Advisor-Student-Academic Council
Program Advisor-Student-Learning Resource People
Program Advisor-S tudent-Evaluator
Program Advisor-Student-Area Coordinator
Program Advisor-Student-Institutional Governance
TABLE 15 USEFULNESS OF TRANSITIONAL FACTOR
(BY ROLE) 205
RATING
STU
N = 12
PA
N = 11
AC
N = 9
Stf
N = 4
Trs
N - 2
Transitional Factors As A Conceptual Tool
,
Ratings Of Utility
Very helpful 6 7 3 4 0
Somewhat helpful 3 2 2 0 0
Not very helpful 1 1 1 0 0
Not at all helpful 0 0 1 0 2
No response 2 1 2 0 0
Transitional Mechanisms And Structure,
Ratings Of Utility In Individual Practice
Very helpful 8 9 6 4 0
Somewhat helpful 0 1 0 0 1
Not very helpful 0 0 1 0 0
Not at all helpful 2 0 1 0 0
No response 2 1 1 0 1
Transitional Mechanisms and Structure,
Ratings Of Utility At The Institutional Level
Very helpful 7 8 9 3 0
Somewhat helpful 1 2 1 0 0
Not very helpful 0 0 0 0 0
Not at all helpful 2 0 0 0 1
No response 2 1 1 1 1
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TABLE 15 USEFULNESS OF TRANSITIONAL FACTOR
(BY TOTAL POPULATION)
RATING
TOTAL SAMPLE
N = 38
freq (%)* QUALIFICATION
Transitional Factors As A Conceptual Tool,
Ratings Of Utility
Very helpful
Somewhat helpful
Not very helpful
Not at all helpful
No response
20 (53/61)
7 (18/21)
3 (8/9)
3 (8/9)
5 (13/-)
1 if flexibly applied
1 in reference to future
Transitional Mechanisms And Structure,
Ratings Of Utility In Individual Practice
Very helpful
Somewhat helpful
Not very helpful
Not at all helpful
No response
27 (71/82)
2 (5/6)
1 (3/3)
3 (8/9)
5 (13/-)
3 if flexibly applied
1 if flexibly applied
1 if flexibly applied
1 in reference to future
Transitional Mechanisms And Structure,
Ratings Of Utility At The Institutional Level
Very helpful
Somewhat helpful
Not very helpful
Not at all helpful
No response
25 (66/78)
4 (10/12)
0 (0 /0 )
3 (8/9)
6 (16/-)
1 if flexibly applied
15 in reference to future
3 in reference to future
* (total sample / those responding)
TABLE
16
SUGGESTIONS
FOR
ADDITIONAL
TRANSITIONAL
STRUCTURE
(BY
ROLE)
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TABLE 17 SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL TRANSITIONAL STRUCTURE,
GENERAL CATEGORIES (BY ROLE)
Students
(10 out
of 12)*
Program
Advisors
(10 out
of 11)*
Academic
Council
Members
(8 out
of 9)*
Adminis-
trative
Staff
(4 out
of 4)*
Board
of
Trustees
(1 out
of 2)*
Totals
(33 out
of 38)*
Training 6 10 7 2 0 25
Orienta-
tion
8 1 2 1 0 12
Support 7 13 3 1 0 24
Screening 3 1 1
.
1 0 6
Other 4 6 2 1 2 15
* Number of people responding to question.
TABLE 18 FREQUENTLY SUGGESTED ADDITIONAL
TRANSITIONAL STRUCTURE
Program Advisor Training 15
Program Advisor Support 14
Student Support 14
Student Orientation 11
Student Training in SDL 9
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TABLE 19 ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES (METAPHORS)
WITH RELATED FUNCTIONS
(STUDENTS)
Growing, not just learning - Facilitating personal growth in
others. This spilled over into
my social sphere.
Lifestyle; learning to be - Movement from residential to non-
in control of my life campus based school meant taking
more control of my lifestyle (e.g.,
carryover of goal setting into
other areas of life. Finding my
own structure; taking care of
myself as a person better.
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TABLE 19 ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES (METAPHORS)
WITH RELATED FUNCTIONS
(PROGRAM ADVISORS)
- Stages of adult experiential
learning
- Evaluate work I've done with students
in terms of adult development. Could
be basis for dialogue with the college.
- Helping people become effic-
ient at locating and evaluat-
ing resources
- Specific techniques for assessing and
initiating relations with learning
Resource People.
- Helping people grow up: more
realistic (not idealistic)
,
than normal schools
- Training for a balanced realism. Talk
about vocational possibilities.
- Experiential approach
- A precise spiritual task:
instantiating a democratic
spirit. It has twin dimen-
sions :
- highest purpose (holy)
- exposing naked condition
What we hope to accomplish:
- the highest dimensions of
private and collective
experience.
- Identify spiritual instantiation as
such: talk about that dimension.
Simply try to examine the deepest
meanings that provide a frame for
what we do. Otherwise, we kind of
float around loose.
- Nurturing human potential - Provide opportunities to grow
within
own limitations. Build student self-
esteem. Reduce stress in transition.
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TABLE 19 ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES (METAPHORS)
WITH RELATED FUNCTIONS
(ACADEMIC COUNCIL MEMBERS)
- Learning as understanding.
Helping students gain under-
standing in the ways they
define.
- Teach people they can learn
for the rest of their lives.
- Objective specific criteria:
1. Are they familiar with
the area?
2. Can they synthesize?
3. Can they apply?
- Helping people free themselves
from blocks to being themselves.
To learn about self, to use
self to be self.
- Its an alternative way of
learning.
TABLE 19 ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES (METAPHORS)
WITH RELATED FUNCTIONS
(ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF)
- Program Advisor role is to merge
individual goals and values with
institutional ones. Helping
people face and manage conflicts
resulting in the need to move,
transition. Helping people
not to fear conflict.
- Helping people change habits
grounded in poor self-image
and passivity
(TRUSTEES)
(no response)
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TABLE 20
LEARNING PROCESS SKILLS AND FUNCTIONS
"LIST X"
FACILITATION
^
Learner Assessment
^
Career Research and Planning
^
Academic Program Planning and Implementation
Self Assessment (skills development)
Goal Setting (skills development)
Project Planning & Redesign (skills development)
Learning Resource Identification and Assessment (skills development)
Negotiating Skills (skills development)
Consumer Protection and Advocacy for Students
Learning Program Advocacy (relative to the Academic Council and
Administrative Staff)
Assessment of Learning Blocks & Strategy Development for Dealing with
Learning Blocks
PROVISION OF LEARNING RESOURCES
Assistance In Researching Appropriate Resources
Providing Referrals
Providing Information, Instruction, Training, Supervision, Library
Facilities, Practlcum Opportunities, etc.
Providing Support
EVALUATION
Identification of .\pproprlate Evaluators
Evaluation Criteria Development
Evaluation (of specific learning projects)
CREDITING
Assessment for Crediting
Dialogue around Crediting
MONITORING
Monitoring, Review
Monitoring, Dialogue
Monitoring, Recommendations (to the Council)
PROGRAM APPROVAL
c r*.
Curriculum Plan Approval (Preliminary & Final)
Dialogue Around Program Approval
Program Completion Determination
Major Categories1
DELIMITING COLLEGE LEVEL LEARNING
Provision of Guidelines for Delimiting College Level Learning
Dialogue Around Delimiting College Level Learning
MATERIAL SUPPORT
Financial Aid
Placement
Health Care, Housing, Etc.




